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I .—Abstract Journal of an Expedition to Kiang Hung on the Chinese

Frontier, starting from Moulmein on the 13/A December, 1S36. By
Lieut. T. E. MacLeod, Assistant to the Commissioner of the Tenas-

serim Provinces, with a route map.

[Extracted from a Report to E. A. Blundell, Esq. Commissioner, and com-

municated by the Right Honorable the Governor of Bengal.]

Having left Maulamyaing on the 13th of December, 1836, I reached

the village of Pike Tsouny on the 16th, and was detained there by the

non-arrival of the elephants until the 21st, when I finally quitted it

and reached Labong on the 9th of January, 1837. I found the Chou-

koua who since Chou Che Wit’s death, had conjointly with Chou

Raja Bri't the late Tsaubua’s son, exercised the government over the

province, absent at Bankoh and no Tsaubua nominated ; and it was

with reference to the appointment of one, that these officers had been

to the capital.

Though I had received information of this previous to my arrival

there, yet as the chiefs of Labong were the first to court and establish

a friendly communication with us, and as our principal supplies of

cattle had been drawn from their territories, I determined on deliver-

ing your letter and presents to the officiating ruler.

My reception at the place was most friendly, and I had an interview

with the Chou Raja Wu'n the day after my arrival. He expressed

himself glad to see me, and assured me of his anxious desire to con-

tinue on the friendly footing they had always been on with us, to afford

our merchants every assistance and protection in their power, and

to facilitate as much as possible a free intercourse between our coun-

tries.
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I was on my arrival permitted to enter the fort and pitch mv tent

close to the late Tsaubua’s palace, for the convenience of my followers,

who found cover in some sheds attached to it, which being contrary to

their customs was no small proof of their friendly feeling towards us.

Our traders stated that no difficulty or delay was experienced in

procuring passes, nor any impediment thrown in the way of the cattle

trade.

I quitted Labong on the 12th and reached Zumue the same day.

Here no person received me nor was any notice taken of me until I

had sent to express my surprise at it, when apologies were made and

many false excuses offered. I was presented to the Tsaubua on the

15th, he made many professions of goodwill towards us, which

from his character I have no reason to mistrust. The chiefs present

endeavoured to dissuade me from proceeding towards China, as-

serting that the roads were impassable, infested by robbers, and no

supplies procurable. An indirect attempt was also made to per-

suade me to go to Muang Nan, through which district the road

frequented by the Chinese caravan runs, evidently wishing to re-

lieve themselves from all trouble and responsibility. Finding that

I was not to be moved from my purpose, and that I had no intention

whatever of visiting Muang Nan itself, they said that they did not

wish me to go to China, but that even if they did not give me permis-

sion to proceed, if I insisted on going they could not prevent me. I

disclaimed all intention of forcing my way through their country,

that if your request was not acceded to I should without delay retrace

my steps to Maulamyaing. I at the same time made use of every

argument I could bring forward to gain my point, and was finally told

that before an answer could be given me it would be necessary to

consult the authorities at Labong and Lagon, as it was customary on

all matters of importance, and I should have a reply in six days.

They requested me to postpone any other subject I might have for

discussion until the above was settled.

I was admitted to a second conference on the 18th, arranged for the

apprehension of some runaway thugs, and discussed various com-

plaints of the cattle merchants.

Finding on the 22nd that no intelligence had been received of the

officers from Labong and Lagon, who had been sent for to consult

respecting my journey, it appeared to me that they were endeavouring

to delay my departure until orders could be received from the Chou-kona

I therefore called on the Chou Raja Wu'n and complained of the

unnecessary delay, when he requested me to wait till the 24th for the

replies.
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They evidently were embarrassed how to act; the Kiuno Tu'no

Tsaubua had last season sent down a mission to obtain permission

for subjects to pass throgh the Zumui territories and trade vfith us at

Muulamyaing ; this officer was well received, and the matter referred

to Bankok and he himself detained many months on the plea of their

motives being suspected, and eventually sent back with an uncourteous

refusal. After this it was doubtful how the court at Bankok might

view the present mission.

More than two-thirds of the inhabitants of Zumui, Labong and

Lagon are Talien refugees, or persons from the Burman provinces to

the northward, who had either voluntarily settled under the Siamese

Shans, having been inveigled to do so by specious promises, which

were never kept, or seized and brought away during their former

constant incursions into those provinces, chiefly Kiang Tiing and

Muang Niong. The whole of these are much oppressed and would

joyfully avail themselves of any occasion to throw off the Siamese

yoke. The authorities are aware of the growing hatred and disgust

to their rule, particularly amongst the Kiang Tung and Muang Niong

people, and they also well know, that all these people look upon us

very favourably, and as their only certain means of deliverance.

Their fears and suspicions have been lately much increased by a

deserter (and a person of some rank) from one of the Burman towns on

the western bank of the Salwen. He has assured them that the king

of Ava was bent upon adding Zumub to his kingdom, and that the

Kiang Tiing Tsaubua had undertaken to effect this with the assistance

of his relations in captivity.

According to the arrangement made with the Chou Raja Wu'n I

visited the Tsaubua on the 24th and told him I much regretted that I

could not longer delay my departure, and wished to quit the place

the next day. He said that I had long patiently waited and as the

officers from Lagon and Labong had not arrived, he would take the

responsibility on himself and orders should be issued for my being

escorted by the road the Chinese caravans came, which was also open

to our merchants. I asked whether they had any objection to throw

open in like manner the road to China, via Kiang Tung
; this he said

could not be done until the Chou-kona returned. I thanked him for

this proof of friendship towards us, but before taking my leave

inquired whether any order had been issued about the tax levied on

cattle sellers, for the Chou Raja Wu'n had on the 22nd told me that

my propositions had been complied with. To my surprise they now
declined to make any alteration until the Chou-kona returned.
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I experienced the utmost difficulty in obtaining satisfactory informa-

tion about the routes to China. Those who could have given me
information were either afraid to do so, or have been schooled to

repeat what the officers of Government had told me ; others were

again evidently interested in the road they recommended.

The Chinese merchants residing in the place had told me that the

Kiang Tung road was the best, that the other I should find very diffi-

cult, having ranges of high mountains to cross, and that elephants could

not travel by it. I should only find scattered hill tribes and no

villages for a great distance. I therefore determined if possible to

obtain permission, either directly or indirectly, to my proceeding

by the road recommended by them, to enable the merchants who had

come up with me, and had all their goods on elephants, to accompany

me. I also hoped that the road having been once travelled by a British

officer with traders, might eventually facilitate its being thrown open.

On the 27th I was happy to see part of the Chinese caravan

arrive, their report confirmed what I before heard about the road.

The chiefs had assured me that there was a road more to the eastward

than the above mentioned one, along the eastern bank of the Mehhong

or Cambodia river, with large towns and villages two or three days’ jour-

ney apart. These the Chinese informed me did not exist, that they had

many years ago been pillaged and destroyed by the Siamese Shans,

and the road entirely overgrown with jangal and blocked up. They

also urged me to try and get the Kiang Tung road, which was by far

the best, thrown open.

These merchants informed me that they were most anxious to carry

on a brisk trade with our provinces, and that the market was most

satisfactory, but that the road travelled by those who visited us in 1836

was such as to render it impracticable for them to come by it. This

objection 1 am happy to say can be easily overcome by their taking

the road travelled bv me on my return here from Zumu'e. I remon-

strated with the Chou Raja Wu'n against sending me by a road either

impossible for elephants, or by one which had been for years closed in

addition to passing me to another Shan district. Permission was

ultimately given for me to select my own road from the information

I should collect on the wav. It was however agreed that I should

not consider the road travelled by me as having been thrown open to

us, but merely as a favor granted me being sent on a mission.

After many attempts to delay my departure 1 left Zumu'e on the 29th

in company with a Shan officer sent to escort me with six elephants,

and though before quitting it I had taken care to have the arrangement
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about the road officially communicated to him, yet the day after we

left he received a letter from the court officers directing him on no

account to permit me to proceed by Kiang Tung, but to escoit me by

the road travelled by the Chinese caravan. This was privately com-

municated to me, and I was convinced they had determined clandes-

tinely to use every means in their power to prevent my journey, but

to appear outwardly to be assisting me from fear of offending us.

We reached the frontier village of Fuk Bong belonging to Zumui on

the 6th of February. Here the road to Kiang Tung branches off from

the one they proposed my going by. Our progress had been slow,

and the Zumui chiefs had had ample time to send a reply to the officer

with me, but none came. An attempt was made to delay me here,

no rice was to be procured, and all the elephants belonging to the

village were away in the jangals, and it would take at least four or

five days to collect all I required for my journey to Kiang Tung. An-

ticipating detention on the road before I left town from the manner

the authorities were putting off my departure, I had taken the precau-

tion to load two elephants with rice and was thus perfectly indepen-

dent of the Shans for supplies. The officer finding I had come

prepared and would not stay for my elephants, volunteered to accom-

pany me two marches to put me in the right road, though I had a man
with me whom I had hired for the purpose of showing me the road.

Finding this officer after the two marches inclined to come on, I en-

couraged him to do so, wishing him to witness every thing that occur-

red at Kiang Tung, that he might report the same to his chief, and

thus convince his countrymen whatever they might think, that I had

truly stated to them the object of my mission.

I reached the first village belonging to Kiang Tung on the 13th,

and the town itself on the 26th, and was received in the most flatter-

ing manner. I was introduced to the Tsaubua on the 22nd. He and

all his chiefs really rejoiced at my arrival and were lavish in their terms

of the respect they had for us, and assured me they had long been most

anxious to open a communication with us. He tried to dissuade me
from proceeding towards China on the plea of the states to the north-

east of his territory, and through which I should have to pass, being

in a state of anarchy and confusion consequent on the death of the

Kiang Tung Tsaubua.

The town is situated in 21o47'4S'' north latitude and about

99° 39' east longitude. It is a poor and thinly populated place, sur-

rounded by a brick and mud wall, but so badly erected that it is

constantly falling down. It is built oa some low undulating hills
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surrounded by high mountains, and the dry ditch round the town is

at some places 70 feet deep, being dug from the base of the wall on

the top of the hill, to the level of the swamp found at their bases.

The surrounding mountains are well peopled by tribes of Lawns, Ka
Kuas and Ka Kuis, and the villages in the valleys must be likewise

large and contain a great many inhabitants judging from the crowds

that assemble in the town on a market day. All the towns and

villages passed by me to the north and east of the capital were inha-

bited, the houses much better than those in town, and in every respect

more comfortable.

The Tsaubua is about 50 years of age, but au active-minded man ;

he has been many years blind, he is much beloved by his subjects.

He was the youngest of six brothers, (the eldest of whom was Tsaubua

of the place) and who about thirty years ago rebelled against the

Burmans and placed themselves under the protection of Siam and are

now detained at Zumu'e and Labong. The present Tsaubua on the

way, finding the Siamese were inclined to break their promises to

them, after vainly endeavouring to pursuade his brothers to join him,

fought his way, with a small party, back to his native place, which

though then depopulated he has managed to repeople. The avarice

and cruelty of the Burmans drove them to the step they took. The

Siamese would find the present Tsaubua a troublesome neighbour

and enemy but for his misfortune.

There were formerly many distinct states in this direction ruled by

Tsaubuas, who with their subjects also either joined the Siamese or

were afterwards carried away. All these states now are under Kiang

Tung, but immediately governed by a descendant of the former

Tsaubuas, and no doubt, will eventually be erected again into sepa-

rate states, when their inhabitants have increased, which they are

rapidly doing, and will do if not disturbed by the Siamese or their

tributaries.

This state is tributary to Ava. but the chief plainly shewed me that

they had no affection for their jealous and greedy masters.

It is a great thoroughfare for the Chinese caravans, being the only

safe high road from China to Moue and other Shan states to the west-

ward of the Salween. It has the Muang Lein territory to its north, to

the westward and northward of which, the wild and independent tribes

of Luwas, and Ka Kuis are located, rendering the road too dangerous

to be travelled, so much so, though the direct road from Muang Lein

to Ava is by Thuni. the officers and others are invariably obliged to

go to the capital by Kiang Tung and Mou'e.
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The Chinese bringdown copper pots, silks, &c. and return with cot-

ton and tea. Many make two trips in the year, the second time they bring

down rock salt from the neighbourhood of Esnuk (or Aluang La of the

Shans). I met a great many very respectable merchants, (some of them

residing within the palace enclosure, for the Tsaubua and all trade here)

all most anxious to visit Maulamyaing. I gave them every encourage-

ment to do so, as well as every information they required. But they,

like the others, only wish to travel by the Kiang Tung road.

There is a great demand throughout this province for English goods.

Our merchants sold their things at a handsome profit, the market being

at present wholly dependent on Ava : many difficulties appear to exist

to the trade from Maulamyaing through the Red Korean country and

the Burman territories along the Salween. There was a slight attempt

made, though in a very friendly way, to delay my departure until

instructions could be received from Mou'e ; however, finding 1 was bent

on going on without delay, the point was given up aud the Tsaubua

made an excuse for not having me escorted in a way he could wish,

for if he sent an officer of rank with me, umbrage might be taken at

Ava. I was surprised that no decided objection was made to my
going on, knowing how jealous the Burmese authorities are of any

communication with their Shan provinces, and more particularly as the

Tsutke or officer stationed in all these states to look after the Burman

interest, was absent at Mou'e where an officer of rank is placed by

the government, to whom all the tributary Shan states are obliged to

report the most trivial occurrence.

The merchants who accompanied me hearing of the unsettled state

of the country above, and meeting with a good market where they were,

decided on remaining. They were promised every encouragement

and assistance, and were at perfect liberty to go when they pleased.

It was agreed that no duty should be levied on any thing exported or

imported by them, but of course a few trifling presents will be expect-

ed as is customary amongst the Burmans.

My elephants being unable to proceed and the road being over

mountains and no forage procurable on them, I provided myself with

ponies and quitted Kiang Tung on the 1st of March, and after passing

through many large villages and some towns the residence of petty

Tsaubuas, reached Kiang Hung (the Kien yim gyd of the Burmans) on

the 9th. I found the Kiang Tung Tsaubua had not exaggerated the

state of things. The late Tsaubua Maha Wang had been dead some

months, leaving a young son of 13 years of age. A nephew of his, son

of an elder brother but who never had been Tsaubua, seized upon
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the throne ; the chiefs however were in favor of the son, and to prevent

his being made away with secretly conveyed him to China, and feign-

ed submission to the self-elected Tsaubua. They managed to assem-

ble a large force near the town, and when these plans had ripened,

put to death many of his principal adherents, and the Tsaubua him-

self had only time to escape with a few of his followers. Parties had

been sent out to apprehend him but had not succeeded in discovering

him when I was there. The same night they killed his aged father

and younger brother, and the Burman Tsutlce, who was in disgrace

during my visit, was only saved by the interposition of the chief

priest of the place. He was father-in-law to the self-elevated Tsaubua’s

younger brother who was killed, and had been intriguing in favor of

his connections.

This place is the capital of a large province comprising no less

than 12 Tsaubuaships whose territories however are not extensive,

and through some of which I passed on my journey.

It is tributary to China but in a greater degree than the term

generally implies, and might be almost said to be a Chinese province,

for it pays a regular land revenue and other taxes to that kingdom,

to collect and regulate which an establishment of Chinese officers and

clerks are kept. But at the same time it makes certain offerings of

submission and dependence once in three years to Ava, and which

kingdom places a Tsutke there to look after its interest. The Tsaubua-

ship has always belonged to one family,’ but the nomination of the

individual rests with both the kings of China and Ava ; that is, one ap-

points and the other is expected to confirm it ;
but should the selection

made by one not be approved of by the other, they appear each to

appoint a distinct person, and to allow the parties to decide the matter

by arms, never interfering themselves ;—this occurred not long ago.

The town stands in 21° 58 north latitude and about 100° 39' east

longitude ; it is built on the face of a hill on the western or right bank

of the Me Khong or Cambodia river. It has no fortification and the

houses though good do not amount to above 500. I saw the place

under great disadvantages, many of the inhabitants had fled and the

place was in the occupation of troops from various quarters.

The average breadth of the river, which is confined between two

ranges of hills, is at this season about 300 feet here, and when full

from bank to bank about 650, and its rise judging from its high banks

must be about 50 feet. It is not at any season fordable. I had no

means of measuring its depth unobserved, and I was fearful of excit-

ing their suspicions by doing so openly. Its velocity I think is
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about three miles an hour. It here has a N. W. and S. E. course,

and is not navigable to any distance down, its course being interrupted

by falls two or three days below the town.

I was admitted the day after my arrival to an interview with some

of the petty Tsaubuas, who were almost all here with their contingents.

One of them the Talan Tsaubua, who was the minister during the

former Tsaubua’s time still continued in that post, and the deceased

Tsaubua’s chief wife, Maha Dk'vi (but not the mother of the young

Tsaubua who is by the second wife) acted as regent for the young lad,

nominally by the advice of the petty Tsaubuas ; but the minister was

all-powerful, and did as he pleased. He had been the main instrument

in the scenes lately acted there, and being a shrewd intelligent man,

many supposed he had some design on the throne himself. Though my
reception was civil, yet they shewed a degree of suspicion of the

objects of my mission, refused to permit me to proceed over to the

frontiers of their own territories towards China without a reference, and

even hinted 1 had better return. They at first declined receiving the

presents, but after explanations accepted them for the young Tsaubua*

It was already evident that I should not he permitted to pursue

my journey, hut I considered it desirable to remain at the place

a few days to endeavour to allay any suspicions the authori-

ties might entertain respecting the object of my mission, and to be*

come better acquainted with them. I therefore requested the autho-

rities at Esmok or Muang La might be informed that I was the bearer

of letters and presents to them which I wished to deliver. Though

they did not for some days make the communication yet I had reason

to know the letter sent faithfully detailed the object of my mission and

all I had said. I dined the next day at the palace and met all the

Tsaubuas and chiefs, who like the day before were clad in Chinese

costumes. All the attendants were in the same dress, and the dinner

&c. completely Chinese. A few cups of spirits, which some of them

freely drank, soon made them throw off the formality of Chinese eti-

quette, and strive to make themselves agreeable, particularly the

minister, who alone can speak Burmese, though all speak Chinese.

The reply from China arrived on the 23rd and the same evening the

Talan Tsaubua and some others came to communicate its contents

to me. It contained the same remarks about merchants, &c. as made
by the officers on my first interview, and went on to say that British

ships daily visited Canton, and that that was the proper route for an

officer deputed on a mission to go ; that they had consulted all their

historical records and could not discover a precedent of any officer
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coming by the road I had, that Kiang Hung was a town of theirs, that

orders had been sent to treat me with attention and settle all matters

connected with my mission, that our merchants were at liberty to

trade with them, and that their own traders over whom they exercised

no control could likewise visit Maulamyaing if they liked ; but -if I

insisted in coming on, it would be necessary to refer the matter to

Pekin.

It would have taken a year at least to receive an answer, and as it

was not difficult to surmise what the reply would be from that haugh-

ty court, I considered it prudent to let the matter rest, hoping that at

some future period more success might attend a similar attempt.

The officers had invariably prepared me for the refusal, assuring me

that even they themselves had never been permitted to go beyond

Puer, and that only on most particular business, that the Chinese

were alarmed at the approach of an officer from any foreign state, but

our merchants would be allowed to enter certain towns for the pur-

pose of trade. On this point however I received many contradictory

accounts, and I am led to think that Esmok, which is a Chinese town

built close to Muang La, (a Shan town on the frontier and only

separated by a nullah ) and five days’ journey from Kiang Hung or

Puer, called by the Shans Muang Meng, three days’ journey further

would be the extent of their journey. I had during my long stay

visited Maha Devi—she regretted much I had not gone up during her

husband’s lifetime, that he would have at once sent me on, and

apologized for not having shown me more attention. Of this I certainly

had no cause to complain ; I was in the habit of exchanging frequent

visits with the minister and other Tsaubuas, and I am satisfied left them

impressed with a high opinion of our liberality, justice and power.

They said they could only compare us with the Chinese, whom they

praised highly
;
that they were punctual and just in all their transac-

tions, that they insisted upon the regular payment of their taxes, and

wrote long letters about a few pice ; but on the other hand they never

took or kept any sum however small, that they were not entitled to.

They on the other hand never failed loudly to complain of the avarice,

&c. of the Burmans, whom they neither respect or regard. I endea-

voured to penetrate to Aoa by Muang Lein and Thainni, or return to

Zumue by the road on the eastern bank of the Cambodia river, for the

purpose of meeting the Chou-kona of that place, but I regret to say that

I was most reluctantly obliged to retrace my steps by the road 1 went

up, in consequence of a despatch having reached Kiang Hung from

Kiung Tung entreating the Talan Tsaubua to send me back there, as
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orders had been received from Mon? not to permit me to proceed

towards China until the commands of the King of Ava were received.

In consequence of which, orders had been received from the young

Tsaubua to escort me back by the road 1 had come when I wished to

return. The minister confessed that he was under obligations to

the Kiang Tung Tsaubua, and if he now allowed me to go by any

other route, it would certainly get the Tsaubua into trouble ; he hoped

therefore I would not press the point, as it was painful to him to

disoblige me. and he would be obliged to apply for instructions from

the young Tsaubua, if I insisted on it. I thought it advisable to

wave the question with a good grace, for there can be no doubt that the

reply would have been in favor of the Kiang Tung Tsaubua’s request

;

because that chief has considerable influence with his state, the young

Tsaubua being betrothed to his daughter.

The day before I left I met all the chiefs at dinner at the palace,

when they all, and particularly the minister, gave me assurances of

their friendship for us, and of their anxious desire to promote a free

intercourse between our countries, that no duty whatever should be

levied on our traders, and urged me strongly to repeat my visit, and

to send up some merchants, and they would, to ensure them a safe

passage to China, send people with them. I was likewise told by him

that their suspicions had been raised respecting the objects of my visit,

by certain reports propagated by the Burman Tsutke and his party,

who though in disgrace had sufficient influence over their ignorance

to excite their fears, but that my frequent intercourse with them soon

removed their mistrust, and he hoped the unreserved and friendly

manner they had lately communicated with me had removed any

unfavorable impressions I might at first have formed of them. I met

there many Chinese merchants settled at the place as well as those

belonging to caravans. They were all eager to trade with us, and

promised to visit Maulumyaing. They also urged me to send some of

our merchants up to them. This however would not answer ; for they

would be obliged to transport their goods chiefly on elephants, against

which there are many objections. They require from us gold thread,

carpets, bird’s nest, sea slugs, dates, ivory, &c. &c. Some samples of

Pernambuco cotton I showed them pleased them much. Cotton would

also be an article of export, for this is what they chiefly carry away

from Mttang Nan, and the difference of price, which is much in favour

of the province, will more than renumerate them for the distance they

would have to come for it. Their imports into Kiang Hung are the

same as to Kiang Tung. I there met with woollen cloth brought by
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them much cheaper than it can be purchased here. Their exports

consist principally of tea, which with a little cotton is a staple of this

territory. It grows on both sides of the Me Khong in large quantities,

but like the samples I have brought down, with some seed, of a coarse

description, but whether from their mode of preparing it, or naturally

so, I cannot tell.

Their state extends on both banks of the Me Khong : it is bounded on

the N. and N. E. by the Yunan province ; to the E. by Cochin China ; to

the S. E. by the Lauchang territory, and to the south on the eastern

bank of the Mekliong by both Muang Luang Phaban and Muang Nan

;

to the southward on the western bank of the river by Kiung Khiaing

(a small state ruled by a Tsaubua tributary to Ava ) and Kiung Tung

;

to the westward by Kiung Tung

;

to the north-west bv Muang lun,

which last stands in the same relation to China and Ava as it does.

I quitted Kiang Hung, on the ’26th of March and reached Kiang Tung

on the 31st. Here I saw the order from Mon'e not to permit me to

proceed until further orders, but if I insisted in going on, they were

not to prevent me but merely to take a list of the followers, &c.

with me. During my stay I frequently saw the Tsaubua who as before

urged me to use every endeavour in my power to obtain a free passage

through Zurnue for all merchants, which could easily be done by Bri-

tish influence. He assured me it was far from hi9 thoughts to attempt

to rescue his relations from captivity, though strong enough to do so,

but he knew the attempt would lead to bloodshed and be the means of

their being removed to Bankok. He complained of the Siamese after

so many years of quiet, which he entirely attributed to us, again

making aggressions into the territories of the Burmese, alluding to the

affair at Mak mai

;

that he had hoped we should not have permitted

any thing of the sort, that he had lately re-established many of his

deserted towns towards Zurnue, but he much feared they would not be

allowed to remain, unless we interfered. That they considered them-

selves prevented by the treaty of Yandabu making aggressions into the

Siamese territories, and we ought to put a stop to their being molested

and robbed by the Siamese. He urged me to repeat my visit and to

beg of you to send some person up to cure him of his blindness if

possible.

I quitted Kiang Tung on the 4th of April, and reached Zumui on

the 18th, having left the elephants to come on by short marches, the

country was completely burnt up and no forage to be found.

The Shan officer who had accompanied me had returned from

Kiung Tdng, the Tsaubua told him he was glad to hear I had arrived
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there safe, and inquired particularly about my proceedings at Kiang

Tdng, and was satisfied by the reports made. The Chou Iiiija JVun

was not pleased, and when I saw' him said he was very much afraid

the Chou Houa might be displeased at mv going to Kiang Tung, and

all the blame would fall on him. Some merchants who had come up

from Muulamyaing for the purpose of joining me had been there some

time. I endeavoured to obtain permission for them to proceed by Kiang

Tung, but the Chou lidja Wun would not hear of it, hut said they

were at liberty to go by the eastern road, which had been conceded

to us, that every assistance would be afforded them, and passes

given. He begged me to remain until the Chou Houa’s arrival.

On the 22nd I held a long conference with the Tsaubua on various

points. It ended in positive prohibilion to the merchants passing

through Zimmay to Kiang Tung. The Shan officer who accompanied

me was even put in irons, and was only released through my inter-

cession with the Chou Houa, who entered the town on the 6th May.

The king of Siam had forbidden all communication between the two

states on any account, that they never could eradicate the hatred they

had for the Burmans, and the Kiang Tung people though not Burmans

were subjects of Ava, and therefore could not for a moment be

trusted. But there was no objection whatever to our merchants

going by the road on the eastern bank of the Me Kliong or Cambodia

river, but they would not permit any of the Shans from Kiang Tung

or any place in any way subject to Ava entering their territories.

I could not leave the place until the evening of the 1 1th in conse-

quence of a little discussion about a woman ; a native of India had

taken from this place and was attempting to extort money from her,

and threatening to sell her, and to obtain satisfaction for a case of

theft that had occurred many days before, and though some of the

parties were secured, they' were screened by the Chou Houa’s officers,

and the investigation put off in a most disgraceful way. The first

the Chou Houa settled by allowing me to bring the woman away

with me, and as I could wait no longer, he promised to have the

matter inquired into before some of my people whom I left behind ;

and the officers, who had not been more attentive, punished.

In spite of the disagreeable discussion I had had with the chief of

Zumue we parted all good friends, with mutual assurances of wishing

to continue on good terms with each other.

Having left the elephants behind I returned here by a different

road to the one travelled in going, and which though rather longer is

much better in every respect than the other.
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Zumue , Lahong and Lagon have already been described by Dr.

Richardson, the former is in lb° 47' north latitude and about 99° 20'

east longitude. They form the patrimony of one family, the chiefs

are therefore all connected, and the oldest usually exercises a sort of

control over the others, but this appeared to me to be very small and

having only reference to their external intercourse or war with the

Burmans. Much jealousy exists between them all.

The Chou Houas of both Lahong and Lagon have been lately

elevated to the Tsaubuaship of those places, and the Chou Raja

Brit of the former and Chou Raja Wun of the latter to the offices

of Chou Huua. Both these states have always proved themselves

anxious and willing for a free intercourse, forming a contrast in this

respect with the conduct of Zimmay.

Cattle is abundant in Zumuh and Lagon but we have nearly

exhausted the Lahong territory. The inhabitants of the former place,

to escape the oppressive exactions they are subjected to when they sell

cattle, deliver them to our traders in the Lahong territory, and thus

avoid having their names registered.

There is little or no trade in these districts ; the inhabitants procure

salt from Bankok, and export paddy and stick lac. Their home manu-

factories supply most of their wants, and the only thing in demand

from our province is the red cotton stuff called by the Burmans shani,

and for this even the merchants do not obtain prime cost, and are only

repaid by the profit they make on the cattle exported in return. In

spite of their enmity towards the Burmans, large quantities of betel-

nut are carried into Kiang Tung, which state has not a single tree of

that fruit in it. Many of the chiefs, if not the whole, are aware of it

and allow their followers to smuggle it out of the country for their

own profit, but especially object to the poorer people doing so. The

trade with China is very limited, about 300 mules come down

annually ( but not one-third laden) with silks, (raw and made up)

copper pots, tinsel, lace, &c. which they exchange for cotton, ivory,

horns, &c. A traffic is carried on also with the Red Kareans on the

right bank of the Salween, exchanging cattle for stick lac and slaves.

This last horrible trade has not diminished, and I regret to say some of

the inhabitants of India have embarked in it. I warned them agree-

able to your commands of the penalty attending the introduction of

any of those unfortunate creatures into our provinces.

One of the Red Karean chiefs accompanied the Chou Houa to Bankok :

his as well as that chief’s visit had reference to an attempt made

some months ago by the Siamese Shans, to bring away the inhabitants
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of some Barman villages on the western bank of the Salween, who

they had been informed were willing to place themselves under them,

if a force was only moved towards the frontier to protect them. The

Burmans however met them with a large force and obliged them to

return. The Red Kareans had sided with the Siamese and were eager

that an attack should be made, with the sole view of getting a few

slaves for sale. This useless adventure was strongly opposed by

many of the chiefs, but the Chou Houa and Chou Rdja Wun of

Zumu'e had their own way. They were, I heard, preparing to attack

some small towns on the eastern bank of the Salween belonging to

Mont, when 1 left.

The Tsaubua is old, upwards of 80, he is a mild and well disposed

person, but now entirely given up in making offerings to the pagod as

and priests, so that the Chou Houa, who is a clever and able man

though naturally of a bad disposition, and much feared and disliked

by the people, is in fact the ruler, and has his own way on all matters.

The states of Muang Nan ( which is as large as Zumu'e) and Muang

The, (smaller even than Lubong) stand in the same relation to each

other as the other states before mentioned do. Cattle is abundant in

these. They produce more cotton than the others and a greater number

of Chinese visit them, and many even from Zumu'e go there to procure

a return load.

These territories occupy the space between the Salween and Cambo-

dia rivers, but on the eastern bank of the latter lies the town and

territory of Muang Luang Phaban, said to be much larger in extent

than any of the others, and to be the capital of Laos. This place is also

visited annually by the Chinese caravans, but only one or two of our

traders have yet reached it, and they report the authorities are anxious,

as those of Muang Nan, to open a communication with us.

The tribute paid by these states to Siam is small : the five first pay

theirs in teak-wood chiefly, floated down the rivers which pass through

each province, and fall into the Me nan. Muang Luang Phaban pays

its tribute in ivory, eagle-wood, &c. there being no water communica-

tion between it and Bankok. This last state is also said to be

tributary to Cochin China and China ; to the former it sends presents

triennially, and to the latter once in eight years it sends two elephants.

With reference to the road that is travelled generally between this

and Zumub and by which I went, it runs for six days over a flat

country, then the country becomes gradually mountainous and continues

so for 12 marches, to Muang Hunt, the frontier Siamese village situa-

ted at the foot of the range. The whole distance is much intersected
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by numerous large and rapid torrents. Access with a regular army

and its equipments is impossible by this road and the Shans are well

aware of it. There are numerous passes however of which we are

totally ignorant, and of which they wish to keep us in the dark. From

Muang Hunt to Zumu'e, four marches, is through the valley of the Me

Pin. From Zumu'e to Esmok or Muang La, there may be said to be

only two roads, the others being only branches of them and occasion-

ally slightly deviating from them. The one I proceeded by is for three

days over low hills, then for eleven marches to the frontier village be-

longing to Kiang Tung, Hai Tai, through valleys and occasionally over

a few low hills, then over high mountains to Kiang Tang. From Kiang

Tung to Kiang Hung the country is both hilly and mountainous with

small rich valleys through which we daily passed, and in which there

are numerous villages all well peopled. These mountains though not

passable for carts have good roads and are in every respect easier to

pass over than those between this and Zumu'i, but there is not a spot

of ground amongst them in which an encampment could be formed

for a large force. Water is throughout abundant and the country

thickly wooded.

From Kiang Hung to Muang La is five marches, and the road runs

over high and barren hills.

The other road is the one by which tbe Chinese caravans come to

Zumu'e ; it separates from the other one the village of Pak Bong, from

whence to the Cambodia river, on which the town of Kiang Khong

stands and belongs to Muang Nan, it is six or seven marches. The

liver is there crossed, the road continues in the Muang Nan district

for four or five days, and then enters the Muang Luang Phaban territory

and continues in it for two or three days, after which it passes through

the Kiang Hung territories to Muang La. The Chinese describe this

road as very mountainous. It occupies them forty days to reach

Muang La from Zumui. The road travelled by the Chinese, to Muang

Nan, separates from the Zumu'e one at Kiang Khong, on the western

bank of the Me Khong or Cambodia river.

The road I returned by from ZumuZ is the high road from that

place to Bankok, via Laliaing

;

to within two inarches of that place

I proceeded, and there struck off to the westward to this place. After

crossing the Me Piu only, did we meet any high hills and then only

one, which did not occupy us long in getting over. The rest of the

road is chiefly hilly but of no elevation, and though no cart road exists,

one might with very little trouble be made passable for an army with

its equipage. From this road, those to Muang Nan and Logon branch
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off. and it is by the former I should recommend our communication

with China being kept up. -

The accompanying map has been hastily prepared to forward with

this letter to enable you to trace my route and the situation of places

mentioned by me. I have adopted the Shan names of places, as

pronounced by them, with the exception of those which from frequent

usage have become well known.

[We must solicit indulgence if the proper nnmes in this paper are incorrectly

given : it was impossible to distinguish the » from the u iu the MS.—Ed.]

II .—Abstract Journal of an expedition from Moulmien to Ava through

the Kareen country , between December 1836 and June 1837. By D.

Richardson, Esq. Surgeon to the Commissioner of the Tenusserim

Provinces.

[Communicated by the Right Honorable the Governor of Bengal.]

On the 13th of December 1836, in company with Lieut. McLeod,

I left Maulmain and proceeding up the Gyne river reached Pike-tsaung

the last village in our territories, on the 16th, here we waited four

days for the elephants. On the 21st we continued our march, on the

25th crossed the boundary river separating the British possessions

from those of Siam, and on the 26th we parted company. Lieutenant

McLeod continuing his route along the now well-frequented road to

Zimmay, and myself striking off more to the westward, by a path

rarely travelled except by the scanty Kareen population of the sur-

rounding hills, repeatedly crossing the Moy Gnow so rapid and deep

at this season that almost every time we crossed some of the people

were carried down the stream. On the 1st of January I reached

Mein loon gyee (the old Yeun saline), having passed only one village.

Here I halted to endeavour to obtain rice to carry us through the

nearly uninhabited country between this and the Thalween. On the fol-

lowing day we were joined by eleven Shans, inhabitants of the town of

Whopung and its vicinity, who had been on a trading journey to Maul-

main ; they increased our party to ninety, all of whom were traders

except about twenty-five followers of mine, and carried goods to the

amount of between eight and ten thousand rupees. Their means of

transport were four elephants, a few bullocks, and the remainder on

men’s shoulders. They were in great measure dependent on me for

their supply of provisions and where the distance between the villages

was great I had to assist them in their carriage also. I had some

discussion with the Myo-woon about allowing the Monay traders,

6 M
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Burman subjects, to pass through the point of territory under his
jurisdiction.; he at length agreed to it, hut proposed to levy a duty
of 10 per cent, against which I remonstrated as exorbitant, consider-
ing the nature of the road. A reference on that point to Zimmay will

however be necessary. On the 6th January left Mein loon gyee with
only five days’ provisions, about one-fourth of what I wished to pro-
cure. We travelled along the road used in the monsoon (the Mein loon

gyee river being too deep to ford), ar.d reached the Thalween in lat. 18°

16' 14" N. on the 16th without seeing a single village. In the after-

noon, the Thoogyee of Bnn-ong the Ka-reen-nee village on the western
bank, crossed over to my tent and told me that he had the orders of

PhaPho (the chief of the Kareens) to detain me here as it was his

intention to come thi« far to meet me. After some remonstrance I was
obliged to comply. Our rice had been short for some days and we had
now the greatest difficulty in procuring one meal a day of a mixture

of cholum and rice, and even that, though the people were out all the

morning, was often not brought in till the evening. On the 26th

even this failed us and we were obliged to push on with the consent

of the Thoo-gyec who declared himself unable to assist us. Travelling

by the same road as on my last mission, we reached Pha Pho’s village

on the 28th, having passed three or four small villages. We found

that Pha Pho had been gone a day or two on his way to meet us on

the Thalween, but as he had gone by a road lying to the northward

of the one we had come by, we missed him, and, what was of more

material consequence at the time, our provisions which he had

taken with him. The people at the village were however very atten-

tive, and his youngest son went with two of our elephants on the fol-

lowing morning to a Toung-thoo village half a day off, for rice.

On the evening of the first of February Pha Pho returned, and on

the 3rd I waited on him with your letter and presents. He received me
kindly and after several friendly visits and some discussion, I succeed-

ed in obtaining an answer to the letter, promising every facility and

protection to our traders, bringing a pass from Maulmain, passing

through his country to the Cambodia Shan states ; he also agreed to the

Shan traders passing through to Maulmain ; he promised to levy no

duties, but said that the traders must make a small present on asking

leave to proceed. He assured me my visiting the other chiefs was quite

unnecessary, as he was the paramount authority, and any arrangements

made with him must bind the others ; as I did not know what towns

I might have to visit in advance, and my presents not being very

numerous, though quite valuable enough for the people I had to deal

with, I did not visit them.
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On the 6th February I took my leave, having hired a guide to whom
the chief gave his orders touching his good conduct, and directing that

we should be supplied with rice. From hence the route is perfectly

unknown, no European having ever travelled it. The first two days

and a half our inarch lay through a hilly or rather mountainous jungly

country nearly destitute of inhabitants, the road bad and difficult for

bullocks, water sufficient though we had no streams of any note

to cross. The next two days the hills continue but covered with

a considerable depth of soil with few large trees and little underwood,

the population pretty numerous, and nearly the whole of the hills

brought under cultivation, which is performed with considerable care

and neatness. During the next three days which brought us to Ka-doo-

gyee, the first Burman village, we were obliged to make a detour to

the eastward, the proper road being said to be blocked up by fallen

trees, and consequently impassible for the elephants which are never

used here. This threw us out of the line of the inhabited part of the

country, and we saw only one small village of deserters from Mok-mai

and no cultivation. The red Kareen country is considerably more

extensive than I had been led to believe from the information obtained

on my last mission, and the population more dense, if density mav be

applied to any hill people. The part of the country crossed by me
was said by no means to be the most populous part ot it. which indeed

might have been inferred, as it lay along the borders of the desert

waste they have made, separating them from the Burmans, against

whom they entertain the most rancorous enmity. It will be long

before there is any considerable demand for European manufactures ;

they are in the first and rudest stage of an agricultural population ;

their habitations are miserable and destitute of every thing that con-

duces to the comfort of human beings, to which they are scarcely

allowed by the Burmans to belong : nearly all their present limited

wants are supplied within themselves. Their only traffic is in stick-lac

which is produced in great quantities, and slaves, whom they capture

from the Shan villages subject to the Burmaus lying along their

frontier. From three to four hundred are annually bartered with the

Siamese Shans for black cattle, buffaloes, salt and betel-nut. This

horrible traffic has within the last few years been somewhat diminished

by the asylum afforded to the fugitive slaves of the Shans, in our

possessions here.

The only articles of exchange they are at present known to possess

available as returns to this market, are tin and stick-lac, both in abun-

dance, but the former is too heavy and the latter too bulky to be avail-

6 m 2
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able to any great extent with our present means of transport. Tin is

to be bought there for 50 rupees per 1 00 viss, and will fetch in the

market here about 80 rupees, there is at present however but little

demand for it. Stick-lac may be bought at 200 rupees the 100 bas-

kets, weighing on an average 22 viss or 70 odd pounds, and sells here

from 880 to 1100 rupees.

On the 13th of February we reached Kudoo a stockaded village of

about 80 or 100 houses, half of which may be within the stockade. It

is called a military station though there are no regular troops here,

indeed the Kareens till within the last two years were constantly in the

habit of carrying off the people from the very gates of the stockade,

which now pay them a sort of black mail, as their own government

cannot protect them ; here we halted one day to rest the elephants.

The people exposed some of their goods for sale but had few or no

purchasers.

On the 15th we left Kudoo and passed the small village of Salaung

of 15 or 20 houses of catechu boilers quite as poor as the Kareens,

and Ban-hat of 120 houses of rather more respectable appearance.

On the 18th February we reached Mok-mai. Both the above vil-

lages are under Kayennee influence, and the last from which the head

men came out to meet me forms the limit of the journeys of the Chi-

nese caravans in this direction. Mok-mai is a stockaded town of

perhaps 300 or 350 houses, the residence of one of the Tso-boas of

Camboza (a general term for the Shan states in this quarter). I halted

about a mile from the town, and sent the guide furnished me at the

last village, to notify my arrival, and request to know where I should

pitch my tents. He returned and told me I might either come into

the town or encamp near a Poon-gyee house outside. As there was

a feast in the town, I preferred the latter as more out of the way of

the noisy curiosity of the people. I could not however have fared

much worse any where, for all the inhabitants of the place poured out

to look at me. When I reached the halting-place, such a crowd had

collected that it was scarcely possible to unload the elephants; and

before this was done they had become so riotous and insulting that I

was obliged to send in to the Tso-boa for protection. He sent one of

his Atween-woons and some peons who after some trouble aud a good

deal of rataning which the Atween-woon applied himself, we were en-

abled to pitch the tent.

A Than-dau-tseen came out in the evening to ask me for a list of the

presents, to inquire the object of my visit, and to request me to re-

main here a day to give them time to report to the head Burman
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authority of Monay. I satisfied them in the two first points, and

agreeing to halt proposed calling on the Tso-boa in the morning. 1

was prevented doing so by the crowds of noisy people round my tent;

1 had however a good deal of conversation with some municipal offi-

cers who visited me ; they were all Burmans, understood the nature of

mv mission, and expressed a readiness, as far as they could, to forward

the objects of it. 1 learned from them that the authority of the Tso-

boa is a dead letter, the whole real power being in the hands of officers

appointed by the court of Ava. The Bo-hmoo-meny-tha Meng-myat-

boo (general prince Mkng-.mv at-boo) a half brother of the king's, son

of a Shan princess, was at that time, and had been ever since the war,

governor of the whole of the Shan countries comprehended under the

general name of Cumboza tyne

;

he generally resided in Ava, but his

deputy the Tseet-kay-dau-gyee had his head quarters at Monay with

some officers and a small military force. All business is transacted

by them at the Tat youm or military court-house. Much surprize

was expressed that I had brought letters to the Tso-boa and not to the

military chiefs. I begged them to believe our sincere wish to esta-

blish friendly relations with the government in whomever vested,

and assured them that had you beeu aware of the existence of a higher

authority than that of the Tso-boa’s, resident in the country, your

letter would have been addressed of course to that authority. I desir-

ed them to inform the Tso-boa of the reason of mv having failed to

visit him to-day, and to request he would give orders or send someone

to prevent the people crowding round the tent in the unreasonable

way they had done, and to say I should put off mv departure and

wait on him on the following day. An Away-yuik caiue out in the

morning to say the Tso-boa would be glad to see me, and I accompa-

nied him into the town. The Tso-boa is a young man of about six

and twenty, son of the last Tso-boa who was killed in the dreadful

slaughter of the Shans at the stockades above Prome, during the late

war.

I explained to him the nature of my mission, regretted that you were

not aware on my leaving Maulmain, that my route lay through his city,

expressed my certainty that you would be equally sorry that you had

not had an opportunity of writing to him. I repeated my assurance

of our anxiety to be on friendly terms with the Shan chiefs, and pro-

mised every protection and facility of trading to his people if they

visited Maulmain. I requested him to encourage their doing so and

begged in return that he would afford the same protection and facili-

ties to our people visiting his country, to which he merely assented
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saying “ tis well.” I had then some conversation with the two Tseet-

hays (Burman officers sent from Ava) regarding the British posses-

sions, power and resources, of every thing regarding which they are

in utter ignorance. The Tso-boa himself scarcely opened his lips ;

—

mv visit lasted about an hour. The traders exposed their things for sale

during the two days we halted here ; there was a strong desire to buy

on the part of the people, and they sold as much as from the size of

the place thev had reason to expect. Silver is very scarce and that in

circulation is half copper. On the 20th we started for Monay and

reached Ban-lome a small village of 12 or 14 houses in the evening. This

is the first village we have seen since leaving their country, the inha-

bitants of which consider themselves as tolerably safe from the for-

rays of the Kareens, which they all compare to the swoop of a hawk.

At Mok-mai, though the town may contain 2000 or 2500 people, they

dare not go half a mile from the stockade for firewood, and were asto-

nished at the temerity of our mohauts in going singly into the jungle

after the elephants. On the following day we reached Monay.

The first days’ march from Kudoo is rugged, mountainous and diffi-

cult with no water (except one small stream) till the end of the march,

when we cross the May-neum about three feet and a half deep. The two

following days to Ban-hat is a good deal along the bed of a small stream ;

the road rugged but no hills to cross ; water abundant. The next day

to Mok-mai, which lies quite out of the direct line of march by this

route to Monay, is over the same range of hills crossed the day of

leaving Kudoo, but lower. Leaving the May-ting deep nearly four feet

at Ban-hat, and encamping again on the May-neum. At Mok-mai there

is a good de^l of cattle, and cultivation round Ban-hat and Mok-mai,

the rest of the country rocky mountains covered with jungle. The
last two days the road was better, in many places practicable for carts,

water plentiful and a great deal of cultivation near Monay.

The Tso-boa of Mok-mai furnished me with a guide who had au-

thority to order the Thoo-gyee of Ban-lome to relieve him and furnish

one who should accompany us to the confines of the Mok-mai territory

where people would probably be sent from Monay to meet us. The
Ban-lome Thoo-gyee was not to be found in the morning, and we
proceeded without him. On reaching Monay we were obliged to in-

quire our way to the place that had been recommended as encamping

ground by our guide from Mok-mai; no one was inclined to give any

information, and it was not till after many inquiries we met one man
civil enough to point it out to us. We had scarcely halted when we
were surrounded by some hundreds of people, and the same scene of
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shouting, indignity and insult was repeated as at Mok-mai. I got the

small tent pitched and endeavoured by shutting the windows to escape,

but in vain ; they held them up and shouted more furiously. I sent the

Shan interpreter with some of the most respectable traders to theTso-

boa to report my arrival, the purport of my visit, to complain of my
reception, and to request protection from the insults of the mob. They

were stopped by the Tseet-kay whose house they had to pass; he

questioned them in most overbearing manner as to who they were,

where they came from, and what brought them here
; they endeavour-

ed to satisfy him on all these points and explain the reason the letters

were not addressed to him ; they asked permission to see the Tso-boa,

and requested protection from the mob. He immediately sent out

one or two Toung-hmoos and some peons, with ratans which they

seemed practised in using, to keep the rabble off the tent. He told

my people I should not see the Tso-boa till he was perfectly satisfied

with the objects of my visit, said we had no right to come this road,

that “ Burney” was in Ava, and if we wished to come we should have

gone to Ava for permission. After a good deal more in the same

strain he concluded by saying—“ Well he shall see the Tso-boa to-mor-

row.” In the evening Meng-nay-myo-yadza-narata the chief

secretary came out to my tent to inquire further the object of my visit,

and was much more friendly than I expected from the Tseet-kay-

dau’s reception of my people. I gave him all the information he wished ;

he had been a sort of adjutant-general to Maha-nay-myo the general

of the Shan troops employed about Prome during the late war. After

a long conversation we parted very great friends, and he continued to

be most friendly and attentive during the whole of my stay. On the

following morning he sent for the Shan interpreter and several mes-

sages passed regarding my reception by the chiefs. It was proposed I

should first go to the youm where the lesser officers would be assembled;

that I should there take off my shoes and wait till a report was made

to the Tseet kav, when he would send and call me to his house. I

objected to the whole arrangement and told them that in Ava I never

took off my shoes but in the palace, the houses of the princes or at

the Hloot-dau where I sat on an equality with the Woon-gyees and

Atween-woons. I acquainted him that as my letter was to the Tso-

boa I should wish to deliver it in person to him ; but the Tseet-kay

being the higher authority I wished first to see and be guided by him,

as you had commissioned me to open a friendly intercourse with this

country whoever was at the head of the government. Meng-nan-myo

returned a message to say he would propose, if I wished it, that I
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should see the whole of the military officers and the Tso-boa at once at

the youm. The fact of my having been in Ava at once prevented their

saying any thing more about the shoes ; to this proposition I immedi-

ately acceded as it got over the difficulty of having the letter to the in-

ferior authority, but on sending the Shan interpreter in the evening

with my acquiescence, Meng-nay-myo was from home. Next day no-

thing was done. The Tseet-kay said he would consult with the other

chiefs and let me know. The following day I sent to learn their determi-

nation and was told I should see the Tso-boa and all the military chiefs

that day at the youm. I consequently took the letter and presents with

me. I was not requested to remove my shoes but was obliged to sit

with my own coolies, servants, and the people of the town, outside the

Coon-tseen (a plank about a foot and a half high which separates the

centre from the outer part of the house) within which the Tseet-kav-

dau-gvee, second Tseet-kay, two Nakans and two Bodhaveas were

seated. My friend Meng-nay-myo seated himself by me and the Tseet-

kav-dau-gyee was seated close to me, separated only by the “ Coon-

tseen.” I now begged personally to explain the reason of your having

written to the Tso-boa direct,and hoped the mistake would not be allow-

ed to have any weight against our good intentions and wish to strength-

en the friendship which had so long existed between the two countries,

which was the sole intent of my mission, by opening the nearest route

between the British possessions on the coast and this place, &c. &c. I

concluded by expressing my wish to deliver the letter in the presence

of the assembled officers to its address. The Tseet-kay then took it

from me, told me the Tso-boa was not present (I had mistaken the

second Tseet-kay for him), and commenced his conversation in a most

overbearing strain which he kept up during the whole time it

lasted ; told me I had no right to come here without an order from the

king, through Burney at Ava, said he was the Bo-hmoo-meng-tha’s

substitute who represented the king here ; he incredulously asked if you

did not know the nature of the government here,said I knew nothing and

much to the same effect. I told him the treaties of Yan-da-boo and Ava
stipulated for the free passage of traders into all parts of the kingdom :

it was with a view to facilitate trade, equally advantageous to both

countries or more in their favour, that I had come so toilsome a march,

and little expected such a reception. I complained of his having deceiv-

ed me by the promise of seeing the Tso-boa
; he told me the treaty did

not say a word about my coming to Moray and that he had never

said I should see the Tso-boa. I requested that as he had receiv-

ed the Tso-boa’s letter, he would give me the permission therein ve-
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quested to proceed to Ava to acquaint Col. Burney, for the informa-

tion of the court of Ava, with the result of my endeavours to open the

gold and silver road through the Karian country. He replied “ Oh
yes, oh yes, go, go.” The whole tenor of his conversation had been

most discourteous, and I said I thought the sooner I went the better,

and wished to start in two or three days. The first Na-kan then ad-

dressed me with much civility and asked if I did not wish to see the

Tso-boa ;
I said most certainly, that had been the original purport of

my visit, but that it depended on the “ Tseet-kay-dau gvee” to whom
the king had confided the supreme authority here. This seemed to

please him, he said “ Ah that is a proper answer.” The Na-kan again

said, “ Why you are only just come amongst us and are already talking

of leaving us
;
you must stay with us a little while, it will be necessary

to get permission from Ava “ for you to proceed.” I said such was my
wish, and that it was with the intent that I should express your wish

also to be on the most friendly terms, but as yet I had no reason to

believe 1 was a welcome visitor, and wished to be allowed to proceed

without waiting a reference to Ava which could only sanction my pro-

ceeding, as I dreaded being caught in the rains on account of the

people with me having no shelter. The Tseet-kay said sneeringly, ‘‘he

calls himself * tsia-woon’ (a doctor) and is afraid of dying,” of which

speech I took no notice.

The Na-kan said I had taken them by surprise, that they had

intended me to live in a brick building on the other side of the town.

The Tseet-kay interposed and said I might live where I pleased.

I asked his advice regarding the best course for traders to take ; he

said traders had come here before my visit and would continue to do

so, that no one prevented them from trading, they might either sell

the things where they were, or go to the bazar with them. I repeat-

ed my request that if they were satisfied with my intentions, I might

see the Tso-boa, and after some conference amongst themselves, it was

agreed I should see him at the youm on Monday (the next day but

one). 1 requested the Tseet-kay to take charge of the presents which

he refused to do, saying they were not for him ; told me to take them

away and bring them on Monday. I objected to this as dragging

them about the town would be disrespectful to you, and told him that

they had been brought at his request, which he denied, though the

bearer of his message to that effect was at my elbow ; he however at

last took a list of them and gave them in charge to a “ Tyke-tsoe,”

and, took my leave. In the evening Meng-nay-myo who has through-

out evinced a kind and conciliatory disposition, came to my tent with

6 N
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two of the Tseet-kav’s sons, probably to see how I was satisfied with

my reception. I told him that I had conversed with Burmans of all

ranks from the king downwards, and had never been addressed as I had

to day ; that it was evidently more to their advantage than ours that

trade, which was the greatest source of prosperity to all countries,

should be opened between us, that it was a bad return for your friend-

ly intentions, and that if the tenor of the conversation on Monday was

the same as it had been to-day, however sorry I might be, I saw no

alternative but to return by the route I had come and report my recep-

tion to you, when the king would be made acquainted with it. He said

this was true, but that he had spoken to the Tseet-kav (with whom

he is connected by marriage and had great influence) and assured me

I should not again have reason to complain, and begged me to say no

more about it : when his visit had lasted about an hour, he took his

leave. On Monday I sent the Shan interpreter to the Tseet-kay to re-

monstrate against being seated outside the “ Coon-tseen,” and to request

him to send and to let me know when they were ready to receive me

at the youm. He was for the first time exceedingly civil, requested

him to tell me they were here amongst a people of a different nation

from themselves, that the customs were different from those of Ava,

that the Tso-boa would also be seated outside, and that he would send

and let me know when they were ready at the youm, which he did at

half-past nine, and I proceeded there accompanied by the Mbng-nay-

myo as before. All the military chiefs were assembled and in half

an hour, which was employed in friendly conversation, the Tso-boa

with four gold chuttahs, preceded by a guard, arrived and seated

himself by me outside the “ Coon-tseen.” He is about 68 years of age,

and of the most mild and gentlemanly manners of any Burman I have

seen, tall, and fair even for a Shan. I again explained the mistake of

the letter and your wishes for a friendly intercourse, and for his and

the “ Tseet-kay’s” protection and assistance to our people coming

here to trade, promising a continuation of the same encouragement to

his people they had hitherto received at Maulmain, and regretted we

had seen none of them for the last two years. I said you had heard

the Toung-ngoo road was unsafe to travel, and had dispatched me to

open the road through the Ka-reennee country, which I had succeed-

ed in doing, and hoped the intercourse would now be uninterrupted.

I delivered the letter which the ** Tseet-kay” had returned me, and a

list of the presents was read, and they were laid before him : he

replied that it was well, that he was glad to see me, but as he was

eubject to Ava, the letter and presents must be sent there ; and I must
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wait till permission for me to proceed was obtained from thence,

which he thought would be the best course for us all as he could not

take on himself to allow me to go on. I remonstrated with all the

arguments I could think of against such a delay, but without success.

The conversation then became general, principally on geography, the

relative power of different states, and the difference of European and
Burman customs, on all of which subjects except the last they are

profoundly ignorant. The whole interview was conducted in the

most friendly manner, and it was difficult to believe the Tseet-kay

to be the same person whom I had met here only two days before.

On the following day a report was made of my arrival here, the num-
ber of people and amount of merchandize to the “ Hloot-dau” at Ava.

The letter and presents were forwarded to the king and an answer

expected in 20 days. I embraced the opportunity to write to the

resident a short account of my route so far, and complained of my
reception. On the 1st of March I waited on the Tseet-kay at his own
house, and used all my endeavours to remove any remaining suspi-

cions he might entertain as to the motive of my visit, and I have

every reason to believe I was perfectly successful. He promised

every facility to our people trading ; said they had better expose some

of their things at our encampmeut where they had a large double

zevat ; send some of their people about the town with others, and on

market days, which were held every fifth day at one or other of the

surrounding villages, they could carry a portion of them out. He
promised that there should be no duty levied this time, but probably

in future he should be ordered to stamp the goods and levy 10 per

cent, as at Rangoon. I reminded him of the difference of land and water

carriage, the difficulty of the road and great advantage to the purcha-

ser in point of price, &c. He promised in case it was proposed, to use

his influence to prevent so heavy a charge. There was a good deal

of conversation on other subjects and my visit was altogether satis-

factory, my reception civil, kind and conciliatory. I had once to com-

plain of one of the Bhodayea’s interfering with the “ Poe-zas” (shroffs)

which only required mentioning to be redressed, and from this time

our intercourse was frequent and most friendly.

On the following day I had a very civil message from the Tso-boa,

expressive of his happiness at my visit, and wished to be hospitable,

but from my not having brought any letter to the military chiefs he

could not be so much so as he wished. He sent me five baskets of rice

and forty-eight tickals of coarse silver for my expences, which I was

obliged to accept. He wished me to move into the town, but on look-

6 n 2
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at the place he intended for me I told him I preferred remaining

where I was, and he had huts built for my people near my tent. The

traders were in a large zeyat 50 or 60 yards off. Between this day

and the 25th I called on all the officers who had met me at the youm,

and my reception by all of them was civil and friendly.

With the exception of the Tseet-kav and Meng-nay-mvo, whose

houses are large and commodious, they are worse lodged than the

native officers in Maulmain and Tavoy, or indeed than some of the Thoo-

gveei of our villages. I applied once again through Meng-nay-mvo

to the Tseet-kay to see the Tso-boa, if he saw no objection
; he gave

an evasive answer and as my visit was not returned by any of the offi-

cers except Mkng-nay-myo, my visits were necessarily confined to

the Tseet-kay (whom I saw frequently) and him, at his house. I met

amongst others the Tseet-kay of Kiang Tung, and some Shan officers

of that town who had been sent by the Tso-boa last year, and endea-

voured to open a communication with Maulmain ; but after being de-

tained nine months at Zimmay and treated with neglect by the Chow
Houa of that place they were refused permission to pass through the

Zimmay territory. They expressed themselves much delighted at the

mission of Lieut. McLeod. They were on their way to Ava with the

gold and silver flowers forming annual tribute, and we ultimately

entered Ava together. On the 8th March we heard the first report of

the prince Sarawattie’s rebellion. It was brought from Ava in six davs

by special messenger; it was stated that his quarrel was entirely with

the queen’s brother. The Tseet-kay was desired to keep the country

quiet, as it was likely every thing would be settled in a few days bv the

prince’s capture. The impression of the non-official people I convers-

ed with was, from the first, that unless the queen’s brother was given

up to him he would have both the power and inclination to take him

by force, and the wishes of the people were all in his favour.

The second Bodhayea sent his brother to request me to make his

house my own and come and see him frequently, to which I objected

as he had not returned my first visit, which accords with the Burman

custom, as well as with ours
;
and they are the last people in the world

to whom concessions of this kind can be made. He communicated my
message to his brother, who said I was right, and that he would speak

to the Tseet-kay on the subject, which he did, and we afterwards re-

peatedly exchanged visits. Some of the town people came almost

daily to my tent ; amongst others some Chinamen, residents here, whom
I urged to press their countrymen to push on to Maulmain ; they told

me that three or four of them had gone this year to see the state of
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the Maulmain market, and if a favourable report was made we might

expect to see more of them next year. On the 25th I was sent for

bv the Tseet-kay to the youm where I found all the officers assembled.

Dispatches had been received from Ava containing amongst other

things rav leave to proceed, orders that 1 should be treated with atten-

tion : a suitable suard given for mv protection should I wish to go

on in the present unsettled state of the country, and I believe orders

also, that I should be allowed to visit the Tso-boa. I received letters

from Col. Burnky giving an account of the dreadfully disturbed state

of the country, and stating that if the present king should surround

Ava, which was more than probable, he should be obliged to remove

the residency to Rangoon

;

under these circumstances he left it to my

own discretion whether I would come on or return by the way I came.

Next morning I called on the Tseet-kay and intimated my determination

to proceed, leaving the merchants, whose property would have ensured

our being plundered, to his care ; he told me the Shan countries through

which my march lay till within four or five days of Ava, were still quiet,

but that below the pass I should find every village a nest of robbers,

and the road very unsafe. He promised to furnish me with a guard

of 20 or 30 men, and some coolies to assist my own to enable us to

proceed with greater dispatch, but strongly advised me to return by

the way I had come. As I had however determined to proceed, he

begged me to put off my departure for a few days ; that the party with

the tribute from Meng-len-gyee had crossed the Thalween and were

daily expected, and on their arrival I could go in company with them

and the Kiang-tung people, who only waited for them ; our party would

then amount to three or four hundred men, the guard with which ad-

ded to mine would ensure our safety. In the meantime it was deter-

mined I should call on the Tso-boa on the following morning, which I

did in company with Meng-nay-myo. His palace which is within a

wooden sort of stockade, is of considerable size with a gilt spire of

five roofs, surmounted by a “ Tee” or umbrella, as in the palace at

Ava. The audience hall is large and splendidly gilded about the

throne, on which were placed the " Meng-hmeauk-ta ra-nga-bah” (five

ensigns of royalty), and on each side a white umbrella. He was seated

at the edge of the raised floor on which it stands ; his son and son-in-

law were seated on each side a little in front, and below ; I had a seat

placed between them. The officers and people about were seated

behind me on the floor
; my reception was most kind and friendly—he

expressed his happiness at my visit and his wish to encourage inter-

course, but was so perfectly dependent on Ava that he could only act
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on orders from thence. My audience lasted about an hour and a half,

and when I left him he gave in return for the presents I had brought

him, a pair of grey ponies.

On the 30th Mai-ch I called on the Tseet-kay. As nothing had been

heard of the Meng-len-gyee party I urged my immediate departure,

as in case of being stopped by the robber chiefs on the way to Ava

and obliged to return by the way we came, we should be thrown into

the rains ;
some of the hills between the Thalween and Meng-len-

gyee would be nearly impassable, and the jungles there at that season

are so unhealthy that on my last mission out of between fifty and sixty

people, myself and two others only escaped fever either on the road or

after our return. He begged me not to suppose he wished to throw

any obstacles in my way, but advised me again to return by the road

I had come ; as my mind was made up to go on, he wished me to

wait till the fifth or sixth of next month, when a part of the Shan

contingent of troops furnished by the Tso-boa are to march on to Ava,

(the son of the late Yea-woon of Rangoon having come in six days

from the capital with an order to that effect,) and with that force we

should be too powerful for any of the parties on the road.

On the 2nd of April I received the Tso- boa’s letter, but as there was

a paragraph stating that in future, traders should not come here with-

out a pass from Ava, I waited on the Tseet-kay with the treaty of Ava,

and pointed out that by the first article of that treaty, which an order

of the king could not do away with, British subjects had a right to

trade to any part of the empire. He immediately promised that it

should be altered as it had been written in misconstruction of the

orders from Ava, to which Col. Burney had agreed, that no officer

should enter the kingdom in this direction without leave first obtain-

ed from Ava. He informed me that orders had come to day for the

Tso-boa to proceed in person with 1,500 men.

On the 3rd I called on the Tso-boa. There is a decided disinclina-

tion for the service. He has however determined to leave this on

the 6th, expressing himself pleased with the arrangement of my
accompanying him, and promising all the assistance in his power on

the road. Some of the most adventurous of the traders had deter-

mined to accompany me ; I however dissuaded them and desired them

to remain together. On the 5 th when I called on the Tseet-kay to

take leave, I took the chief of the traders with me and recommended

him to his care, which he promised and we parted good friends. He

made a speech which he intended for a sort of an apology for his first

reception of me, and hoped he should see me here again.
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On the Gth I started for Ava after a detention at Monay of forty-two

days. We halted the first day at a small nullah sbout two miles from

Monay, and in the afternoon the Tso-boa came out with his men

to some zevats and pagodas about half a mile nearer the town.

Meng-nay-m yo accompanied me to the halting-place, and theTso-boa’s

son, tbe Tso-boa, Tseet-kay and the second Bodhayea visited me in

the evening.

On the 7th we made a march of twelve miles to Hay peck: some of the

troops marched long before day-light : the Tso-boa passed my tent

about six o’clock, and at seven I followed and reached the ground at

half- past eleven. A square of low sheds had been erected for the

troops, huts for the Tso-boa and his immediate followers in the centre,

and a spot was pointed out to me to the westward of the enclosure for

pitching the tents ; boughs were furnished for the elephants and grass

for the horses ; the troops continued dropping in ten or twelve at a

time till dark, they are said to amount to 1000 men, one-half armed

with muskets the other with spears. In case of an attack, many

of the muskets must prove nearly as dangerous to themselves as

to the enemy. The few who can muster horses are allowed to

ride, altogether without order and mixed with the infantry. Each

foot soldier also carries over his shoulder two cowrie baskets,

and his musket or spear tied to the bearing pole. They march with-

out order, firing off their muskets occasionally along the whole line of

the march : all their provisions and ammunition must be carried in

their cowrie baskets, as except a few coolies of the Tso-boa's, and one

or two other chiefs, there are no carriers with the force. 1 visited

the Tso-boa in the evening. In this way we marched till the 16th

April, through a hilly undulating country, the long faces of the undula-

tions sweeping away almost as smooth as the surface of a snow

wreath, with small abrupt rugged rocky hills and ranges projecting as

it were through them to a height of from 20 to 150 feet or more ;

the soil exceedingly poor, almost bare of trees or brushwood, much of

it brought under cultivation for dry grain, though the population is

scanty. We passed one or two large towns, and the Pon and Bora-

that rivers about three and a half feet deep at this season. The Tso-

boa and a part of the force frequently started long before day-light,

and the whole was never up till dark. When our encampment lay at

a distance from any village the force immediately constructed their

sheds of boughs of trees in the same order as on our first encampment,

completing the square as they come up.

On the 1 6th, after daily hearing reports of the most contradictory
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and incredible nature, a messenger from his daughter, one of the

queens, reached the Tso-boa. He stated that the prince of Sarawattie

had taken Ava without resistance, and put to death three or four of

those most inimical to him
;
put all the ministers of the old government

in irons, and degraded the queen and turned her out of the palace.

The Tso-boa is ordered to return to Monay and wait for orders to ap-

proach the capital, and as all the Tso-boas will probably be called on

to bring their congratulations and presents to the new government,

he expects to be at this halting-place again in a month. The whole

country between this and Ava is in the possession of bands of robbers

from 100 to 150 in number, and all communication even between one

village and another is stopped. The Tsoboa’s messengers though

wearing the prince’s badge, were stripped of every article even to their

patsos or cloths. I called on the Tso-boa late in the evening, he was

verv anxious that I should return with him to Monay, where the ac-

quaintance we had formed on the march would give him a plea for

paying me more attention than he had ventured to do whilst at Monay

before. As I was now so near the end of a long and toilsome march I

objected to return ; begged him either to send a party strong enough

for my protection with me, according to the orders of the late govern-

ment, or leave me with the Tso-boa of Neaung Eue who is one march

in advance of us with 500 men, and is to retreat on this place to day,

and return to Neaung Eue about 15 miles from this to-morrow. As

the government had been changed he reasonably enough objected to

sending a party, but agreed I should remain with the Neaung Eue Tso-

boa, to whom he would introduce me ; either till I received an answer

to a letter I had just delivered him for Col. Burney, or till he should

repass this way for Ava, when he would send to Neaung Eue, and we

could again proceed together. About midnight an officer came to

the tent and told me he had been desired by the Neaung Eue Tso-boa

to wait on me to know at what time I would start, as he was appointed

to shew me the way to Neaung Eue to-morrow, and that the Tso-boa

had desired him to say, at the request of his elder brother of Monay,

he should be happy to shew me every attention. At day-light

on the 17th the Monay troops commenced their retreat by a road ly-

ing a little north of the one we had come by, and soon afterwards my
guide having made his appearance, I started for Neaung Eue, where I

arrived the same night.

I called on all the influential people; viz. the Tso-boa, his two

brothers and his son. The brothers returned my visit and sent me

several civil messages. They and the Tso-boa also were civil when-
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ever I called, but on the whole there was little cordiality in my re-

ception
;
perhaps the uncertainty regarding the views of the new go-

vernment were enough to account for this, and we had no communica-

tion with the capital for upwards of three weeks. The principality of

Neaung-eue or Neaung Skeway, though reduced within very narrow

limits, was at no distant period one of the largest of the nine Tso-boa-

ships ; the extensive territory of Laygea lately elevated to that dignity

formed a part of it. The present Tso-boa, a dull, heavy, vulgar-looking

man of about 45 years of age, has been the cause of much distress and

misery to the people by a feud of two years with his uncle, during

which there were repeated battles fought in the sequestered corners

of this valley, and about the banks of a famous and very beautiful lake

which occupies about 40 square miles of its southern extremity
; he

at last succeeded in defeating him (his uncle) ; but the population of

the district was much reduced bv emigration of many of the inhabi-

tants to districts a little less harrassed : for they are seldom perfectly

quiet. He was involved in debt by the bribes he was obliged to make
at court to procure his investiture

; to liquidate which he has ever

since exercised a system of extortion on the people which has rendered

him very unpopular.

On the 13th of May after an anxious detention of a month I receiv-

ed the expected order from Ava, authorizing me to proceed, and a

suitable guard to be furnished me, which the resident had obtained

with difficulty after several days’ discussion with the new government,

(during which the king first intimated his determination not to abide

by the treaty of Yan-da-boo or Ava) ; the order had been sent through

head-quarters at Monay, and as the party from Keintaung with the

annual tribute was expected to reach Pockla (which is one long day’s

march from this) in four or five days after the order would reach me,

the Tseet-kay sent a message by the people who brought it, advising me
to join them at that place, when we should form a party of nearly

200 people, and strong enough to bid defiance to any of the marauding

parties which still infested the road. On the moiming of the 18th, 1

left Neaung-eue, but owing to the unmanageableness of one of the

elephants and the loss of two of our horses, I did not reach Pochla till

next night, where we found the Shans had arrived in the morning. The

following day continued our march for Ava. On the 23rd at the village

of Yta-guan we met the Shoe-klan-bo who has been appointed governor

of tbe Shan countries under the new government, in the room of Meng-

myat-boo the king’s brother ; as his is the supreme authority now
throughout the whole country from Nat-tike to Kein-young-gyee,

G o
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I halted here one day to have an interview with him, and endeavoured

to procure his interest in favor of a free communication with the

provinces. My reception was civil, and he professed himself an

advocate for the freedom of intercourse now commenced. At his

earnest request I sold him one of the elephants. My visit lasted

about an hour, and at parting he gave me a Patsoe. On the 25th

we descended the Nat-tike pass, the longest and most laborious pass

in the Burman dominions, or that is known to exist in any of the

neighbouring countries. The foot of this pass opens into the valley

of the Irratvaddie, called the Lap-dau or royal fields, a dead level

which reaches, at this end where it is narrowest, to the Tset-kyne hills

at Ava. A little more to the southward it runs still further west to

the hills on the frontier between Ava and Monepoor. The descent raised

the themometer 12 or 14°. From this to the capital had been, and

still was at the time of our passing, one scene of pillage and robbery

;

and I had much difficulty in getting the Shans to start before day-light,

which was now necessary from the heat, though I believe our party

was numerically strong enough to frighten any of the bands of robbers

;

however in point of fact it was almost defenceless from the order

or disorder of our march, and the difficulty of getting at any ammu-

nition beyond what the guard might have in their muskets. We how-

ever crossed the plain in four days and reached Ava on the 28th of

May without molestation. The nature of the country from Neaung-

eue to the top of the Nat-tike pass is a good deal of the same character

as from Monay to Neauny-eue. The road may be in some places a

little better and the population a little more numerous. From the

bottom of the pass to Ava though the soil is not rich it is well

watered by several large streams, and being nearly level it is favor-

able to irrigation, and is as well peopled as any part of the kingdom,

except the angle between the junction of the Kin-dween and Irraioad-

die. The road all the way from Monay to Ava, with the exception of

the pa=s, is very tolerable and well frequented. On the following day

l waited on the king with the resident and his assistant. As there

was no business transacted this day, he was affable and pleasant. He
bought my remaining elephants at prime cost, and presented each of

us with a small ruby ring, the first he had become possessed of since

his seizing the throne. I remained in Ava till the 17th of June when I

left with the resident, his assistant, and all the American missionaries

whom the king had prohibited from continuing their labours. From

the strength of the monsoon our passage down the river was tedious

and we did not reach Rangoon till the 6th of July.
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III.— Comparison of Indo-Chinese Languages, bg the Rev. N. Brown,

American Missionary stationed at Sadiyd at the north-eastern extremity

of Assdm.

Considerable time has elapsed since a proposal was made through the

Christian Observer for collecting short vocabularies of all the languages be-

tween I mlia and China. In pursuance of the plan then proposed, have been

received, through the kindness of several literary gentlemen, vocabularies

of twenty-seven languages, specimens of which are prepared for insertion in

the periodical above named ;
hut as the subject is equally interesting to tho

general student and philologist as to the missionary, I have thought a copy

of the paper would not prove unacceptable to your pages*. For twelve of

these vocabularies, viz. the Manipnri, Songpu, Kupwx, Koreng, Mardm,
Champhung, l.uhuppa, Northern, Central and Southern Tdngkhul, Khoibu,

and Muring, I am indebted to the indefatigable exertions of Capt. Gor-
don, Political Agent at Manipur, author ofthe Manipur! Dictionary; to the

Rev. C. Gutzlaff for vocabularies of the Anamese, Japanese and Corean ; to

the Rev. J. I. Jones, Bankok, for that of the Siamese

;

for the Gdro, to Mr.

J. Strong, Sub-Assistant to the Governor General’s Agent for A'sSm, and

to Rev. J. Rae, of Gowahati, for the A'kd. Most of the remaining lan-

guages given in the table have been written down from the pronunciation

of natives residing in the neighbourhood of Sadiya.

Although I have as yet received vocabularies of but a small portion of

the languages originally contemplated, I have thought it advisable to

give specimens of such as have been obtained, hoping that others may be

induced to extend the comparison by publishing specimens of other lan-

guages'!'. The names selected are those of the most common objects, and

may therefore be regarded as the earliest terms in every language, and

such as were least liable to be supplanted by foreign words.

The woftds given in the table are written according to the Romanizing

system; and although there may be some slight variations in the sounds of

particular letters, in consequence ofthe vocabularies having been made out

by different persons, yet it is believed they will be found sufficiently uni-

form for all the purposes of general comparison.

I now proceed to give such remarks upon the several languages con-

tained in the table, as have been furnished by the individuals engaged in

compiling the vocabularies.

» We need not assure the author, to whose studies we have already been more

than once indebted, how acceptable the comparison he has undertaken is to our own
pages ;

but it may eucourage his inquiries and stimulate his zeal to hear that every

jetter from Paris, where philology seems to have now the most successful culti-

vation, presses this very object upon our notice.—

E

d.

•f Mr. Trevelyan has kindly favoured us with copies of the printed vocabulary,

which we shall lose no time in forwarding to those interested in this train of re-

search, especially to obtain lists of the hill dialects of all parts of India.—

E

d.
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I .—Bangdli and A'sdmese. These languages being derived from the San-

skrit, possess a close affinity to each other. It appears from the table that

above six-tenths of the most common words are identical, except with

slight variations of pronunciation. The most important of these are the

substitution of s, in A'samese, for the Sanskrit ch, and a guttural h for the

Sanskrit s and sh. The vowels have also undergone considerable varia-

tions. The grammatical peculiarities of the two languages are considera-

bly unlike. In the inflection of nouns and verbs, they both bear a strong

resemblance to the Latin and Greek languages, with which they have a

large number of words in common. The numerals are evidently derived

from the same source with the Greek.

The A'sdmese possesses six cases of nouns corresponding to those of the

Latin, to which may be added a seventh, or Locative case, expressed in

English by the prepositions at or in. The terminations of the cases are

as follows

:

Singular. Plural.

Nom. ATom. nont,—bilsk, or bur.

Gen. r. Gen. hontor,—bilakor, &c.

Dat. lui. Dat. hontolui.

Acc. k. Acc. hontok.

Foe. as the Nom . Foe. as the Nom.

Abl. re. Abl. hontore.

Loc. t. Loc, hontot.

A peculiar feature of the Asamese is the use of two pronouns for the

second person, according as the person addressed is superior or inferior to

the speaker. This distinction is also marked by a different termination of

the verb, thus

:

Singular.

First person, Moi marun, I strike.

Sec. person, Toi maro, Thou strikest.

Do. (honorific,) Tumimara, You strike.

Third person, Hi mare, He strikes.

Plural.

First person, A mi marun, We strike.

Sec. person, Tohont maro, You strike.

Do. (honorific,) Tumulak mara, Ye strike.

Third person, Hihonte, or hibildke, mare, They strike.

From this specimen, it may be seen that the verb undergoes no alteration

on account of number.

Adjectives, in Asamese, have no declension, nor are they varied to de-

note the degrees of comparison. These are expressed by means of the

suffix kui, than, added to the locative case of nouns
;

as, iatkui daiigor,

great [er] than this ; ataitkui dangor, great [erj than all, i. e. the greatest.

The same particle is also used in changing adjectives to adverbs, like the

syllable ly, in English ; thus, klior, swift

;

khorkui, swiftly.

Nouns, in whatever case, almost invariably precede the verbs with which

'
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they are connected. From the variety of cases, it will readily be inferred

that the use of prepositions, or particles having the force of prepositions,

is seldom required. When such particles are used, they must invariably

follow the nouns which they govern. The genitive case always precedes

the noun by which it is governed.

II.

—

Siamese, Khamti, and other branches of the Tai. We have seen

that the Bangali and As£mese, in their grammatical forms, bear a close

resemblance to the family of European languages. We come now to a

class of monosyllabic languages evidently belonging to the Chinese stock.

In these languages the nouns and verbs uniformly consist (except where

foreign terms have been introduced), of monosyllabic roots, which undergo

no change on account of case, mood or tense. These accidents are express-

ed by means of particles, generally following, but in some cases preceding,

the nouns or verbs which they modify. A striking peculiarity, which, so

far as we have had opportunity to examine, extends to all monosyllabic lan-

guages, is the variety of intonations, by which sounds organically the same

are made to express entirely different meanings. The first division of

tones is into the rising and falling, according as the voice slides up or

down during the enunciation of a syllable. This variety of tone i« employ-

ed, in English, mostly for the purposes of emphasis and euphony
;
but in Tai,

Chinese, Burmese, &c. such a variation of tone produces different words,

nnd expresses totally different ideas. Thus in Tai, ma signifies a dog,

ma (the stroke under the m denoting the falling tone) signifies to come.

In Burmese, le is air but je is a bow ; myen is the verb to see. while myen
denotes a horse.

Another distinction of tone, which obtains nearly or quite universally,

in monosyllabic languages, is the abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation

of voice at the end of a syllable. This is denoted by a dot under the final

letter. Like the other variations of tone, it entirely changes the meaning
of the words to which it is applied. Thus, taking for illustration the

syllables above mentioned, ma, in Tai, signifies a horse ; in Barmese, le sig-

nifies to be acquainted with ; myen, high.

These two varieties of intonation are the most extensive and important

;

but several languages of the Chinese family make still more minute dis-

tinctions. The Chinese language itself is said to distinguish eight different

tones
;
the Tai possesses five or six

; the Karen an equal number
; the

Barmese only three, viz. the rising, falling, and abrupt.

The Siamese, Ldos, Shydn, Khamti and Ahom, are all merely dialects of

the same original language, which is called Tai ; and prevails through a

wide tract of country, extending from Siam to the valley of the Brahmapu-
tra. I have inserted in the table specimens of the Khamti and Siamese,

spoken at the two extremities, between which the difference will naturallv

be greater than between the dialects spoken at any of the intermediate

stations. Yet we find that upwards of nine-tenths of the fundamental

words in these two dialects are the same, with but slight variations in the

pronunciation. These variations are mostly confined to a few letters, viz.
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ck, which the northern tribes change to ts ; d, for which they use iorn;
r, which becomes h ; and ua, which they exchange for long 6.

Different systems of writing have been introduced to express the sounds

of the Tai ; the Khamti and Shyan alphabets are evidently derived from

the Barmese; the Laos is nearly related to the B irmese, but more com-

plete and better adapted to the wants of the language than the Shyan

;

while the Siamese character bears only a remote resemblance to the Bar-

mese.

All the dialects of the Tai have nearly the same grammatical construc-

tion. The arrangement of words in sentences is, for the most part, as in

English
;
unlike other eastern laguages, where the words arc generally

placed in an inverted order. The nominative precedes the verb
;
the verb

usually precedes the objective. Prepositions always precede the nouns

which they govern. The possessive case follows the noun by which it is

governed, as mu man, the hand [of
J
him, i. e. his hand. Adjectives follow

the nouns which they qualify.

A striking feature in many eastern languages both monosyllabic and

polysyllabic, is the use of numeral affixes, or, as they have sometimes been

called, generic particles. These particles are affixed to numeral adjectives,

and serve to point out the genus to which the preceding substantive be-

longs. Thus in Tai, the expression for two elephants would be, tsang song

to, elephants two bodies. When the number is one, the generic particle

precedes the numeral, as tsang to niing, one elephant. In Barmese, the

generic particles invariably follow the numerals, as lu ta-yauk, man one

person ; lu nhi-yauk, men two persons, i. e. two men.

III.—A'hd and A'bor. These languages have been but partially examin-

ed ;
it is evident, however, from the table, that they are closely allied to

each other, nearly half the words being found alike in both. One-fifth of

the words agree with the Mishimi
;
and a considerable number with the

Barmese, Singpho and Manipur.

The A'bors occupy the lofty ranges of mountains on each side the river

Dihdrig, or Tsdmpu, and are probably very numerous. The Miri is a dia-

lect of this language, which is spoken by the people of the plains
;
but is

said not to be essentially different, from the language of the highlands.

IV.—Mishimi. This language is spoken by the inhabitants of the

mountainous regions on the river Dibdng, east of the Abor country. Little

is known of them. There are three principal tribes, the Mill Mishimis,

the Tdron or Digdru Mishimis, and the Maiyi or Meme Mishimis. Their

language is substantially the same. It is distinguished by several very

peculiar tones, and some of its consonants are extremely difficult of enun-

ciation. In this respect it differs from the Abor, the sounds of which

are easy and flowing.

V.—Barmese. This language is originally monosyllabic, although it

now contains many polysyllabic words. These are mostly terms belonging

to their religion, which have been introduced from the Tdti, their sacred

language. The Barmese delights in the multiplication of synonymous
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words, which follow each other in close succession and serve to render

many terms definite which would otherwise he ambiguous. Pali words are

generally followed by their synonyms in the vulgar tongue. Thus the

usual expression for earth is pathuwx niyegyi ; rnyeyyi (great earth) being

the vulgar term, and pnthawi the Pali or Sanskrit.

The order of arrangement in Burmese is almost directly the reverse of

the English. A- an example of this, take the following sentence : He said,

I am the. voice of one crying, make straight in the wilderness the way of the

Lord, as su'd the prophet Esaias. The verse in Barman stands thus: The

prophet Esaias said as, The-Lerd of tlte-way the-wilderness in straight make,

crying one of the-voice I am, he said.

In Burmese, the affixes to nouns, verbs and numerals, are very abun.

dant, many of them merely euphonic. Great attention has been paid to

euphony in the formation and cultivation of this language. This is par-

ticularly seen in the change of the hard consonants, k, p, s, t, to the

corresponding soft letters, g, b, z, and d. Thus E'rawati (the river) is

invariably pronounced E'rdwadi, though written with a t; Gotama

(their deity) is pronounced Godama, &c. All the affixes, whether of

verbs, nouns, or numerals, beginning with a sharp consonant, universally

exchange it for a soft one, except where the verb or noun itself ends in a

sharp consouant, in which case euphony requires that the affix should

begin witli a sharp, as the enunciation of a flat and sharp together is

peculiarly harsh and difficult. We also trace this principle in the Mani-

puri language, w here the verbal affix is ba, unless the verb ends in one of

the sharp consonants k, t, or p, when the affix is invariably pa. Capt.

Gordon does not inform us whether this principle extends to the other

affixes in Manipuri, but, from the similarity of the two languages, it seems

not improbable that such may be the case.

VI.—Karen. I have been disappointed in the hope of obtaining a perfect

vocabulary of this language. The few words inserted in the table will, how-

ever, give some idea of its affinities. It most resembles the Barmese and

Manipurean dialects, though it is essentially different from either. Its

tones are five ;
the same in number with those of the Tai. Several of

them, however, appear to be different from those of any other tribe. No
final consonants are allowed in Karen.

VII.—Singplto and Jili. The Singpho possesses many words in common

with the Abor, the Barmese, and the Manipurean dialects. It is the lan-

guage of extensive tribes, occupying the northern portions of the Barman

empire. The intonations are similar to the Barmese, and its grammatical

construction is almost precisely the same. It is peculiar for its combina-

tions of consonants, many of which would at first sight appear quite un-

pronounceable to a European. It doubtless belongs to the monosyllabic

stock of languages.

The Jiiis are a small tribe who formerly occupied the highlands in the

northern part of Barmali, but have been driven from their country by the

Singphos. The tribe is now nearly extinct. Their language appears to
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have been a dialect of the Singpho, seven-tenths of their vocables being
found in that language.

VIII.— Giro. For a vocabulary of the language of this singular people
we are indebted to Mr. Strong, of Goalpara, M ho from frequent intercourse

with this tribe, has had opportunity to become well acquainted with their

language and customs. In the specimen given in the table, the orthography

of a few words has been slightly altered, so as to conform to the Romaniz-
ing system. The language appears to have considerable relation to the

Singpho and Jill. It is difficult to decide from the specimens before us,

whether it is to be ranked with the monosyllabic or polysyllabic languages.

It probably belongs to the latter. The Garos inhabit an extensive range

of hills below Gawahati, and are in a completely savage state. So meagre

is their language, that they have not even a term for hone, nor do they

possess any knowledge of such an animal.

IX.—Manipuri and neighbouring dialects. The following very interest-

ing account of the singular variety of languages spoken in the neighbour-

hood of Manipur, is copied from Capt. Gordon’s letter to Mr. Trevelyan.
“ I send you specimens of (including the Manipuri) twelve of the nu-

merous languages, or perhaps more properly, as respects many of them,

dialects spoken within this territory. On examining Pemberton’s map,

you will perceive that, beginning in the west with the Songpu, (here com-
monly confounded with the Kapwi, a much smaller tribe,) I have, in my
course round the valley, reached the parallel of latitude from which I first

set out, having described rather more than a semicircle. This is, lion ever,

but the inner of the two circles I propose completing, and until I have

made some progress in my way round the outer one, I feel that I shall

not be able to furnish satisfactory replies to the queries respecting parti-

cular tribes.

“ In several directions, but more especially in the north-east, I am given

to understand the languages are so very numerous, that scarcely two

villages are to be found in which they are perfectly similar. This, I ap-

prehend, arises from the propensity to change inherent in all languages,

and which, when left to operate unrestrained by the check which letters

impose, soon creates gradually increasing differences of dialect amongst a

people originally speaking the same language, but who have become disu-

nited, and between vihom little intercourse has afterwards subsisted. To
the same cause is, I believe, attributed the great diversity of languages

and dialects spoken by the aborigines of America, particularly in Brazil,

where communities composed each of a small number of families are said

to speak languages unintelligible to every tribe around them. Aware of

this circumstance as respects a country more favorable to intercourse than

the mountainous territory surrounding Manipur, I was not much surprised

at finding instances of the same kind in this vicinity. The language

spoken in Champhung is only understood by the thirty or forty families its

inhabitants. The majority can speak more or less of Manipuri, or the

languages of their more immediate neighbours ; but I am told that there
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are individuals who require an interpreter in conversing with persons not

of their own very limited community. Dialects so nearly similar as are

those of the Northern and Central Tdngkhuts, are generally intelligible to

the adult male population on both sides. But the women (the two tribes

in question seldom intermarry) and children, who rarely leave their homes,

find much difficulty in making themselves understood. Neither of tha

tribes just named understand the language spoken by the Southern Tang-

khultt, and that again differs as widely from the languages of the Khoibus anal

Marings. The southern Tangkhuls tell me that their language is spoken

by the inhabitants of a large village named Knmhi-maring, situated some-

where to the westward of the northern extremity of the Kah6 valley. I

mention this to show why I as yet do not feel myself competent to give

satisfactory replies to the queries concerning particular tribes. I how-

ever think I can discover a connection (I do not include the Tai ) between

all of the languages in this quarter that I have yet examined, sufficient-

ly intimate to warrant me in assigning a common origin to the tribes by

whom they are spoken. From these tribes, which I imagine to be the

aborigines of the country, extending east and south-east from the Brahma-

putra to China, 1 derive both the Barmese and the Manipuris. To the

Shyans, I assign a different origin."

X.—Anamese or Cochin-chinese. The vocabulary of this language has

been furnished by Rev. Mr. Gutzlaff, from whose letter are extracted the

following additional particulars.

“ The Anamese spoken in Cochin-china and Tunkin with very little

difference, might be considered as a coarse dialect of the Chinese, if the

sounds wherewith the characters are read were also current in the spoken

language. But the oral dialect totally differs from that used in perusing

the books in the Ciiinese character, and the construction likewise deviates

materially. It is however monosyllabic ; has intonations and all the cha-

racteristics of the Chinese, though the Anamese have fuller sounds, and use

various letters and diphthongs which no Chinaman can pronounce correctly.

The learning of the natives is entirely confined to Chinese literature, in

the acquiring of which they are by no means celebrated. There exist a

number of short-hand Chinese characters, which are used as syllabaries to

express sounds without reference to their meaning ; but they have not yet

been reduced to a system, and are used in various ways. The language

itself is spoken with a very shrill voice, and appears to a foreigner very

uncouth. It bears only a slight resemblance to the Cambodian, but other-

wise with no other dialect of the Eastern Peninsula*.’’

XI.—Japanese. Mr. Gutzlaff says, “ This language is spoken with

very little variation, by about 20 millions of people, who inhabit the

Japanese islands. It is polysyllabic, and only resembles the Chinese so

far as it has adopted some words from that language, which are however

* We shall soon know more of this from the Bishop’s dictionary, now nearly
through the press.—

E

d.

6 P
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changed, according to the organs of the natives, like the Latin and Greek

words in our tongue. Having numerous inflections and a regular gram-

mar, in a few points resembling the Mantchu, it is easier to express our

ideas in it than in the Indo-Chinese languages. The Chinese character

is universally read amongst the natives with a different sound and accent,

more full and euphonical. For the common business of life, the Japanese

use three different syllabaries, the Katukaua, Hirakana, and Imatskana,

which consist of certain Chinese contracted characters, and amount to 4-8.

From hence it appears that all the radical syllables of the language are no

more than 48, which by various combinations form all the words of one of

the most copious languages on earth. Its literature is very rich. The

Japanese have copied from and improved upon the Chinese, and have also

availed themselves of the superiority of our European literature.”

XII.— Corean. In regard to this language, Mr. Gutzlaff makes the

following remarks.

“ Corea is little known, and the language still less. The collection of

words here inserted was copied from Medhurst's Vocabulary. This

nation has likewise adopted the Chinese character, and is in the possession of

the same literature ;
but in point of civilization it is below its teachers. The

Coreans have a syllabary of their own, far more intricate than the Japan-

ese, and formed upon the principle of composition. It consists of few

and simple strokes, and is not derived from the Chinese character. Fif-

teen consonants and eleven vowels are the elements, which form 168 com-

bined sounds, the sum total of the syllabary. The influence of the Chinese

Government in this country has been far greater than in Japan, and hence

the language is far more tinged with the language of Han. There are a

very great number of composita, of which the first syllable is native and

the last the Chinese synonym, pronounced in the Corean manner. We
have not been able to discover any declension, but it is not unlikely that it

has a few inflections. Many words resemble the Japanese, and the affinity

between these two nations is not doubtful. The language being polysylla-

bic, does not require any intonation, and if such exist, it has entirely escap-

ed our notice.”

I now proceed to give specimens of all the languages and dialects of

which vocabularies have been received : to which 1 shall add a table show-

ing the number of words per cent, which in any two languages agree, or

are so similar as to warrant the conclusion that they are derived from the

same source. It must be noted that the words are spelled according to the

Romanized orthography. The vowels are sounded as follows :

—

a as in Jmerica, woman. a as in fur, father,

e „ men. e' „ they,

i „ pin. i ,, police.

u „ l’une, (French.)

The letter h is always used strictly as an aspirate, whether at the begin-

ning of a syllable, or following another consonant. Thus th is sounded as

o
u

6 ,, note,

u „ rule.
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in priesMood, not as in Mink ; sli as in misAap, not as in sAip
: ph as in

upAold, not as in /i/iiloso/»Ay. Th and sh, when used to express their Eng-
lish sounds as in Mink, s/iip, are printed in italics. The French nasal n
(as in enfant) is expressed by n, with a dash underneath.

English. BanyiH. A'sdniese. Khamti. Siamese.

Air bayu botdh lum lum
Ant

'

pipilika puma mut mot
Arrow tir kanr lempiin Ink son
Bird pakhvi sorai n6k ndk
Blood rakta tez leilt Hint
Bout nauka nau bed rua
Bone asthi bar ndk kra ddk
Buffalo mahish mdh khwai khwai
Cat biral mekdri mid meau
Cow garu gdrd ng6 ngda
Crow kak kauri ka k4
Day din din wan wan
Dog knkkur kukur ma ma
Ear karna kau hd lid

Earth mati mati lang nin din
Fgg anda kdni kliai khai
Elephant hasti liati tsaug chhang
Eye chhakhyuh sdkd ta ta
Father pita bupai po po
Fire agni jui fai fai

Fish matsya mas pa pl4
Flower push pa phtil mok dok mai
Foot pad, charan bh6ri tin tin

Goat ch liagal shigoli pe pe
Hair kesh, chul soli phum phdm
Hand hat hat mu mu
Head mastak mdr ho hua
Hog shdkar gahdri mu mu
Horn shringa hing khau khau
Horse ghdia ghdia m4 ma
House gliar ghor heiin rtian

Iron laulia lu Idk lek

Leaf peta pat mail bai
Light dipti pohor leng seng
Man manushya manuh kun khoa
Moukey banar bandor ling ling

Moon chandra jun leun duan
Mother janani ai me me
Mountain parbat porbot noi phu khau
Mouth mukh mukh pale p4k
Musquito maslia mob ydng yung
Name nim nam tsii chhii

Night ratri rati kliiin khiin

Oil tail tel nam man nam man
Plantain kala kola ku6 klui

River nadi ndi me nam me nam
Road rastd, bat bat tang tang
Salt laban lun ku klua
Skin charina, chhal slidl nang nang
Sky akasb akah fa fa

Snake shanp hap ngd ngu
Star tara tora nau dau
Stone prastar hil hiu bin

Sun surjya bell wan tawan
Tiger bagh bdgh seii siia

Tooth danta daijt khid fan

Tree gachh gosh tun t6n mai
Village grain gaun man ban
Water ial, pani pan! nam nam
Yam alu did b6 man h6a man

6 p 2
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English. A’kb. A’bor.

Air dori AsAr

Ant tarak tAruk
Arrow apak epugh
Bird putah jiettang

Blood oyi 1

Boat hulung etkd
Bone sala Along
Buffalo mendak inenzek
Cat AsA kedAri

Cow shye s6u
Crow pAk pivag
Day hutnpah longe

Dog eld ekki
Ear
Earth

nyarung ndrung
Amdng

Egg papdlc rokpi
Elephant hati syite

Eye nyek amig
Father abba bAbu
Fire ummah eme
Fish ngay engo
Flower pung Apun
Foot laga ale

Goat shabam soben
Hair demuk dumid
Hand lak elag

Head dumpa dumpAng
Hog kukpa Aek
Horn kung Areng
Horse ghura burA
House A ekum
Iron kakdhar vogid
Leaf nabar anne
Light hang tepA puange
Man bangne Ami
Monkey lebe sibie

MOOn pala polo
Mothei" anc nAne
Mountain nodi adi

Mouth gam hepAng
Musquito
Name

tarang sunggu
amin

Night ia kamo
Oil tel tulAng
Plantain kepak kopag
River subang botte
Road lamtau lAmbe
Salt Alla Alo

Skin sapen Asig

Sky Aupa taling

Snake tnbuk tAbi

Star tnkar tekAr
Stoue el ung eling

Sun dahani arung
Tiger samuya simioh
Tooth phi ipAng
Tree snngnd sine

Villags nampum drilling

Water issi Asi

Yam — engin

Mishimi. Barmese. Karen.

ArengA IA kali
aiming
mpu

payuetseik
myd

tahrisA

tsA nghet th6
hard thw£
rrna lh6 khli
rubrih ay6 —
mAji kyue pAnA
uailzAri kyaung saminyo
mAtsokrd nuA klo
tsAkla kvi
kihingge nd ni

nekri khwA tui

nakrd nd naku
tan myA khi
mtiumaie u —
dAtrin shen kAtsho
malam myetsi mekbli
nAbA aph£ pa
naming mi mA
ta ngA nya
apu pAnbwen -

mgroh khyA khodu
mAdze sheik metele
tilling shaben khrisd

AtuA let tsu
mkurA ghaung kh6
bAli wet thri

rrid khyo —
garre myen kAsA
hrin eing hi

si /AAn tA

nAh yuet —
tsonawo len —
name lu prd
tnmrm myauk —
haluA la la

nama amA mo
thaiyA taung kAtsh
takii nh6k, pazAt thAkb6
tAdze khyen pAtso
nmiing name dun
ia nyin, nya —
sua shi s6
phAji nghetpyo sAkwi
tsalri niyit thiinopralo

ailam la n kle

plAh slid isA

kuA thnyi —
brrA in 6 niukhri

tAbu myuA hru
kadang kye sa

mplA kyuukkhe le

wanyi nd mu
tAinyah kj A bosA
11a <AwA —
niasang
mating

/Aitpcn Atlid

yud wA
mAchi vA thi

6‘ myaukkhaung nue
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English. Singpho. Jili.

Air mbdng nihiing

Ant kaciu tsanglang

Arrow path mala

Bird wd machik

Blood sai tashai

Boat li tali

Bone Drang khamrang
Buffalo nga ngalui

Cat ngyau tengyau

Cow kansu tanga

Crow kokha taklid

Day sini tand

Dog kwi takwi

Ear na knnd
Earth ngga taka

Egg wddi mati

Elephant magwi tsang

Eye mi njd

Father wa \a

Fire wan tavan

Fish ngs taugd
Flower sabanpd saban
Foot lagdug takkhyni

Goat paioain takhyeu
Hair km a kara

Hand leta taphan

Head b6ng ngguin

Hog wd taivak

Horn rung salung

Horse kamrdng khamrang
House nti kim
Iron in prl taphi

Leaf lap lap

Light th6i tliwd

Man simpho nsang
Monkey wd taw 6
Moon sata sata

Mother nu nu
Mountain bdm satbng
Mouth nggdp none
Musquito sigrong pakyok
Name ming taming
Night sana sanap
Oil nainman namman
Plantain langd khungo
River kha talau

Road lam tanglong
Salt tsdm chdm
Skin phi maphik
Sky mb mam6
Snake lapu tapd
Star sagan sakan
Stone nl6ng tal6ng
Sun tsan katsan
Tiger sarong kasa
Tooth wa k6ng
Tree plidn plidn

Village mareng mbat
Water ntsin rochin

Yam nai nai

Giro. Manipuri. Songpu.

burbwd nungsit mpoan
sddinalcliak kakcheng nteang
bra tel Id

ddhring uchek nroi

kanchai i zyai

ring hi hli

gring sard karau
mdtiud iroi woirhoi
menggb haudong myauna
machd samuk woitora
dokd kwik aghak
said nungthil kalliin

aehak hwi slit

nachil na anhdkon
liar laipak kandi
dCichi yerum nroidui

mongrnd sdind woipong
raokron in it raliik

dta ipa apd
wol mai mai
nai ok ngi kha
bibdl lai rahuu
jaehok khong phai
ddbak hameng zvd
kini sam 6am
jak khut bau
sdikam kok P»
wok ok ghak
grong machi

sagol
kacliai

takoau
ndk yiin, sang kai
sdel yot ntan
bolhijak la, mana nhui
sdinga ngalba gban
niande mi mai
harmak yong akoi
jajong tha bd
uma ima apui
aclidra chiog cheing
kdsak chil rahoang
gauggid kang chakhaug
bimong ming kazyan
wild ahing yimmhang
tochai thau thau
tarik laphoi hau
chims turel duidai
rami lamp! chang
karasam thdm ntai

bigil mawul kagi
srigi nongthaurai- tingpuk
chapi lit [pak: nrui
asdke thawalbichak ghanchong.
rangta nung ntau [nt

silgii admit naimhik
inacha kai kamhang
wagara ya hd, nai

thingbangbolbiphang dpal
song klidl nham
chi ising dui

tajong ha rhu
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English. Kapwi. Koreng.

Aii- thirang tinghun
Ant tangin mateangpwi
A rrow than takyen
Bird masa ntliikna
Blood thi tazyai
Boat li mall
Bone maru para
Buffalo saloi alui
Cat topisd myauna
Cow tom matom
Crow maa nget
Day tamlai nin
Dog wi tasi
Ear kana kon
Earth talai kadi
Egg makatui pabum
Elephant tapong chapong
Eye raik mik
Father apa apd
Fire mai cbami
Fish ng£ chakha
Flower rai ebarapeu
Foot kl chapi
Goat ken kami
Hair sam tatbam
Hand kut ebaben
Head lii chapi
Hog bok kabak
Horn takl pake
Horse takoan chakon
House in ebaki
Iron thin cliaghi

Leaf na panu
Light ban ben
Man mi chamai
Monkey kazyong tazyoug
Moon tli a charhd
Mother anu apwi
Mountain ching malong
Mouth mamun cliamun
Musquito kdng tingkheng
Name ming pazyan
Night zyingpha nchun
Oil than tli&U

Plantain ngachnng ngosAi
River tuikoak sAinggd
Road lampwi mpwi
Salt machi matai
Skin mun pagbi
Sky tangbdn tinggem
Snake marun kanu
Star insi chagan
Stone lung talo

Sun rimik tingnaimik

Tiger takhfi chakwi
Tooth ngd nbd
Tree thingkung singbang
Village nam nam
Water tui tadui

Yam banra chard

Mardm. Champhung. Luhuppa.

nhlut phanra masi
nteng cbingkhd dialing
nla maid mala
aroi ngdtbe va
azyi azl asAi
nil marikbo marikhong
mahd soiii arii

aghoi ngaliii siloi

tokpa bangaubi larui

atom sAemuk simuk
ebaghak khala hangkba
lanla ngasinlung ngasun
a thi aval /Aii

inkon kbund k liana

n/Aa ngalai ngalai
aroighum ngori hard
mpong plobi mavu
mik amak mik
apa ibo ava
mai amai mai
kliai akhai khai
pan abun won
pbai aphai phai
khami amu me
/Aara sam sam
van apan pang
a pi kau kui
wok avak bok
tl ratsii ngachi
ebakon sagol

aru
sikwi

kai shim
kaphd aruk tin

alui siuguu na
ghen war hor
ml snmu mi
kazyong kbayo nayong
lb A asdbi kaching
apwi Ipe avii

kalong kapbung kaphung
ma/Au khamar khamor
tangkhaug hachang hachang
azyan am ant? ming
mdla
tbao

ngayula ngaya
thauru

mphoithai lipu nana
arunkai urai kong
lampi lampi songvu
ncln kasam maebi
taglii ahul ahui
tinggam tangaram kazing
sauna rinam pharti

chagliautbai harthi sirva

ntau ngalung ngalung
tamik tamak tsingmik
kbdbui akhubi sangkliu

agha avi ha
akoi asing tbingrong
inam ram, kliul ramkhd
n/Aui thari taru

charatbai pdtliai lasukpai
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English. N. Tdngkhul. C. Tdngkhul.

Air masit ninsAia

Aut l&ngza characha
Arrow mala mala
Bird ata ota
Blood asii unsi
Boat malliii innlhi

Bone nriikau urd
Buffalo sM shi

Cat lame turn!

Cow samuk samuk
Crow khungkha hongkha
Day musiitum masung
Dog phu wi
Ear akhana oklinna

Earth malai ngnlai

Egg hachii at&
Elephant tnnphu sakntai

Eye amieha omit
Father apa opa
Fire mai mai
Fish khi sanga
Flower pie pie

Foot aklto okho
Goat mi mikre
Hair kosen kosen
Hand akhiii khut
Head akao okho
Hog hok hok
Horn akatsii mchi
Horse sakoi sakoi

House shin shin

Iron inaru marl
Leaf thina thina

Light she shea
Man mu mi
Monkey nayong nayong
Moou kacheang kacheang
Mother aphii onu
Mountain kaphung kaphung
Mouth ania onia

Musquito hacheang haicheang
Name ami omin
Night maya rosa

Oil tliau thau
Plantain motthai motthai
River kong tuthau
Road somphii somhiii

Salt ntsii maclii

Skin ahu olioi

Sky kaziraog kachirang
Snake phru phriii

Star sapachengla sapachengla
Stone lunggau lung
Sun yimit ohimit
Tiger sakhwii sakwi
Tooth aha oha
Tree thingbaug thingbang
Village rahang ram, khui
Water aichii Hindu
Yam berks berha

S. Tdngkhul. Khoibu. Mdring.

khirdng nonglit marthi
akhau lulling phayaug
the mala 1&

mate watsa waclid

athi hi hi

rnkong mali li

arfi thuni khru
seliii raloi lui

akhan tongkan tung
samuk nnmuk muk
awak hathar&k ak
asiiu uongyang nunghang
ii wi wi
nakor khana nhamil
alu thalai klai

nrtil wdyui wayui
sai kashi sai

amit init init

pa pa papa
mui mai mai
nga thunga hugh
ramen par par
ake wang ho
mnkre hingngnu klnng
stun sum sain

kuit khut hut
aid lu Id

ok hok wok
aiki atsi chi

snpuk s/iapuk puk
yin tsira chim
thiar sakwa thir

thingnd na na
war war war
pasa thami hmi
yong liayong yung
akha tan glti tangla
nos ndbi tada
ramthiug ramthing khlung
uur inur mur
snngsan thangtan thangkran
armin ming ming
ayan rasa mea
thau sAerek thrik

rniit mothai muthai
tu kongpwi tulil

lampii lampwi lam
maclii miti ti

arliiin un wun
arwallong thangwan nungthau
mari pliurun phrul
arsAi tikron sorwa
lung thullung khlung
ani nougmit nungmit
hainpii hoinpwi humwi
alarra ha ha
thing hingtong hingbal
ram yon yul

tii yui yui
wira ra bal
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English. Anamese. Japanese. Corean.

Air hoi djiyu siyo
Ant kien ari kayami
Arrow ten ya sar
Bird shim tori sai
Blood mau tsu phi
Boat ding tenma syogyon
Bone shiing hone spyo
Buffalo klongniik suigiu mursyo
Cat meyii neko koi
Cow sungkrau ushi syo
Crow konkwa karasze kamakoi
Day ngai hi narir
Dog sho inu kai
Ear tki nimi kdi
Earth det tsi tati
Egg kriiug tamango ar
Elephant wdi dso khokhiri
Eye mat me nun
Father shi. tsitsi api
Fire lira hi pur
Fish kha sakana koki
Flower hoa rfi liana kot
Foot kangshiin nsi par
Goat yd hitszeji yang
Hair long kaminoke thorok
Haud tai te son
Head da atama mari
Hog hdu iuosbisfti santsey
Horn sung tsno spdr
Horse ngiia ma mar
House ya uchi tsipka
Iron sat tets tsurir

Leaf la namari nip
Light raangsaug hikari piyot
Man ngoe stonin saram
Monkey wiin saru tsainnapi
Moon klang ski tarwor
Mother me haha oini

Mountain yam yama moismuni
Mouth meng kuchi ipku
Mosquito bang ka raokdi
Name ten na irliom

Night dear yoru pamya
Oil yau abura kirdin

Plantain kongtin obako phntshyo
River som kawa hasyu
Road dang mitchi kin

Salt moe man «Aiwo sokom
Skin ya kawa katsok
Sky tiingtien sora hauar
Snake ran kuchinawa paivam
Star tingto hoshi pyor

Stone da is/ii torsyok

Sun witaiyiing nitchirin nar

Tiger ongkop tora pom
Tooth naurang ha ni

Tree kai ki namo
Village lnug mura suikor

Water nuk midzu mursyu
Yam kwei skunemo 111 a

[Dec.
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RESULTS OF COMPARISON,

Shewing the proportion of words in 100, which, in any two of the lan-

guages mentioned below, are found to he the same, or so nearly alike as

to authorize the conclusion that they are derived from a common source.

RangaliAsamese,

.

.

Khamti,

....

Siamese,.

.

.

.

Aka
Alior

Mishimi,.

.

.

.

Uarmese,

.

.

Karen,

....

Singpho

Jill

Giro

Manipuri,

..

Songph
Kapwi

Koreng,

....

Maram

Champhnng,

Luhuppa,

..

N.

Tangkhul

C.

Tangkhul

S.

Tangkhul,

K
hoi

hi

Maring

Anamese,

..

Japanese,

..

Corean,

....

o-ou-u- - - o - ca — — — CJ — —ou - O — — 2 Bangs li.

© — ® W — —COO® — MOOOOOOOW. — — 2 Asimese,

CO —OiCOOOOOOO - © — CC®®®®®!' — — t§ _ — Khamti,

M-CflOOOOOCOC-O-CC-OWaCiWOO —

—

Siamese,

-— OCCDOaiCtCDCDCOCCOW— SlCftw'i tO^§$ c — *0 Aka,

— — cisoossiaosii- ©cTc; — xc — o ij ® — — © Abor,

eDU-aoco?cc?^ccc-o-ouboo o ^ w at — — Mishimi,

ctw— r. — — — c. ccctwac^co c — vi cj oo at co Barmese,

to © to a* © to co to **. to co ci © c7 co — wcctcxacio Karen,

co c* a» co © co c» co ci co — —a o r. o viooSaicococ — Singpho,
. to to — tO tO — — — ~ tO — — to —J to to — — — — ~© — C0OOC0OOC0 — — CO — © © tO C — C W-;iCOC- Jill,

— © co ci ai d — co cc 01 co ci © ci © to © cc to © © c-» — co © cc Giro,
a > —» co co to co to to *—* *t— to —* to *— — —— — —

—

CO C« © O © vO W< OO — CO Cfl 00 — — ©©o»d© — ci— coco© — Manipuri,

coco©oicocoa*c^c3©co©S — ©©©©cc©©co — — © — Songpn,
4-wO-Oi.COCOtOCOCO coo- to to — — —— ci d © cc 01 © © o > © co © c,i — ©— cod © — — ©©©© — Kapwi,

~ tO tO tO — 4o CO w ' *— — —
^otcoai o-oc - a- ©©acdco — cd©©©co — — coco Koreng,

to to — to tO iv tO 4— CO d tO “ «“ “ “•— d co © co _ d cc — — cocodac — — to — coococ©© — — Maram,
to •—* — to tO Ok to to to tO — —© CO CO O' OI ©. © © © — CC © © CO d — WO - d © CC © © © © Champhung,
Ok CO CO d © Ok to to CO to CO — — — —co©d©co©dco ©cc — d co — co cc d to — ©. ac cc © © © — Luhuppa,
cococooo © to to to CO — to — to — —

© co co — — © d co©d©©docco©coco©ooood©©© — N. Tangkhul,
0- Oa. CCyitOtOtOOk — CO — toto

CO © — — Cl — d d © © © © d d — © d tO CO © CC © © © © — C. Tangkhul,

© CO Cl co © — © S © ©. dCOCOdCOCOtOCOCOO©©© — CO S. Tangkhul,
*0 £k o-. CO CO — to — CO — to to — — — —

CO CO CO CO Cl — COdCO©CCCC©d©©©©©©CO©© — — Khoibn,
*O^k 0i.COO^tOtO — Oik — Cl to — — — — —— at co cc co — — © d © ci © ci © ci © cc ci ©. cc ao © © © co co Maring,

COCO COCO© — CO d CO CO CO d © © CO CO d tO — — © © d d © © Anamese,

ci COdCOCO<©CO©COdddCOd© — ©©coco — — — — — — Japanese,

d CO — — ©CO©C0© — — — COCO — © CO COd CO — — coco©© Corean,

Requestfor specimens of other Languages.

The foregoing table is to be regarded only as the commencement of a

series of comparisons, which it is desirable to extend to as many languages

as practicable. We would therefore request persons residing in various

parts of India, or in other countries, to furnish specimens of such dialects

as are spoken in their respective neighbourhoods, including all the words

given in the table, by which means a general comparison may be readily

made. In addition to the list of words, it is desirable to obtain informa-

tion on the following points:

1. Within what geographical limits the language described is spoken.

2. The estimated number of people who speak it.

S. The account they give of their own origin, and any circumstances
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which, in the opinion of the writer, tend to elucidate their origin, and to

establish an ancient connection between them and other races.

4. Whether the language is originally monosyllabic or polysyllabic.

If the former, have any polysyllabic words crept in, and from what source ?

&.

Does the language possess a variety of tones? How many and what
are they ?

6. Is the pronunciation of the language uniform throughout the dis-

trict in which it is spoken ? Are the sounds of particular letters varied, in

certain positions, for the sake of euphony ?

7. Is it a written language? If so, whence does it derive its alphabet?

Is its alphabet well adapted to express the sounds of the language, or

otherwise ?

8. How many vowel sounds does it contain ? How many consonants ?

9. What languages does it resemble in grammatical construction ? Do
the nouns undergo any change of form on account of case, gender, or num-
ber ? If not, how are these accidents expressed ?

10. Are the verbs inflected to express the various moods and tenses ?

Or are these determined by the use of prepositive or postpositive particles ?

11. Are adjectives varied to agree with their nouns ? Have they any

degrees of comparison ? What is the method of forming the numerals

above ten ? Are there any generic particles affixed to the numerals ?

12. Has the language an article ?

13. Are there different forms for the personal pronouns, designating the

superiority or inferiority of the speaker or hearer ?

14. In what order are the different parts of speech arranged in a sen-

tence ? Does the possessive case precede or follow the word by which it is

governed? Is the objective governed by prepositions, or postpositions

?

Does the verb precede or follow the objective which it governs ? Do ad-

verbs, conjunctions, auxiliaries, and other particles precede or follow the

verbs which they modify ?

IV.

—

Specimens of Buddhist Inscriptions, with symbols, from the west of

India. By Colonel W. H. Sykes, Hon. Mem., As. Soc. #c.

The admirable and efficient use you have made in your able journal

of the ancient inscriptions and ancient coins found in various parts of

India, induced me to apply to withdraw all my copies of inscriptions

met with in Western India from the hands of the Royal Asiatic Society

with a view to offer them to you to make such use of as you might think

proper. My application to the Royal Asiatic Society was met with

an assurance that the inscriptions, which had been transmitted to the

literary society of Bombay very many years ago, and which were sub-

sequently sent by this society to the R. A. S., were to be published

immediately ; this assurance precluded further interference on my
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part and I shall therefore not do more than transmit to you, copies

of such inscriptions as I think from the associated emblems or mono-

graphs may assist to throw light upon some of the coins you have

published. As preliminary to my observations you must permit me
to quote a passage from your own elaborate account of the coins which

appear in your journal. You say most justly and philosophically that,

" It is an indisputable axiom that unstamped fragments of silver and

gold of a fixed weight must have preceded the use of regular coin in

those countries where civilization and commerce had induced the neces-

sity of some convenient representation of value. The antiquarian there-

fore will have little hesitation in ascribing the highest grade of anti-

quity in Indian numismatology to small flattened bits of silver or other

metal which are occasionally discovered all over the country, either

quite smooth, or bearing only a few pinch-marks on one or both sides ;

and generally having a corner cut off as may be conjectured for the ad-

justment of their weight.”—Vol. iv. p. 627. If it be found that Baudha

emblems or Baudha monographs exist upon such coins, we shall have

the highest grade of antiquity in Indian numismatology associated with

Buddhism. And that such is the case you have supplied numerous in-

stances, and vol. iv. pis. 8 1 and 34, of the square kind, coins 26, 27, 32,

51 and 18 are denominated ancient Hindu coins, but which from their

emblems or monographs, are evidently coins of Buddhist dynasties
; at

least they must be admitted to be such until we can prove from un-

questionable ancient Hindu inscriptions that similar emblems or mono-

graphs were used by the Hindu inhabitants of India in contra-distinc-

tion to the Buddhist inhabitants. You will perceive that the monograph

which characterizes the above coins is the 'i* and a reference to my
perfect Baudha inscriptions will prove that this emblem is initial or final,

or both, in every inscription excepting the second. Very many of the

rounded coins, which according to your dictum are comparatively more

recent than the square coins, are equally characterized by the emblems.

Proceeding to another emblem common to the coins and the

Buddh inscriptions, it will be seen that the initial symbol of inscrip-

tion No. 6, is absolutely identical with the emblem or monograph

over the back of the elephant on the coin No. 9, on the reverse of

which is a bull usually denominated by Europeans a brahmany bull

;

but which, as it is found in Buddhist sculpture as well as on Buddhist

coins, might with equal propriety he denominated a Buddhist bull.

The partially obliterated emblem on coins 5, 13, is no doubt the same

as that in coin 9.

6 q 2
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It may be a question whether or not the symbol is the original of

that ^ found on so many other coins whether Indoscythic, Canouj, or

Hindu,—or it may be, that the initial symbol of inscription No. 2,

has a greater claim, with its four points. I do not perceive any sym-

bol on the coins exactly corresponding to the initial emblem of inscrip-

tion No. 3, but the male figure in coin 16, plate 38, vol. iv., is point-

ing downwards to a form not very far removed from it. One of the

emblems observed on the Canouj series of coins is a pole, on the top of

which is a compound object not referable to any known form ; an

erect male figure, called by you the sacrificing raja, with a glory round

his head, or the crescent behind his shoulders, looks towards this

emblem : on the reverse is a female either seated on a stool, on a bed,

or on a couchant lion. I beg of you to bear this remarkable emblem

on the one side, and the female seated on a lion on the other side, par-

ticularly in mind, for they will assist to connect the Canouj s^ies of

coins with a Buddhist dynasty. In illustration of the emblem I trans-

mit a sketch of the principal figure of Buddh in alto relievo in the cele-

brated cave temple of Karleh. You will perceive that Buddli is seated

on a lotus flower, supported by the identical emblem met with on the

coins, vide plate 38, coins 16, 17; plate 39, coins 18, 19, 20, et seq. That

the emblem is sacred is evident from its supporting Buddh
; and the

figures holding up the pole are no sublunary personages, for their heads

are shrouded by the seven-headed snake which shrouds Buddh himself

in some of the sculptures at Ellora. In coin 24 G. pi. 39, vol. iv.

the emblem is placed between a male and female (probably the raja and

his wife of the coins) both of whom are looking up to it
; and the female

appears to be making an offering. You state this emblem to be

a standard having a bird at the top, somewhat resembling the Roman
eagle; and jou read the name of the raja to be Kumara Gupta. A
relook at coin 20, pi. 39, vol. iv., in which the outline of the emblem

appears to be quite perfect will probably induce you to compare it

again with other coins, to ascertain what changes of form the emblem

undergoes. In the sketch 1 have sent you will observe the associa-

tion of Buddh with lions, (odd as they look) antilopes and snakes.

I now come to a remarkable coincidence. On coin 25, pi. 39, vol.

iv. a female is represented seated on a couchant or reposing lion.

This coin you call the Conolly coin, from that gentleman’s discovery of

it, and the legend is read Sri Sin ha Vi k ram a. I beg of you to take

.up. the 3rd volume of the Transactions of the Literary Society of Bom -

bay, and turn to my account of the caves of Ellora and you will there

find a sketch absolutely identical with the figure on the coin. We have
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the exact position of the lion (in mv account inadvertently called

tiger ; but it is a maned lion), the exact position of the right leg of the

female ;
the same aspect of the figure, the glory round the head ; and

the same ornaments on the arms above the elbow, and in the same

female figure on other coins we observe the same triple necklace. My
sketch represents an alto relievo figure cut out of the rock in the Buddh

cave temple at Ellora, now most absurdly denominated hv the Hindus

Jaqanndth Suhhn, and the figure herself with equal absurdity is called

Bliaghri Bhowani, but in Indra Subbah, she is called Inderant, and

is sculptured on the walls of the hall. A tree is sculptured on the wall

behind the female figures, in which are roosting peafowls. I mention

this, because, from the female in coins 28 and 30 being associated with

peafowls, she is considered to be the wife of Kartika. The originals

of my sketch are as large as life, and Inderani is sculptured on the

terminal wall of a long vestibule to the crypt or sacred place where

Buddh is sculptured : the opposite terminal wall of the vestibule has

corresponding figures as large as life (with the exception of the ele-

phant) of a man seated on a couchant elephant, a tree is behind the

figures and on the branches peafowls are seated, and the man is now

called Indra. As there are not any sacred symbols connected with these

fin-ures, but as they were evidently not secondary objects with the

sculptors or excavators of the temple, not less from their position than

from their execution, I have for some years been accustomed to consi-

der them representations of the prince and his consort, by whom the

cave was executed ; and in this opinion I was confirmed by similar

figures being met with under similar circumstances in two other Buddh

caves ; there being only some slight difference in the position of the

female upon the lion, such as is seen in coin 27, and in one instance

the lion is by the side of the female.

If therefore these coincidences justify the belief that the female figure

on the coin and the female figure in the Baudha caves of Ellora be the

same, we come to the conclusion that the caves in which the figures

are found were excavated by a Budhist prince, named Vikrama
Mahendra Gupta ; and the form of the Devanagri letters upon

the coin will give a period of 2000 to 2500 years for the date of

the excavation. Of course the caves were excavated by different

princes, for such astonishing works of art could only have been

perfected in many generations.

It would appear that upon the ancient coins, whether of the Canouj

series, from Behat, Saurashtra, Jaunpoov, or Western India, on some or

all of them are found emblems, symbols, monograms, figures of men and
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animals, trees, peafowls, &c.—all of which are to be met with sculptured

in Baudha cave temples
;
and the coins are impressed with an antique

form of the Devanagri which is only met with in Buddhist inscriptions

in Buddhist works of art. Now until we find the same symbols, mono-

graphs, figures, and the same antique form of the Sanskrit character

in Hindu works of art; (and there is nothing of the kind whatever in

the numerous cave temples in Western India dedicated to Shewuh
(Siva) particularly there is not any inscription in the antique form of

the Devanagri,) we may legimately infer that Buddhists are the authors

in cases where these symbols are found, and that Hindus are not the

authors. Moreover, the use of the antique form of the Devanagari

indicates a priority in the use of it, over those who appear to have

used a modified form of it.

I beg of you to make any use you please of this letter ; for I have

not any objection to my opinions being subjected to the test of public

criticism. Truth is my object and I am quite satisfied to be set right

in case I am wrong.

Note on Col. Sykes’ Inscriptions, by Jas. Prinsep, Sec. As. Soc., S\c.

Colonel Sykes pays us no small compliment in wishing to trans-

fer back again to India for elucidation the numerous inscriptions he

so long since collected in the West of India. This is indeed revers-

ing the order of things !—while we are sending to Europe all those

great men eminent for their knowledge of the ancient tongues of India,

and discouraging (if not persecuting) the study of these tongues by the

natives themselves ;—while the public declaration of a late presi-

dent (Sir Charles Grey) still rings in our ear, that the subject of

Indian literature and antiquity was now exhausted, and that we must

seek other matter of physical research to occupy the attention of the

members of the Asiatic Society, we are awakened and encouraged to a

fresh train of antiquarian investigation by an appeal from our retired

comrades, who had carried away with them stores of precious materials

to lie long neglected, or to excite fruitless curiosity in a clime uncon-

genial to their elucidation.

More than one great question is certainly involved in the solution of

the cave inscriptions of western India. To whom is to be attributed their

construction ? From what period have they existed ?—In what language

and character are the records sculptured ?—Unknown to Colonel Sykes,

the whole of these questions have been already solved as regards the

pillar monuments on this side of India:—They are of the third or

fourth century anterior to our era : they are of Buddhist foundation;
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and the language is not Sanskrit, but a link between that grammatical

idiom and the Pali of the Buddhist scriptures. The alphabet appears

to be the very prototype of all the Devanagari and Dakshini alphabets :

and nothing in the pure Sanskrit tongue has yet been discovered pre-

served in this character : indeed it would be impossible that it should
;

because, still more than the Pali, the alphabet is deficient in many let-

ters absolutely necessary to Sanskrit syntax.

Further, of the cave inscriptions on this part of India, we have already

published one from Gaya in the selfsame alphabet and language, of

the age of raja Dasaratha (the II.) In the present number we pub-

lish another equally important evidence from Cuttack, proving that

the caves in the Khandgiri hill were repaired and appropriated if not

excavated, in the time of Aira raja a Buddhist sovereign of Calinga.

From the west of India we have hitherto only had one specimen (that

of Ur. Stevenson from KarliJ to deal with, and this we have with rea-

son suspected of being also Pdli, though the character has evidently

undergone the changes of a century or two.

Whatever may be our desire to penetrate further into the secret,

we still by no means regret that Col. Sykes has not sent the whole

of his collection to gratify our curiosity. Impressed with a convic-

tion that no written copy is to be trusted implicitly we should have

either hesitated to look at them at all, or perhaps should have wasted

hours of labour in vain on them ; while we know that our zealous fellow-

labourers in Bombay are meantime adopting the best means of secur-

ing authentic facsimiles of these very inscriptions, and are even now

engaged in examining their contents. Nevertheless these half-dozen

brief specimens from Jooneer, selected as containing symbols identical

with those on the various Buddhist groupes of coins, have, invited atten-

tion in spite of all our resolutions ! and though future comparisons may

change and correct many letters in our reading, we cannot refrain from

publishing the results, strikingly confirmatory as they are of the

fact that these Buddhist cave inscriptions are also in the vernacular

of the day, all equally simple and intelligible—now that the key has

been discovered. This key is of course no other than the one reco-

vered through the Bhilsa dunams

i

and it is a singular fact that the

principal deviation in the Sainhadri cave alphabet, from what may be

considered as the original type, (namely, that of the letter d,) has been

traced and verified through the recurrence, in many of the short in-

scriptions, of the somewhat similar expression daya dhama, (Sanskrit

dayd-dharmaj The principal acts here are of ‘ compassion and piety,

as those were of ‘ charily not that the latter expression does not
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also occur in some of the present examples : and particularly in fig. 1

of the accompanying plate, wherein Colonel SricKshappily confirms the

correction I ventured to introduce into the Rev. Dr. Stevenson’s

copy of the same line (see page 468 of the present volume). Strange to

say there are many other discrepancies of equal magnitude in the two

copies of this simple document : Col. Sykes’ line reading :

Saharavisabhoti putasa (aj gimita ukasa sihathabhoddnmn.

The change from pihathato dara to sihathabho ddnnm, immediately

opens our eyes to the subject of the record, sihnthabho (or sihathambhaj

being the regular Pali orthography of TWIT : Sinha stambhas, the

lion pillar; and Col. Sykes informs us that the inscription is engraven

“ on the obelisk or pillar in front of the Kdrli cave.” The obvious

translation then is,

“ This lion pillar is the gift of Agimitra Ukas the son of Saha Ravisa-

bhoti.”

In fig. 2 a perfect inscription from the doorway of the Sainhadri caves

north of Jooneer (JuniraJ

,

we may remark the commencement of a de-

parture from the original form in some of the letters used : thus the

/ or ^ is changed to ^ , a common form also in the Girnar inscrip-

tions, and evidently the link between the original form and the fa of

the Mahamalaipura inscriptions, and of the various southern alphabets :

it may be also seen in inscription 3 of the present plate. This letter

w ould be taken for an n by readers on our side of India ; and this is

perhaps one of the best possible proofs of the authenticity of the pri-

mitive form, w'hence by distinct ramifications in opposite sides of the

peninsula the same derivative has come to denote quite a different ori-

ginal! The n, of our Samudra Gupta and more modern alphabets is

derived from J_ ;
this when written, required the pen to be carried below

forming a loop thus ;
which was gradually carried downward in ^

and
,
and ended in the modern «T. But 1 must not attempt on this

occasion to analyze individual letters, or I shall be carried away into

an endless digression. Correcting the second anomalous letter conjec-

turally, the line will run thus :

—

Dhammika seniya sata gabhnm vdhi clia daya dhamani.

which corresponds precisely with the Sanskrit

;

*3rTJI« ^nw.
“ The hunched caves and the tank of Dha'rmika Si.nS

—

his act of piety, and

compassion.”

1 must be allowed to remark en passant that the letter n has here

changed its form to which appears to be the original form of the
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success *vc alphabets, and may ex-

plain the circumstance of' that class of n alone being known in the

written Prakrit of the Hindu drama, and of the sacred literature of the

Jains. For the word vdhi see observations on No. 5.

The symbol on this inscription. Col. Sykes identifies with that on

coins 1 17, 18, 26, 27, 32 and 51 of plate 34, vol. v.

Inscription 3 mar be transcribed in Roman letters thus :

Virasenakasa gahalatila maghasa

Dhama nignmasa dayadhama, chetiya-ghara,

Niyuta sama loka hita sukhdya.

In Sanskrit this sentence may he rendered with exact conformity :

Q’ltrq

“ The compassionate and pious act of VlIlA Sen aka, the gahalatila tnagha, the

abode of righteousness,—for the pleasure and advantage of the virtuous attendants

of the chaitya temple.”

This inscription is stated by Col. Sykes to be “on a Buddhist cave

temple in which there is a large isolated dehgopa, under the hill fort of

Seunere or Jooneer.” The expression chetiya ghar of course alludes

to this interior structure : it is exactly the modern vernacular name,

and it introduces us with certainty to a new letter, the gh, which has

been hitherto a desideratum ; and which was of doubtful existence in

the primitive alphabet. Some modification is also perceptible in the

kh of the word sukhdya, of the reading of which however there can

be no reasonable doubt.

The symbol at the head of this inscription agrees precisely with

that of many of our golden Indo-Scythic coins.

The name gahalatila magha reminds us of a tribe of Rajputs, the

Gehlotes, or Grahalotes who founded the Gohila dynasty of Mewdr,

after the destruction of the Balabhis of Saurashtra. Magha is the name

of one of the dwipas or divisions of the universe. It also applies to

the Magas of the Arracan country, Buddhists who claim to have

given their name to the Magadha province whence they migrated east-

ward : but this is doubtful.

Figure 4 is headed, “ Perfect inscription over the doorway of the

large pillared cave temple within the vestibule, Sainhadri caves.”

Some little ambiguity remains as to the third letter which may be

either a or s ; in the latter case the sense will only vary so far as to

introduce the name of the mother as well as of the father of the

benefactor— Kali sutasya, ‘born of Kali’—but as the same letter oc-

curs in the next inscription without change, I think it must be an a

6 R
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rather than an s, although we have thus a collision between two vowels.

Kali dtasa haranika putasa sulisadutasa thakapurisasa chetiya ghara

niyuta dayadhama.

In Sanskrit

:

“ The pious act of Sulisadatta, lord of the city of Thaka, the son of Kali'

a'ta (or Kalyarta) the gold merchant, for the attendants on the chaitya-tem-

ple.”

The name of the rich person at whose expense the cave was appa-

rently dug or ornamented, may be translated ‘ given by the sun’—equi-

valent to Apollodotus of the Greeks ; it may also be read Sutisa datta

(given of Siva) ; both are somewhat at variance with a Bauddha pro-

fession. The town over which he ruled looks very like Thdkurpura.

No. 5, of the same plate, is ‘ enclosed in a panel, over the western

cistern near the large reservoir in the Sainhadra caves.’

Kali dtekasa kutira putasa sudhana

Kiinasa saghakasa udhi dayadhama.

Here the four opening letters are the same as in the last example,

but they are followed by a k, and the rest of the name is different. The

doubtful word in the second line is evidently the same as one in the

second inscription, where from following satagabham with a conjunctive

* cha' it seemed to denote some similar object of art. From the posi-

tion of the present inscription, that object could be no other than a

reservoir for water, and from analogy to the primitive alphabet the

initial letter should be the vowel L or u. In Wilson’s dictionary I

accordingly found the word \3"? : udhras, water, whence would naturally

be formed ^3^1 udhri, or in Pali, udhi, a tank, or water reservoir. Again

the letter t of putasa more resembled a bh, which if so would make the

reading kutira pubhasa (Sanskrit kutira prabhasya or pra.

bhavasya, enlightening or born in a cottage)—and the whole sentence :

“ This tank is the pious work of Kali' Ataka the humbly born, the honest

acquirer of wealth, the deceased (gone to heaven, suiarg&yasya?)"

The modibcation of the letter dh should be particularly noted as it

might easily be taken for a v, but for the known word dhama.

No. 6. This is one of the most curious of the series because of

the exact accordance of the initial symbol with the monogram on a

large series of the Indo-Scythic coins, commencing with the reverse of

the celebrated Alokadphises coin. There can be little doubt that these

signs, placed at the head of every written document, and stampt on

the field of every die are, like the aum of the brahmans, the cross of
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the Christians, or the triangle of the masonic brethren, connected

with the religion of the parties. Twenty-four such signs are still in

use among the Jains, whose books or traditions may some day instruct

us in the allegories they are intended to convey. The present panelled

inscription is ' on the most western end of the rock near the chambers

of the Sainhddri caves.’ It runs in the usual strain :

Sdmadapasakasa putasa,

Sivakukhisa daya dhama ddnam,

Kapdvibhasa yase niyutakam.

(?)

“ The pious and charitable endowment of Siva Kukhi (?) the son of Sa'ma-

rapasaka (?) redounding to the glory of this most compassionate person.”

implying doubtless that the chambers had been constructed by the

party, for the accommodation of the priests or ascetics who resided

on the spot.

Can we then venture to affirm on the strength of these very brief

and detached announcements that we have solved the great ques-

tion of the origin of the cave temples of western India, those

stupendous works of art which it is calculated must have occupied

centuries of labour and mines of wealth to excavate ? The obvious

answer is ;—if these inscriptions occupy, as they seem to do, pro-

minent and designed places in the works they allude to, they can

hardly be imagined to record any thing less than the original con-

struction : or -when the excavations were of natural formation, at

least their embellishment and architectural sculpture.

In this case we may at once pronounce, from the alphabetic evi-

dence, that the caves were thus constructed or embellished a century

or two prior to the Christian era, when Buddhism flourished in the

height of its glory from Cashmir to Ceylon.

It is certainly an extraordinary circumstance that among all these

inscriptions, the title of raja should never occur, and that such great

undertakings should appear to have proceeded from private zeal, from

obscure individuals neither connected with the court nor with the

priesthood ; for neither any where do we discover the familiar titles of

Sramana, Bhikhu, Mahdmati nor Arahata in the present inscriptions.

The above are but a few specimens selected from a mass in the

owner’s possession, and unimportant compared with those on which we

have reason to believe our friends in Bombay are now engaged. From

their labours must we impatiently expect the solution to Col. Sykes’

question now we are told under re-agitation in England— ‘ whether the

6 r 2
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buddhists or the brahmans may claim precedence in the history of

Indian civilization and literature ?’ We have already expressed an

opinion on this discussion, supported by the strong argument that the

language of all our lately disclosed documents is a mere scion of the

pure Sanskrit stock, not quite so distant from its parent as the Pali,

or the Jaina Prakrit, but still widely at variance with the purity and

perfection of the sacred language of the Vedas.

Nevertheless opponents may argue,—where are any Sanskrit sculp-

tured documents or inscriptions of equal antiquity ?—Look at the San-

skrit inscriptions of the Saiva sculptures at Mahamalaipura so ably

deciphered by Mr. Babington* : they are in a character which can be

proved to be a regular and even distant descendant of the idt character.

Again they may argue, does not the word Sanskrit imply that the

existing language was reformed, dressed and reduced to grammatical

restraint, at some period ?—this was attended with the introduction of

several new letters which are not to be found in the early primitive

alphabet, nor even in the early offsets from it, the square Pali, and

the old Tamil :—whereas we can trace their gradual incorporation

in these western link inscriptions, and we find them fully developed

in the well preserved copper-plate grants of the third century so

happily coming to aid our studies from Gujerdt. “ Much may be said

on both sides,”—but it is most prudent to say nothing at all as yet ;

—

to imitate the best schools of geology, and collect materials without

meddling with theories.

We have said nothing of the last of Colonel Sykes’s inscriptions,

—

that over a large figure of Buddha in the cave temple of Kdrli, 35 miles

W. N. W. of Poona, because it is evidently imperfect and mutilated.

It would be easy to pick out detached passages capable of interpreta-

tion, as the following towards the end of the first line

purdgata ime sava thala (sthallaj vasata lokasa vuthavaya (vastavdyaj :

quasi, (for the accommodation of foreign pilgrims from all places.) In

the following lines frequently occurs the expression gdmaka rajake,

‘ devotees belonging to the town.’ The two expressions

point to some endowment for these two classes of devotees. Colonel

Sykes in a note describes the figure of Buddha to be ‘ seated on

a lotus flower, supported on a remarkable emblem, held up by two

figures whose heads are shrouded by seven-headed snakes. The

supposed curly hair of the figures of Buddha is here evidently a

cap or head-dress. Like the generality of the figures of Buddha in

the cave temples of Western India, it is associated with lions, ante-

* Transactions of the Iloyai Asiatic Society, vol. II.
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lopes and snakes. The inscription occupies the exact situation here

represented.’

The allegory of ancient mythology is a distinct study, a language

more difficult to read than any of our ‘ unknown tongues’ when the

superstitions are once swept away from practice and memory. I cannot

vet attempt any explanation of the symbols common to the caves and

the coins. But Buddhism still flourishes in neighbouring countries,

and thither we must refer for elucidation of these aud the thousand

other mysteries and anecdotes of the saint’s history pictured in stone

and in fresco on the deserted caves and temples of his once thriving

followers in India.

V .—Further notes on the inscriptions on the columns at Delhi, Allaha-

bad, Bctiah, $c. By the Hon’ble George Turnour, Esq. of the

Ceylon Civil Service*.

I have read with great interest, in the Asiatic Journal of July

last, your application of your own invaluable discovery of the Lax

alphabet, to the celebrated inscriptions on Fkroz’s column, at Delhi.

When we consider that these inscriptions were recorded upwards of

two thousand years ago, and that the several columns on which they

are engraven have been exposed to atmospheric influences for the

whole of that period, apparently wholly neglected ; when we consider

also, that almost all the inflections of the language in which these in-

scriptions are composed, occur in the ultimate and penultimate sylla-

bles, and that these inflections are chiefly formed by minute vowel

symbols, or a small anuswara dot ; and when we further find that the

Pali orthography of that period, as shewn by these inscriptions was

very imperfectly defined—using single for double, and promiscuously,

aspirated and unaspirated consonants ; and also, without discrimina-

tion, as to the class each belonged, the four descriptions of n—the sur-

prise which every reasonable investigator of this subject must feel

will be occasioned rather by the extent of the agreement than of the

I

disagreement between our respective readings of these ancient records.

Another very effective cause has, also, been in operation to produce

a difference in our readings. You have analysed these inscriptions

through a Brahmanized Sanskrit medium, while I have adopted a Buddhis-

* We consider it a duty to insert this paper, just received, in the same volume

with our version of the inscription, adding a note or two in defence of the latter

where we consider it still capable of holding its ground against such superior

odds !—

E

d.
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tical Pdli medium. With all my unfeigned predisposition to defer to

your practised judgment and established reputation in oriental research,

it would be uncandid in me if I did not avow, that I retain the opinion

that the medium of analysis employed by me has been (imperfect as

that analysis is) the more appropriate and legitimate one.

The thorough investigation of this subject is of such paramount

importance and deep interest, and as (if I have rightly read the con-

cluding sentence of “ the fifth inscription round the shaft of Feroz’s

pillar,” which appears for the first time in the July journal,) we have

yet Jive* more similar columns to discover in India, I venture to suggest

that you should publish my translation also, together with the text in

the ancient character, transposed literatim from my romanized ver-

sionf. Future examiners of these monuments of antiquity will thus

have the two versions to collate with the originals, and be able to de-

cide which of the two admits of the closest approximation to the text.

In the present note I shall confine myself to a critical examination

of the first sentence only of the northern inscription, which will serve

to show how rigidly I have designed to adhere to the rules of the

Pdli grammar in my translation of these inscriptions ; and then pro-

ceed to explain the historical authority I have recently discovered for

identifying Piyadasi, the recorder of these inscriptions, with Dham-

masoko, the supreme monarch of India, the convert to, and great

patron of. Buddhism, in the fourth century before our era.

The first sentence of the northern inscription, after the name of the

recorder and the specification of the year of his reign, I read thus :

Hidatapdlite dusapatipadaye, ananta agdya dhanmakdmathyb, agdya parikhdyd,

agdya sdsandyd, agena bhayena, agina usdhina ; isdchakho mama anusathiyd.

Although the orthography as well as syntax, of your reading, viz. hidatapdlite

dusan, and which you construe “ the faults that have been cherished in my heart,”

are both defective, a slight and admissible alteration into “ hadayapdlite dusi

”

would remove those objections, if other difficulties did not present themselves,

which will be presently explained, and which, I fear, are insuperable.

The substantive “ patipadayi\," however, which you convert into a verb, does

not, I am confident, in the Pdli language, admit of the rendering “ I acknowledge

* We know of five, therefore three remain—the Bhittri may be a fragment of

one ;
that at Bakrabad, and one near Ghazeepore are without inscriptions.—

E

d.

f To this we must demur : we have examined the greater part from perfect

facsimiles, and cannot therefore consent to publish a version which we know to

deviate materially from the original text.—

E

d.

I The objection to consider patipddaye as a verb does not seem very consistent

with the three examples given, all of which ark verhs

—

paiipajjdmdti (the double

jj ofwhich represents the Sanskrit dy not d) S. pratipadyima iti or iu dtmani pada

dmahe ;—and twice, patipajjitubanti (S. Pratipadyatavyam iti). Pada is certainly
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and confess" in the sense of renunciation. This word is derived from the root

“ pada" “to proceed in, as in a journey;” and with the intensitive prefix “ pati’’

invariably signifies “ steadfast observance or adherence.” With the prefix of

collective signification “ sam” the verb signifies “ to acquire” or “ to earn.” I

gave an instance in the July journal (p. 52.3), as the lust words uttered by

fiuDDHO on his deathbed.

“ Handadantl

,
bhikkhau-e, amantiydmi wo : wayadhammd sankhdra

,
appamddena

sampddetha.” “ Now, O Bhikkhus ! Iam about to conjure you (for the last

time)
: perishable things are transitory ;

without procrastination earn (nibbdnan.”)

With the intensitive prefix ‘ pati,’ the verb is to be found very frequently in

the Buddhistical scriptures. The following example is also taken from the Pari-

nibbdnan sutan in the Dighanikdyo, containing the discourses of Buddho deli-

vered while reclining on his deathbed, under the sal trees at Kusmdrd. The
interrogator A'nando was his first cousin, and favorite disciple.

Kathan Mayan, Bhanti, Mdtugdme patipajjdmati* t Adassan, Ananddti, Das-

tane, Bhagau-d, kothan patipajjitabbanti l Andtdpo, Anandati, Alapantira, Bhanti

kathan patipajjitabbanti ? Sati Ananda Upaithd pitabbdti. “ Lord, how should

we comfort ourselves in our intercourse with the fair sex ? A'nando! do not look

at them. Bhagawa 1 having looked at them, what course should be pursued

then? A'nando! abstain from entering into conversation with them? In the

course of (religious) communion (with them), Lord, what line of conduct ought

to be observed ? Under those circumstances, A'nando! thou shouldst keep

thyself guardedly composed.”

It is evident, therefore, that the substantive “ patipddayi” signifies “ obser-

vance and adherence” and cannot be admitted to bear any signification which

implies “ renunciation.’

It is almost immaterial whether the next word be the adjective “ annata” or

the adjective “ ananta”— I prefer the latter. But “ agdyd,” cannot possibly

be the substantive “ aghan” “ sin,” in the accusative case pluralf. The absence

the root of all
;
which with the prefix pati (S. prati) takes the neuter sense of ‘to

follow after (or observe) while by lengthening the a, pdda, it has the active or

causal sense of to make observance, to declare, (‘ padyate, he goes, pddayati orpa-

dayate, he makes to go,) the only alteration I bespoke was pdlat'e to pdlatam, to

agree with dosam—but as the anuswara is very doubtful in the Allahabad copy, I

incline to read (Sanski itice hidayatapdlatah dosahpatipaddye, ‘ I declare (what

was) the sin cherished in my heart’—with a view of course to renunciation. The
substi tution of u for o has many examples :—but I never pretended that the

reading of this passage was satisfactory.—

E

d.

* By permutation d becomes jj, (rather dy.—Ed.)

t My critic has here been misled by my looseness of translation—had he fol-

lowed my Sanskrit, he would have seen that aghdyd was never intended as an

accusative plural of agham : I must parse and construe the whole, premising

that the texts differ in regard to the final a of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th words, which

in some copies of the Delhi inscription are long, while on the Allahabad facsimile

they are all short. In the former case (the one I previously adopted) the read-

ing is (Sanskriticfe.)
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of the aspirate would not he a serious objection, but “ aghan*" is a neuter noun

of the 12th declension. The accusative plural would he “ agani or age" and not

“ agdyd, ” which I read “ agdyd" the dative singular. In this sentence, this

word occurs five times, varying in its inflections and gender to agree with the

substantive with which it is connected in each instance; proving it therefore to

he an adjective, and, I think, “ aggo” “ precious,” which is here spelt with a

single g in conformity with the principle on which all double consonants are

represented by single ones in these inscriptions. “ Dhanmakdmatdya" is a Sa-

mdsa contraction of 11 dhammassa kdmatiiya," and signifies “ out of devotion to

dhanmo" 44 kdmd" being a feminine noun of the seventh declension makes “ kd-

matdya" in the instrumental case, but “ agdya-parikdya ag&ya sususdya," again

though terminating in the same manner as kdmatdya, are in the dative case as

tasusdya (which I read Sitsanaya) is a neuter noun of the tenth (?) declension ;

bhayena and nsdhina being, the one a neuter of the twelfth and the other a mas-

culine noun of the first declension, both make their instrumental case in “ ena.”

Without a precise knowledge of the Pali grammar, it is impossible to define when

a case is dative and when instrumental. “ Esachakho mama anusathiyd," you

translate, 1 find, 44 by these may my eyes be strengthened and confirmed (in rec-

titude).” The participial verb “ anusathiyd," could not, I imagine, be made to

bear in Pdli the signification you give it. The preposi^on 44 anu" signifies

44 following,” 44 continuance,” “ in due order,” when in composition with the root

“ sara" “ to remember” (from which sathiyi is derived), the compound term

always means 44 to bear in remembrance” or “ perpetuate the remembrance of.”

If there was any thing to be gained by preserving the “ eyes” we might certainly

adj. fem. s. 5. subs. fern. s. 5. sub. nt, s. 4 sub. fern s. 5. ditto ditto,

Anyata-agUdyd dharmakdmatdyd, aghdya, parikshdyd, aghdya susrusayd

3rd case sub. s. 3 sub. s. 3 pro. 1 sub. s. 1 pro. G verb pot. s. 3.

aghena bhayena, aghena utsdhena, esa— chakshuh, mama anustheydt
41 from the all-else-sinful religion-desire, from examination to sin, from desire to

listen to sin (sc. to hear it preached of) by sin-fear, by sin-enormity,—thus

may the eye of me be confirmed.”

In this translation I have preserved every case as in the Sanskrit, and I think

it will be found that the same meaning is expressed in my first translation.

If the short a be preferred, the 5th case, kamatdydand parikshdyd, both fe-

minine substantives must be changed to the 3rd, Sans, kdmatdyai and parik-

shdyai (in Pdli, kdmatdya and parlkhdya)— and the sense will be only changed to

44 by the all-el.-e-sinful desire of religion,—by the scrutiny into the nature of sin,

&c. That kdmatd (not kdmd) is the feminine noun employed (formed like deva-

Id from deva) is certain
;
because the nominative case is afterwards introduced

4 dharma-prekshd, dliarma kdmatd cha, &c. Mr. Turnocr converts these into

plural personal nouns, 44 the observers of dharma, the delighters in dharma”

—

but such an interpretation is both inconsistent with the singular verh (varddhi-

sali), and with the expression suve suve (svayam svayam

)

4 each of itself’— I

therefore see no reason to give up any part of my interpretation of the opening

sentence of the inscription.— En.
* Aghan is said to be sometimes masculine, aghd which makes aghi in the

accusative plural,—En.
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with a trifling variation, read the passage “ esa" chakhu mama anusathiyd,”

hontn being understood,—“ may my eyes perpetuate the remembrance of these

(dhanmd).” But I confess I prefer the reading of this passage as it appears in

the inscription

—

“Esdchakho mama anusathiyd, "—the verb “hessati" being under-

stood,—and “esa" agreeing with “ Dhanmalipi." “ This (inscription on Dhan-

mo), moreover, will serve to perpetuate the remembrance of me.” This render-

ing conveys a nobler sentiment, aspiring to more permanent fame, and is in close r

confirmity also with the spirit of the last sentence in the fifth inscription.

1 have still to dispose of the initial words “ HidatapAliti d itso h patipddayt.”

I acknowledge that I was at first entirely baffled by them. When I had com-

pleted the translation of all the four inscriptions, save these three words, I found

that they were the edicts of an Indian monarch, a zealot in Buddhism ? and

from these columns being scattered over widely separated kingdoms of India, it

appeared equally certain to me that a HAjddhirtija of India alone could be the

author of them. As fur as I was aware, two supreme monarchs alone of India

had become converts to Buddhism, since the advent of Sa'kya. Dhanma'so'-
ko in the fourth century before Christ ; and Pa'.vdu at the end of the third cen-

tury of our era. I could hit upon no circumstance connected with the former

ruler which availed me in interpreting these words. 1 then took up the DhAtd-
dtituwanso, the history of the tooth relic, the only work, I believe, in Ceylon,

which treats of Pa'ndu. I there found, not only that his conversion had been

brought about in consequence of the transfer of the tooth relic from Dantapura

in the Northern Circars, then called KAlinya, to his capital Pdtilipura the mo.
dern Patna ; but also met with several passages expressive of Pa'ndu’s senti-

ments strictly analagous with those contained in these inscriptions. This disco-

very, at the moment, entirely satisfied me, that these three hitherto undecipher-

able words should be read hi* Dantapuralo dasanan upddayi : the hi being an
expletive of the preceding word, and the other words signifying “ from Danta-
pura I have obtained the tooth relic.”

Under this impression my former paper on these inscriptions was drawn up.

My having subsequently ascertained that Piyadasi is Dhanma'so'ko does not
necessarily vitiate this reading ; for the tooth relic was at Dantapura during
his reign also ;

and there is no reason why Dhanma's6k6 likewise should not
have paid it the reverential honor of transferring it to his capital. But since I

have read your translation, I have made out another solution of these words
furnishing the signification you adopt, without incurring the apparent objections

noticed above. The sentence written in extenso, divested of permutation of
letters, and samasa contraction might be read

; +Hin aland pilite dusapatipidaye.
“ I have renounced the impious courses cherished by myself.” “ Hin” is derived

from the root ha “ to renounce,” and is the Varassa form of the ajjatani tense.

By the 35th rule of C:lough’s grammar, p. 13, when n precedes a vowel it is fre-

quently suppressed, and m or d substituted in its place, as for “ Awan assa” is

written “ ewamassa” for *‘ etan awocha," “ ctadaivocha.” By this rule, therefore,

“ Hin atana” would become “ Hidatand.” Again by the ‘‘ Tapuriso”
( Tatpuru -

* The alterations requisite to admit of that reading are trifling, and chiefly

symbolic, in the ancient alphabet.

t This verb Hin is most frequently found in the participial form “ hitwd"

6 s
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sya) rule (No. 19, p. 79) “ atandpdlite” would be contracted into “ atapdliti."

The reading in extenso then becomes contracted into “ Hidatapdliti." “ Dosa’’

from “ du" signifies “ impure or impious” and “patipadayi," as already explained

are “ observances or actions in life.” My reading therefore of the entire sen-

tence is now “ I have renounced the impious observances cherished by myself

—

out of innumerable and inestimable motives of devotion to Dhanmo, and out

of reverential awe and devout zeal for the precious religion which confers ines-

timable protection. This (inscription on Dhanmo), moreover, will serve to per-

petuate the remembrance of me.”

I proceed now to give my authority for pronouncing Piyadasi to be

Dhanmaso'ko.

From a very early period, extending back certainly to 800 years,

frequent religious missions have been mutually sent to each other’s

courts, by the monarchs of Ceylon and Siam, on which occasions an ex-

change of the Pali literature extant in either country appears to have

taken place. In the several Soldan and Pdndian conquests of this

island, the literary annals of Ceylon were extensively and intentionally

destroyed. The savage Rajasing ha in particular, who reigned between

A. D. 1581 and 1592, and became a convert from the Buddhistical

to the Brahmanical faith, industriously sought out every Buddhistical

work he could find, and “ delighted in burning them in heaps as high

as a cocoanut tree.” These losses were in great measure repaired by

the embassy to Siam of Wilbagadere Mudiyanse, in the reign of

Kirtisri Rajasingha in A. D. 1753, when he brought back Burmese

versions of most of the Pdli sacred books, a list of which is now lodged

in the Daladd temple in Kandy.

The last mission of this character, undertaken however without any

royal or official authority, was conducted by the chief priest of the

Challia or cinnamon caste of the maritime provinces, then called Kapa-

gama thero. He returned in 1812 with a valuable library, compris-

ing also some historical and philological works. Some time after

his return, under the instructions of the late Archdeacon of Ceylon,

the Honorable Doctor Twisleton, and of the late Rev. G. Bisset,

then senior colonial chaplain, Kapagama became a Convert to Chris-

tianity, and at his baptism assumed the name of George Nadoris de

Silva, and he is now a modliar or chief of the cinnamon department

at Colombo. He resigned his library to his senior pupil, who is the

present chief priest of the Challias, and these books are chiefly kept

at the wihare at Daddla near Galle. This conversion appears to have

produced no estrangement or diminution of regard between the par-

ties. It is from George Nadoris, modliar, that I received the Bur-

mese version of the Tikd of the Mahdwanso, which enabled me to rec-
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tifv extensive imperfections in the copy previously obtained from the

ancient temple at Mulgirigalla, near Tangalle.

Some time ago the modliar suggested to me that I was wrong in

supposing the Mahdwanso and the Dipawanso to be the same work, as

he thought he had brought the Dipawanso himself from Burmah. I

was sceptical. In my last visit, however, to Colombo, he produced

the book, with an air of triumph. His triumph could not exceed my
delight when I found the work commenced with these lines quoted by
the author of the Mahdwanso* as taken from the Mahdu'anso (another

name for Dipawanso) compiled by the priests of the Utdru wihare

at Anurddhapura, the ancient capital of Ceylon. “ I will perspicuously

set forth the visits of Buddho to Ceylon; the histories of the convoca-

tions and of the schisms of the theros ; the introduction of the religion

(of Buddho) into the island ;
and the settlement and pedigree of the

sovereign Wijayo.”

In cursorily running over the book, at the opening of the sixth

Bhdnawdro or chapter, which should contain the history ofDHAMMA'-

so'ko, I found the lines quoted from my note to you in page 791.

This Dipdwanso extends to the end of the reign of MAHASiNo.which

closed in A. D. 302. As the Mahdwanso, which quotes from this

work, was compiled between A. D. 459 and 477, the Dipdwanso must
have been written between those two epochs. I have only cursorily

run over the early chapters to the period where the Indian history

terminates without collecting from that perusal any new matter, not

found embodied either in the Mahdwanso or its Tikd, excepting the

valuable information above mentioned, and a series of dates defining

the particular year of each sovereign’s reign, in which the several hie-

rarchs of the Buddhistical church died, down to Moggaliputtatisso

the chief priest who presided at the third convocation in the reign of

Dhammasoko. These dates may remove some of the incongruities

touched upon in my second paper on Buddhistical annals.

This Burmese copy, however, of the Dipdwanso is very imperfect.

Each Bhdnawdro ought to contain 250 verses. Several chapters fall

short of this complement ; and, in some, the same passage is repeated

two and even three times.

It will be highly desirable to procure, if possible, a more perfect

copy, together with its commentary, (either Tikd or Atthakatha) from

the Burmese empire.

On my return to Kandy, and production of the Dipdwanso to the

Buddhist priests, who are my coadjutors in these researches, they

* Vide in the quarto edition the introduction to the Mahdwanso, page xxxi.

6 s 2
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reminded me that there was a Pali work on my own shelves, which

also gave to Dhanma's6ko, the appellation of Piyadaso. The work is

chiefly in prose, and held in great estimation for the elegance of its

style : hence called “ Rasawdhini”—“ sweetly flowing” or the “ har-

monious stream.”

The Singhalese version, of which this Pdli work is a translation,

was of great antiquity, and is no longer extant. The present copies

in that language are merely translations of this Pali edition. 1 am
not able to fix the date of this Pali version, as the author does not

give the name of the sovereign in whose reign he flourished— but the

period is certainly subsequent to A. D. 477, as he quotes frequently

from the Muhdwanso. The author only states, that this work is

compiled by Koratthapalo, the pious and virtuous incumbent of the

Tanguitawankapariwe.no attached to the Mahawiha.ro (at Anurddhapura ) .

and that he translates it from an ancient Singhalese work, avoiding

only the defects of tautology and its want of perspicuity.

In one of the narratives of this book, containing the history of

Dhanmasoko, of Asandhimitta' his first consort after his accession to

the Indian empire, of his nephew Nigro'dho, by whom he was con-

verted to Buddhism, andof his contemporary and ally De'wa'nanpiya-

tisso, the sovereign of Ceylon,—Dhanma's6ko is more than once called

Piyadaso, viz. :

“ Madhndiyako pana wanijo Deivatdkatd chawilwa, Pupphapure rdjakute vp-

pajitwd Piya'daso kumi.ro hutwi chhattan ussdpetwi sakala-jambddlpi eka-njjjan

akdsi*."

“ The honey-dealer who was the donor thereof (to the Pachi BuddhoJ

descending by his demise from the Viwaldko heavens
; being born in the royal

dynasty at Pupphapura (or Patilipura, Patna) ; becoming the prince Piyada'so

and raising the chhaltaf, established his undivided sovereignty over the whole

of Jambudipd"—and again

—

“ Andyate Piyaddso, nima kumiro chhattan ussapetui As6k6 nama Dhanma
Ra'ja' bhaivissati.''

“ Hereafter the prince Piyada'so having raised the chhatta, will assume the

title of As(jk6 the Dha.n'ma Ra'ja 1

, or righteous monarch.”

It would he unreasonable to multiply quotations which I could

readily do, for pronouncing that Piyada'so, PiyadasinoJ or Piyadasi,

according as metrical exigencies required the appellation to be writ-

ten, was the name of Dhanmasoko before he usurped the Indian

empire ;
and it is of this monarch that the amplest details are

found in Pali annals. The 5th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,

17th, 18th, 1.9th, and 20th chapters of the Mahdwanso contain exclu-

* Vide page 24 of the Mahdwanso for an explanation of this passage.

•p Parasol of dominion.

J Piyadassino is the genitive case of Piyadasi, —Ed.
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sivcly the history of this celebrated ruler, and there are occasional

notices of him in the lika of that work, which also I have touched

upon in rav introduction to that publication. He occupies also aeon-

spicuous place in my article No. 2, on Buddhistical annals. His his-

tory may be thus summed up.

He was the grandson of Chandaoutto (Sandkacottus) and son of

Bindusaro who had a numerous progeny, the issue of no less than

sixteen consorts. Dhanmasoko, who had but one uterine brother,

named Tisso, appears to have been of a turbulent and ambitious cha-

racter ;
Bindusa'ko consigned him to an honorable banishment by

conferring on him the government of Ujjeni ( OujeinJ* “ in his ap-

prehension arising from a rumour which had prevailed that he (Asoko)

would murder his own father ; and being therefore desirous of em-

ploying him at a distance, established him at Ujjdni, conferring the

government of that kingdom on him.”

While administering that government he formed a connection with

Chk'tiya De'wi a princess of Chetiyagiri, and had by her a son and

daughter, Mahindo and Sanghamitta', who followed their father to

Patilipura, subsequently entered into the sacerdotal order, and were

the missionaries who converted Ceylon to Buddhism. Che'iiya De'wi

herself relumed toiler native city. On his death-bed, Bindusa'ko

sent a “ letter” recalling him to his capital, Patilipura. He hastened

thither, and as soon as his parent expired, put all his brothers, except-

ing Tisso, to death, and usurped the empire. He raised Tisso to the

dignity of Upardja,—which would appear to be the recognition of the

succession to the throne.

In the 4th year after his accession, being the year of Buddho 218,

and before Christ 325t, he was inaugurated, or anointed king. In

the 3rd year of his inauguration, he was converted to Buddhism by the

priest Nigrodho the son of his eldest murdered brother, Sumano. In

the 4th year Tisso resigned his succession to the empire, and became

a priest. In the 6th Mahindo and Sanghamitta also entered into

the sacerdotal order. In the 17th the third convocation was held,

and missionaries were dispatched all over Asia to propagate Bud-

dhism. In the 18th Mahindo arrived in Ceylon, and effected the con-

version of the Ceylonese monarch De'avananpiyatisso and the inha-

bitants of this island. In the same year Sanghamitta, the bo-tree

and relics were sent by him to Ceylon. In the 30th his first con-

* Introduction to the Mahawanso, p. xlii.

+ The second paper on “Buddhistical Annals” notices the discrepancy of

about 60 years between this date, and that deduced from the date of European

classical authors connected with Alexander’s invasion.
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sort espoused after his accession, Asandhimitta', who was zealously

devoted to Buddhism, died ; and three years thereafter he married his

second wife. He reigned 37 years.

The five short insulated lines at the foot of the Allahabad pillar,

having reference to this second empress, is, by its position in the

column, a signal evidence of the authenticity, and mutual corrobora-

tion of these inscriptions and the Pdli annals. As Dhanma'soko

married her in the 34th year of his reign, she could not have been

noticed in the body of the inscriptions which were recorded on the

27th. I fear we do not vet possess a correct transcript of these five

lines*. The passage in the Mahdwanso which refers to this queen is

curious, and may hereafter assist the correct translation of these five

lines. I therefore insert it.

1 Ahharasdhi wussamhi Dhamrndsukassa Rdjino

Mahhmlgha-euandrdmi mahabudhi patitthahi.

2 Tatu dwddasame wassi mahisi tassa r&jind

piyd Asandhimitld sd mdtd Sombuddhamdmikd.

3 Tatu chatutthawassamhi, Dhammdsuko mahipati

tassdrakkhan mahesitle thapesi wusamd saydn.

4 Tatutu totiye wasse sdbdldrupamanini

“ maydpicha aydn rdjd mahdbodtun mamdyati ,”

5 Iti kddhawasdn yantivd, atlandtaltha kdrikd

mandukanlakaydyena mahdbodhimaghdtayi.

6

Tatu chatutthi wassamhi Dhammdsdko rnahdyasd

anichchatdwasampatto : sattatinsosamd ima.

“ In the eighteenth year of the reign of Dhamma's'6ko, the bo-tree was planted

in the Mahdmigawano'

s

pleasure garden, (at Anurddhapura) . In the twelfth year

from that period, the beloved wife of that monarch, Asandhimitta', who had

identified herself with the faith of Buddho, died. In the fourth year (from her

demise), the rdja Dhamm a'so'ko, under the influence of carnal passions, raised

to the dignity of queen consort, an attendant of her’s (his former wife’s). In

the third year from chat date, this malicious and vain creature who thought

only of the charms of her own person, saying, “ this king, neglecting me, la.

vishes his devotiou exclusively on the bo-tree,”—in her rage (attempted to)

destroy the great bo with the poisoned fang of a toad. In the fourth year from

that occurrence, this highly gifted monarch, Dhamma'so'ko, fulfilled the lot of

mortality. These years collectively amount to thirty-seven.”

I have not had time to examine the fifth inscription round the

Delhi column carefully, and I apprehend that the transcript is not al-

together perfect yet. The last line and half of this inscription, I

should be disposed to read thus :

“ E’tdn Duwdnanpiya dha ; ‘ iydn dhanmalibi ata athasUdthambdni, JVisalit-

iha-likhdniwa tala kantawiyd : ena isa chirathikasiya.” In the Pdli considered

* See page 966 which had not reached the author when the above was writ-

ten.—

E

d.
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the most classical in Ceylon, the sentence would be written as follows : Elan

Dhodnanpiya dha : iycin dhanrnalipi atha otthasildthdinbbni Wdsdlittha~ldkhaniwa

tatha (tatha )
kali

;
leua isd chiratihitikd siyd.

“ De'wa'nan'piva delivered this (injunction). Thereafter eight stone columns

have been erected in different quarters like the inscriptions on Dha'nmo

established at Wesdli. By this means this (inscription) will he perpetuated

for ever.”

If this reading be correct*, as I have said before, we have still five

more of these columns to discover in India.

I would wish to notice here that there are several errata in the

Pali quotations in the July journal occasioned, probably, by the in-

distinction of the writing of my copyist. I mention this merely to

prevent Pali scholars from inferring that those errata are peculiarities

in the orthography of that language as known in Ceylon. For in-

stance in page 586, you quote me as translating Viyddhanmd “ pe-

rishable things,” whereas the words ought to have been “ Wayadhan-

md.”
The inscriptionfronting north (as corrected by Mr. Turnour.)

1 . Ddwhnanpiya Pandu s6 raja hdwanahd *• Sattawisati

2. wasa abhisitdna md iyan danmalipi likhdpita-

3 . hi. Dantapurato Dasanan up&dayiu, ananta agaya danmakamatayu

4. agayaparikhdya, agayasasanaya, agdna bhayena,

5. agdnanusahdna ;
dsachakho mama amisathiya.

6 . Dhanmapdkha, dhanmakaraatacha, suwd suwd, wadhita. wadhisantichewa.

7. Purisapicha md, rakusacha, gawaydcha matiraacha anuwidhiyantu

8. sanpatipadayantucha, aparanchaparaucha samadayitwa hdmdwd anta

9. mahamatapi. E'sabiwidhi ya iyan, dhanmdna palita, dhamndna widhind

10. dhaumdna sikhayata, dhamndna galili.” Ddwananpiya Pandu sd rajd

11 . hdwau aha : “ Dkanmd sadhukiyancha dhanmdti. Apdsananwa bahukan yani

* This reading involves so many alterations of the text that I must demur to

it, especially as on re-examination I find it possible to improve my own reading so

as to render it (in my own opinion at least) quite unobjectionable. The correc-

tion I allude to is in the reading of ithd, which from the greater experience I

have now gained of the equivalents of particular letters, I am inclined to read

as the Sanskrit verb dstat (Pali ithd).—The whole sentence Sanskritized will be

found to differ in nothing from the Pdli—except in that stambha is masculine in

the former and neuter in the latter :—and that the verb kataviyd is required to

agree with it.

Iyam dharmalipi ata dstat, sila-stambhd (nijvd siladharika(ni)vd latah kar-

taviyti (ni), ena (or yenaj eshd chirasthiti sydt.

“ In order that this religious edict may stand (remain), stone pillars and stone

slabs (or receptacles) shall be accordingly prepared;— by which the same may

endure unto remote ages.”

Athd might certainly be read as ashto eight, but the construction of the sen-

tence is thereby much impaired, and further it is unlikely that any definite

number should be fixed upon, without a parallel specification of the places where

they should be erected.—

E
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12. dayaddni sachd sdchayd chakhudanapi md bahuwidhadinno ? Dipada-

13. chatupaddsa pariwarachardsu wiwidhdmd anugalid katd ; A'pand

14. daklrindyd andnipiclia md bahd ni kayanani katani. Etaya md
15. ath.iya iyan dhanraalipi likbapita hdwan auupatipajatu

; chi ran

16. thitakache hdtiti. Ydcha hdwan sanpatipajisati, sdsakatan karontiti !”

17. Ddwdnanpiya Pandu sd raja hdwan aha :
“ ‘ Kayananmdwa Uakhati’ iyan md

18. ‘ kayandkatdti’ nd na papan dakliati : iyan md ‘ papdkatdti’ iyanwa 1 adinawii’

19. namati. Dupachawdkbdchakhd dsa, dwanchakhd ds& dakbiyd
;
ima na

20. ddinawagamininama. Atbacba dind, nithuliyd, kddhamand, isu-

21. kd, ldnanawhakd, maralabhasayasd, dsabadhadikha, iyan me-

22. pi dinakayd, iyan manan md p&ratik&yd.

The inscription fronting East.

1. Ddwananpiya Pandu sd raja hdwan dha. “Sattawisati

2. wasa abhisitdna md iyan dhanmalipi likbapita. Ldkasa

3. hitasukh&ya sdtan apahatatta dbanmawudbi. Papdwa
4. hdwan ldkasa liitan wakliati. Pachawdkhama athan iyan.

5. Nitdsu lidwan patiya santdsu, hdwan apikatlidsu,

6. kamakbni sukha awhamiti. Tathdchdwan daliami hdmdwa-

7. sdwanik&ydsu pachuwdkhami. Sdwa Pasandhapi md pujanti

8. wiwidhaya pdjaya. Icbin iyan atana pachnpagamand

9. samamokhivamatd. Sattawisati wasa abhisitdna md
10. i\an dhanmalipi likh&pita.”

11. Ddwdnanpiya Pandu sd raja hdwan aha. “ Yd atikanta-

12. antard rajand posdiidwa irisa kathan jand.

13. Dhanmawadhiyd wadhdya
;
ndcha jand andrupaya dhanmawadhiya

14. wadhitha” Etan Ddwananpiya Pandu sd raja hdwan aha. “ Esama-

15. puthan atikantdcha antard hdwan irisa rajand, kathan jand ?

16. auurup&ya dhanmawadhiya wadhaydti ? Rdchojand anurupaya

17. dhanmawadhiya wadhdtlia sdkinapfijand anupatipajayd.

18. Karasujana anurupaya dhanmawadhiyh, wadhiyanti ; knnnsukani

19. atthamaydhi ramawadhiyanti. E'tan Ddwananpiya Pandu sd hdwan

20. 4ha “ dsamd puthan dhanraasdwandna sdwayd. Md dhanmanusatand

21. anusdsdmi. E'tan jana sutan anupattipajipata achau namasatd.”

The Inscription fronting South.

1. Ddwananpiya Pandu sd rajd hdwan aha. “ Sattawisati wasa

2. abhisitdna md, imani satdni awadbiyani kathani-sdyatha-

3. sukd, siriki, arand, chakawakd, hansa, nandimukha, gdr&thd,

4. jatuka, aba, kapardka, datti, anthikamawd, wddawdyakd,

5. gangapuputhaka, sankajamawe, kadhathasagakd, panarasd, simard,

6. sandikd, rdkapada, parasatd, sdtskapdtd, gamakapdtd,

7. savd, cliatupadd, yepi
;
luddagand dtd nacbakhddiyatu.

8. E'lakacha, sukaidclia, gablianiwapayimindwa, awadhiyapcntu ke-

9. pichakdna ;
ansamansikd wndhikakathd nd kathawiyd : tasd sajiwd

10. notti) dtawiyd : dawd anataydwd wihbsiydwd, nottipatawiye,

11. jiwdnajiwdnd pdsitawiyd. Tisu chatumasisu tisayan pumunasiyan,

12. tinidiwasani, chuddasan, pannarasan patipadiyd, dhuwdydcha

13. Anupdsatte, mard awadhiyd ndpi, wikdtawiyd. Etaniydwa diwasdni

14. nagawanepi, kwatha, dugasiani, anuanipi jiw&nik&y&ni

15. nd hantawiyani. Atthainipakhayd, chawudnsiyd panarasiyd t&sdyd

16. punawasand tisfi chatumasisu, stidiwas&yd, gdnanuna rakhitawiyd

17 . ajakd, dlakd, sdkare dwanpi annd nirakhiyataud, nirakhitawiyd.
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13.

Tisuye punawasaye chatuinasiy£ chatumasapakhaye apawasa gbnasan-

19. rakhate no kathawiyG. Yawa sattawisati wasa abhisiteua m6, et&ye

20. antarikaye pkua wisati bandhanamokh&ni kataui.

The Inscription fronting fl'esf.

1. D6wiinaupiya Pandu so raja hewan aha. “ Sattawisati wasa

2. abhisiteua me, iyan dhanmalipi likhapita. Rajjaka m6

3. bahusu pknasatasahasesd jauesd ayanti. Tdsan yo abhipard

4. dandawA utapati, yA me kathi kin ? TA rajjaka aswata abhita

5. kinmani, pawntayewun janasa jauapadasa hitasukaa rupaduhewun ;

6. anugaheuewacha, sukhiynna dukhiyann jauisanti ;
dhaumaya td nacba-

7. wiyAwa disanti janau jauapadan. Kin tehi attancha puratnucba

8. aradhayewuu ? Td rajjaka parusata patachnritawe man purisanipirnA

9 . » rddhauAui paticharisanti ;
tepi chakkeua wiyowadisanti yd na me rajjaka

10. charanta aruudhayitawA, athahi pajanwiya taye dhatiya nisijita ;

11 . aswathAratiwiya ta dhati, charanta me pajau sukliau parihathawA.

12. Hewan mama rajjaka katd, janapadasa pitasukhayA ;
yena AtA abhita

13. aswatha satau awamaua, kainaui pawateyewdti. E'tAna rad rajjakanan

14. abhiharawadandawe atapatiye kathe, iritawydhi Asakiti

15. wiydharasamuticha siya. Dundasamatacha, awaitApicha, rad awutd,

16. bandhana budhanan mauusauan tiritadandinan pntawadhauan.tini diwasani, md

17. YuttA dinnA, uitikarikani niripayihantu, Jiwitaye tanan

18. nasantanwa niripayantu : danan dahautu
:
pahitakan rupawapanwa karontu.

19. Irichime hewan nira dhasipi karipiparatan aradhaydwapi
:
janasacha

20. wadhati : wiwidhadaumacharanA ;
sayamA danasanwibhagdtiT.”

Translation of the Inscription fronting North.

The raja Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the ddtvos, has thus said.

“ This inscription on Dhanmo is recorded by me who have attained the twen-

ty-seventh year of uiy inauguration. From Dantapura, I have obtained the

tooth (relic of Buddho), out of innumerable and inestimable motives of devotion

to Dhanmo,—with the reverential awe, and devout zeal (due) to the precious

religion which confers inestimable protection. This (inscription), moreover,

may serve to perpetuate the remembrance of me.

“ Those who are observant of Dhanmo, and delight in Dhanmo, growing in

grace, from day to day, will assuredly prosper. Let my courtiers, guards,

herdsmen, and learned men, duly comprehend, and fully conform to (the same)

uniting (to themselves) all classes, the rich and the poor, as well as the grandees

of the land. A course such as this, sustained by Dhanmo, inculcated by Dhan~

mo, and sanctified by Dhanmo, is the path (prescribed) by Dhanmo .”

The raja Pa'nou, who is the delight of the dAwos, has thus said.

“ Thus this Dhanmo is most excellent in its righteousness.”

Wherefore should 1 who have been a charitable donor, ill various ways, grieve

(to bestow) charitable gifts, whether it be a little food, or a great offering, or

even the sacrifice of ray eyes ? To bipeds and quadrupeds, as well as those em-

ployed in my service, various acts of benevolence have been performed by me ;

* The letter chh is read as r throughout
; and the letter u as ru.—Ed.

f By comparing this version with that published in July, it will be seen to what
extent the license of altering letters has been exercised. The author has however
since relinquished the change of the Raja’s name, in consequence of his happy dis-

covery of Piyadasi’s identity.

—

Ed.
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and at the ApinA (hall of offerings) to those worthy of offerings, by me, both
food and other articles, involving great expenditure, have been provided.

“ Let it be duly understood that this inscription has been recorded by me
with this object, as well as that it should endure for ages. Would but one
person fully conform thereto, what would (not) the rest do 1”

The raja Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the d£wos, has thus said.

“ (It may be said) ‘this (dispensation) appears to be prodigality itself;’ or of

me * he is addicted to prodigality.’ That would not appear to us to be an act of

impiety; or this, of me, ‘he is a sinner;’ or this, ‘ he is a miscreant,’ or any
such reproaches. The evil designing man (may say) these things, and such a

person may represent them so, but they are not the road to (do not inflict) de-

gradation.”

“ Moreover, by my contemplating the distresses affecting the poor, the

unfortunate, the resentful, the proud, the envious, those bent with age, and
those on the eve of becoming a prey to death,—(that contemplation) would pro-

duce in me a due sense of commiseration towards the destitute.”

The Inscriptionfronting East.

The raja Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the d^wos, has thus said.

“ This inscription on Dhanmo has been recorded by me who have attained

the twenty-seventh year of my inauguration. Dhanmo prevails for the happi-

ness and welfare of mankind ; as well as to prevent the forfeiture of their salva-

tion. Even the sinner would admit, that it (is essential for) the happiness of

mankind. Let us, therefore, stedfastly contemplate this truth. While righteous

men thereby become devoted to charity, and are bent on discoursing (thereon),

let me encourage their benevolent proceedings. In like manner, let me extend

my solicitude towards the wealthy ; and let me be specially regardful of the

multitudes under my sway. Even my PAsanQhi subjects present me with various

tributes. I formed this resolve, under the conviction of the supreme beatitude,

(resulting) from an individual himself setting an example.”

The raja Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the df-wos, has thus said.

“ This inscription on Dhanmo is recorded by me who have attained the twen-

ty-seventh year of my inauguration—should any person, after the extinction of

my regal authority, learn from my subjects themselves, such a precept as this,

he would prosper by the grace of Dhanmo ; should he not acquire that know-

ledge, he (cannot) prosper by the orthodox Dhanmo .” The raja Pa'ndu, who is

the delight of the dtiwos, has thus asked this (query). “ He, who after the ex.

tinction of my authority, would not acquire this knowledge, how should he learn

these royal mandates ? how can he prosper by the orthodox Dhanmo ? The

well disposed person, (who) has prospered by the orthodox Dhanmo, would evince

gratitude for the benevolence of his benefactors. (All) conforming, good men

prosper by the orthodox Dhanmo, and realize the bliss of the eight heavens.”

The rhja Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the ddwos, has declared this also. “ He

who attends to this precept of mine, would by the observance of Dhanmo lead a

righteous life. Let me also, by the observance of Dhanmo, attain an exalted

station (of righteousness). The inhabitants at large, who conform to this edict,

(will) eschew evil.”

Translation of the Inscription fronting South.

The rlija Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the ddwos, has thus said.
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“ By me, who have attained the twenty-seventh year of my inauguration,

these animals have been forbid to be killed,—namely, parrots and muinas (gracuta

retigiosa) in the wilderness ; the bralnnany duck (anas casaca) ; the goose (rather

the mythological and fabulous “ hansa”)
; the nandimuka (supposed to be the

fabulous “ kinnari”) ;
the golden maiua

(
turdus saliva,) ; the bat, the crane, the

blue pigeon, the gallinuli, the sankagamaw6, w£daw£yaka, the gangapuputhaka,

the sankagamaw^, the kadhathasayakfi, the panarasfi, the situat'd, the saudikd, the

rbkapada, the parasatd, the white dove, and the village dove, as well ns nil quad*

rupeds. These, let not the tribe of huntsmen eat. For the same reason, let not

sheep and goats which are fed with stored provender, be slaughtered by auy one ;

and those who are accustomed to receive a portion of the meat (of animals killed)

should no longer enter iuto engagements to have them slaughtered on those

terms; nor should ferocious animals either be destroyed ; neither in sporting or

iu auy other mode, nor even as a merriment, should they be killed : (on the

contrary) by one living creature, other living creatures should be cherished.

During (all) the three seasons of the year, on the full moon day of their (lunar

months) as well as on these three days, the fourteenth, the fifteenth, and the first

(of each moiety of the lunar months) (each of) these being days of religious

observance, not only the agonies of slaughtering, but selling also should not be

allowed. During these days, at least, on the mountain, in the wilderness, and

everywhere, even the multitudes of the various species of animals which may be

found disabled, should not be killed. During the three seasons, on the eighth, the

fourteenth and the fifteenth (of each moiety of the lunar month) being the holy

days devoted to deeds of piety, oxen, goats, sheep and pigs, which are ordinarily

kept confined, as also the other species which are not kept confined, should not

be restrained. Nor should it even be hinted, on the holydays of the four mouths

of each of the seasons, that the stalled oxen even should be kept confined. By
me, who have attained the twenty-seventh year of my inauguration, during the

course of that period, living creatures have been released from the twenty evils

(literally restraints) to which they were subjected.”

The Inscription fronting West.

The nija Pa'ndu, who is the delight of the dewos, has thus said.

“ This inscription on Dhanmo is recorded by me iu the twenty-seventh year

of my inauguration. My public functionaries intermingle among many hundred

thousands of living creatures, as well as human beings. If any one of them

should inflict injuries on the most alien of these beings, what advantage would

there be in this my edict ? (On the other hand) should these functionaries

follow a line of couduct tending to allay alarm, they would confer prosperity

and happiness on the people as well as on the country
;
and by such a benevo-

lent procedure, they will acquire a knowledge of the condition both of the pros-

perous and of the wretched
; and will, at the same time, prove to the people

and the country that they have not departed from Dhanmo. Why should they

inflict an iujury either on a countryman of their own or on an alien ? Should

my functionaries act tyrannically, my people, loudly lamenting, will be appealing

to me ;
and will appear also to have become alienated, (from the effects of orders

enforced) by royal authority. Those ministers of mine, who proceed on circuit,

so far from inflicting oppressions, should henceforth cherish them, as the infant

in arms is cherished by the wet-nurse ; and those experienced circuit ministers,

6 t 2
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moreover, like unto the wet-nurse, should watch over the welfare of mv child

(the people). In such a procedure, my ministers would ensure perfect happiness

to my realm.”

“ By such a course, these (the people) released from all disquietudes, and

most fully conscious of their security, would devote themselves to their avoca-

tions. By the same procedure, on its being proclaimed that the grievous power

of my ministers to inflict tortures is abolished, it would prove a worthy subject

of joy, and be the established compact (law of the land). Let the criminal

judges and executioners of sentences, (in the instances) of persons committed to

prison, or who are sentenced to undergo specific punishments, without my spe-

cial sanction, continue their judicial investigation for three days, till my deci-

sion be given. Let them also as regards the welfare of living creatures, attend

to what affects their conservation, as well as their destruction : let them establish

offerings : let them set aside animosity.

Hence those who observe, and who act up to these precepts would abstain

from afflicting another. To the people also many blessings will result by living

in Dhanmo. The merit resulting from charity would spontaneously manifest

itself.”

VI.

—

Account and drawing of two Burmese Belts now placed in a Hindu

temple in Upper India. By Capt. R. Wroughton, Revenue Surveyor,

Agra division.

In the month of January last, while engaged upon the revenue

survey of zillah Sirpurah, I accidentally heard of a celebrated Burmese

bell, in the possession of Resaladar Bheem Singh (late of the 2nd local

horse) and lodged at a sewala, the property of that individual, situ-

ated in the village of Nudrohee on the banks of the Kalee Nuddee, 2£

miles west from the town of Khass Gunj. I was induced to visit the

spot, and recognized old acquaintances in the Resaladar and bell ; the

former having been engaged with me in the night storm of the city

of Arracan ; and the bell, the identical one, which was found upon

the capture of that place suspended in the temple (or pagoda) of Gau-

dama muni, a few hundred yards to the N. E. of the old stone fort,

being the position occupied by the 2nd regiment of local horse, during

the calamitous rainy season of 1825.

The history of this bell is very unsatisfactory, and very brief. Up-

on the breaking up of the south-eastern division and the return of the

troops to Bengal, Bhkem Singh solicited permission to carry away the

bell in question, and he states that consent was given to his applica-

tion, both by the late respected General Morrison, and Mr. T. C.

Robertson, Political Agent; upon what authority however, this pro-

ceeding can be justified, I know not, neither am I disposed to agitate
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the question, because it might disturb its worthy owner in the posses-

sion of an article, which in its present position is well calculated to

perpetuate the success of the Company’s arms in Buimah, and to

which Bhkkm Singh attaches the greatest value.

The Resaladar (an active fellow and gallant soldier) when the 2nd

local horse marched from Arracan to Chittagong, by the interior, (or

Ruttnapulling route,) contrived to persuade the master of a sloop to

convev the bell to that station, where it arrived before its owner, wa3

seized by the officer in charge of the magazine, and was only libe-

rated and restored to Bhkkm Singh, consequent on a reference being

made to the supreme government. From Chittagong the bell was con-

veyed in a country boat, to Futtgghur, and from that place was finally

transported on a truck constructed for the occasion, to its present situ-

ation. The above comprises all the information I could gather from

the Resaladar regarding it.

Nudrohee is fixed on the direct route from Muttra to Soron on the

Ganges via Ilathras, Sikundruh raow, and Murarah ; thousands of pil-

grims from the western states frequent this road, on their way to bathe

in the Ganges, and by this means the celebrity of the bell has spread

far and wide.

Bhkkm Sing having permitted me to examine the bell and make a

drawing of it, I thought the opportunity a favorable one, and availed

myself of his good humour and civility ; and I was the more urged to

take this trouble, as I consider the bell a beautiful specimen of work-

manship, of great antiquity, and well worthy a report and represen-

tation being made of it.

Having constructed a wooden hollow parallelopepidon for the

purpose, I ascertained that the solidity of the bell equalled a prism,

the area of whose base is the square of 44.3 inches X by the height

6.278 which gives for the content 12320, 41222 cubic inches: the

specific gravity of the metal which is a near approximation to the

truth, 1 determined in the following manner.

Mr. James Gardner of Khass Gunj possesses a small Burmese bell,

which was also brought round from Arracan by the late Lieut. -Col.

Gardner, and this bell the former gentleman kindly lent to me. I

weighed it with English weights and scales (thermometer Farht.

scale, ranging 60°) both in and out of water, and found it 2241bs. 4

ounces, and i95lbs. 12 ounces avoirdupois respectively, which makes

its specific gravity 7868; its solidity I ascertained to be equal to a

cylinder, the base of a diameter 17.4 inches and the height 3.2 inches

which gives 760.920 cubic inches, and as the material, or the metal
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of which the small bell is composed assimilates very closely with that

of the large one, I have used it to determine the weight of the latter,

and which I find by the simple rule of proportion is 31^ hundred

weight nearly.

The accompanying sketches I personally executed from scale and

measurement, and can vouch for their critical resemblance to the ori-

ginals ; and the facsimile of the inscriptions I have carefully compar-

ed, and can pronounce with safety upon their accuracy. 1 may here

mention that until I filled the crevices of the letters on the bell with

yellow ochre (and I tried many other colors), I found it utterly impos-

sible to distinguish, and copy faithfully the inscription through the

tracing paper, although the paper was extremely thin, oiled, and ren-

dered transparent for the purpose.

The representation of the small bell, has been executed on a some-

what larger scale, because I could not otherwise satisfactorily exhibit

its mouldings.

I will not occupy your time with any further observations, the

drawings and copy of inscriptions will speak for themselves
; and if

they be considered useful and acceptable to the Asiatic Society, the

little trouble I have taken will be amply compensated.

I cannot however resist communicating the particulars of an at-

tempt made by a native to impose upon me a feigned translation of

the inscription, because the circumstance will shew how far the dis-

position of these people leads them to practise deception and rogue-

ry whenever opportunity offers, and they can hope to turn it to

account.

I had offered a remuneration of two goldmohurs to any person who

could, and was willing to translate the inscription, and I made this

offer because I had heard that one or two Arracanese Mugs who came

round to Bengal with Gardner’s horse, were residing in the neigh-

bourhood of Khass Gunj and could accomplish the task : I tried one

man and found him incompetent, when a Tanjore brahmin who had

come to this part of the country on a pilgrimage presented himself,

declared his ability to undertake the office, and to convince me of his

fitness, produced several specimens of a written character having a

strong resemblance to Burmese
; and which in my presence he ap-

peared to read and write with facility. Flattering myself that I had

found a clever and useful fellow, I at once set him to work on the large

bell inscription ; and attended on the following day at the sewala

to see what progress bad been made. I found that one sheet con-

taining 10 lines, had been faithfully transcribed ; aud that the brah-
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min had copied 4 more lines on the second sheet
;
the first I directed

him to transcribe again on a new sheet, while I would complete the

second. I now determined to put this brahmin’s honesty to the test,

and while the fellow was busily engaged at a distance from me, I en-

tered one line on the second sheet, resembling the inscription, that is,

the line contained Burmese letters throughout, which I had fancifully

put together : to this line I added four or five others correctly traced,

and then called the brahmin to translate the whole sheet. It amused

me to find, that he read my composition and the Burmese, with equal

readiness, and apparent confidence, but when I applied the copied

inscription to the bell, and he perceived no resemblance in the copy

to the original, and that I had gravelled his ingenious effort to delude

and rob me, it would be difficult indeed to describe his discomfiture.

He never for an instant endeavoured to deny the attempt at imposition,

hut coolly defended the proceeding on the grounds of poverty, and

the almost certain prospect he entertained of escaping detection.

Note.—Having prepared the plates for this paper we have inserted

them in the present volume, although we are unprepared to subjoin a

copy and translate of the longer inscription, which however perfectly

executed in facsimile has proved beyond Ratna Paula’s power of de-

ciphering, as well as that of Col. Burney and his Burmese Pandit

now in Calcutta. By their advice I have sent it to Mr. Blundell at

Moulmein, but after all nothing very interesting can be expected from

a document of such a nature. The smaller inscription Col. Burney

obligingly took in hand, and we have the pleasure to subjoin his note

with the text in Burmese—the facsimile it is not necessary to litho-

graph.

—

Ed.

Inscription on the Small bell.
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" I send you a fair version, which some Burmese at Calcutta and

I have succeeded in making out of the facsimile of the inscription on

the small Arracan bell. We have been obliged to guess one or two

words. I send you also a translation of the Burmese, from which

you will see that the inscription, like most Burmese inscriptions, con-

tains nothing of any historical interest.—H. B.

Translation.

Be victorious or accomplished 1

! After the period when the sovereign

of the nuts, the king of kings, the chief of the saints, the most beautiful

in appearance, on whom the eyes of the whole world rest, the pinnacle of

the three orders of rational beings2
, and the lord of righteousness, had

administered the delicious and relief-giving medicine, the moral law, to all

sentient beings who are long immersed in the four streams or currents3
,

and had proceeded to enjoy the state of Naibban, Mauno Mhat and his

wife, having come to existence in the time of (Galdama’s) religion which

is most difficult to meet with 1

,
possessing minds properly and sincerely

disposed, imbued with true wisdom, taking delight in virtue, piety, cha-

rity, and the other duties of good men, and established in proper principles,

made an offering, taking the whole earth and water to witness, of this

hell weighing 9,230,000 s
, to the Maha Zedi pagoda, which is situated

in the place called the great city of Diniawadi (ArracanJ, and in which

are collected and rest the sacred relics (of Gai/dauia), that are complete

in the united streams of fire and water, the six-colored flames of light

and other miraculous exhibitions6
. May the merit of this charitable gift

6 u
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be also shared 7 by the lord of earth and water, the possessor of the celes*

tial weapon 8
,
the master of the tshaddan9 king of elephants, the arbiter of

life and great king of righteousness (Mendaragyih, king of Ava. grand,

father of the present king) his queen, sons and grandsons. May it be

shared by the parents who gave (us) life, (our) teachers and all sentient

beings who pass through the thirty-one different stages of existence 10
.

(We) desire that in consequence of (our) having thus performed this cha-

ritable deed, (we) may, in future successive worlds, exist as good beings

in the superior grade of man", capable of avoiding the ten evil works'*,

and given to performing the ten good works13
,
and that in (our) last state

of existence, (we) may verily reach the country of Khemapurun Nuibbun.

Tn Verse.

During the reign of the lord of the celestial weapon, master of the

tshaddan elephant and the true great king, who resides at the royal city

of Amarapura in the Burmese kingdom, wiiich is situated upon that called

the southern island, lying within the green division of the four bodies

of color that issue joined together from the. precious centre post 14
, the

religion of the lord was extended and prosperous. Jn the warm season,

on what was fixed by astrological calculation to be a prosperous day, the

27th day of the sign Taurus, (Burmese month Katslioun) in the Kauza 15

sera 1180 (corresponding with the 2nd of May, 1818), 1, known as, and

significantly called by the name of Maung What 16
, the mistress of my

house Ma Gyih and wife Shyen-u, (two wives) and brother and sister,

Maung Thu and Maya (his two children) have, after paying much, up-

wards of 50' 7 viss, for the hire of labourers, bestowed with pure motives

and good will, in view to obtaining the reward (of JVaibbun) through per-

fection in virtue, this bell, the sound of which when struck extends afar

and makes the ear attend. May nats, men and hyamhas, above and below,

listen to it with delight and cry aloud well done 18
]

1 The Burmese often commence a writing with the Pali phrase zeyatu—which

is usually interpreted by them to mean, “ May it (the work now undertaken)

be completed or fulfilled,” but which, some pious Burmese say, rather means,
“ may they (the evil passions) be overcome,” or “ Be victorious over the evil

passions.” [It is simply the Sanskrit ‘ be victorious.’—

E

d.]

2 The three superior orders of beings are, Byam/ias, superior celestial beiugs
;

Nats inferior ditto, and men.
3 According to the Burmese, there are four streams or currents that bear

away alt sentient beings, viz. : passion, existence, false doctrine aud ignorance.

These are also called four restraints or bands.

4 The term of Gaudama’s religion, it is said, is 5000 years, and Buddhists

think that to appear in a state of existence as a human being during this short

term is a difficult and fortunate event to a sentient being.

5 The figures here are not quite clear, aud an examination of the bell itself is

necessary to ascertain to which description of weight they refer. If the figures

•are 0,230,000, they probably mean the small Burmese weight yue, 120 of which
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go to the tical, and the weight of the bell will then be 76,916 ticals, 6 mus and

5 yues.

6 Gaodaha’s body displayed many miraculous appearances. lie could,

whenever he pleased, exhibit a stream of water from one nostril, eye, ear, hand,

or foot, and a stream of tire from the other—and six streams of different colored

glory were emitted from his body.

7 According to the Burmese the merit of a good deed may be participated by
others, and particularly by those who praise or encourage the performer of it by

exclaiming thadu, well done.

* The Hindu chakri is the Burmese tsakyd, or celestial weapon.
9 The Tshaddan elephant is now the usual title of the white elephant, which,

in ancient times, when there existed, it is said, ten different species of the

animal, was the king or of the first class. Six-colored streams of light issued

from its tusks also, whence tsha-dant or tshaddan, as my poor unfortunate

friend, the late Myawadi Wungyih, informed me.
10 The thirty-one different abodes or stages of existence, according to the

Buddhists, have been described by Dr. Buchanan and other writers on their

religion.

11 A person, according to the Buddhists, cannot attain Naibban or be per-

fected into a Buddh but from a state of existence as man—hence, all Buddhists,

and particularly the women, pray that their future existence may be in the

superior grade of man.

12 The ten evil works are 1, murder; 2, theft
; 3, adultery

; 4, lying; 5,

speaking so as to destroy the affection entertained by two persons for each

other; 6, speaking harshly or using abusive language; 7, frivolous or idle

conversation ; 8, coveting the property of others
; 9, thinking of injuring others p

10, apostacy.

13 The ten good works are 1, charity; 2, keeping the five Buddhist com-
mandments not to kill, steal, commit adultery, use intoxicating substances or

tell falsehoods ; 3, repeating certain short sentences calculated to restrain evil

desires and promote abstraction and indifference to this life
; 4, reverence for

Buddh, his precepts and disciples, and for one’s parents and teachers
; 5, per-

forming the services due to the same ; 6, distributing the merit of one’s good

actions among other beings; 7, pleased with, and exclaiming thadu, or well done,

at the good works of others ; 8, hearing Gaudama’s religious precepts recited;

9, preaching or communicating a knowledge of the same to others ; 10, firm-

ness in religious faith.

14 The Myenmo Mount is here poetically alluded to. From the four cardinal

points of this centre of the Buddhist world to the wall surrounding it, the space

is equally divided by four different colors, red, green, yellow and white. In the

green space is situated the southern island or Tsabu-depa.

15 The present Burmese sera which commenced A. D. 638.

The number of the year is so given in the verse, that it was at first supposed

to be 1118 or 1756, but that date was 27 years before Arracan was conquered or

Amarapura built by Mendabagyih, king of Ava. Further examination with

Burmese satisfied me that the year is 1180 or 1818.

6 u 2
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16 Mhat in Burmese means mark, and the bestower of this bell appears to

have been born with some mark or discoloration about his body, whence he was

named Mhat or Mark. The verse on the bell maybe understood to mean that the

donor was mark by nature and Mark by name.
17 Here again the meaning of the figures is not quite clear, whether refer-

ring to the weight of the bell or to the amount 'of expense incurred.
18 See note 7.

The last part of the inscription is in verse. Burmese verse consists of four

syllables or five pronounced as four. The last syllable or last letter of one verse

and the third or second syllable, or last letter of the third or second syllable, of

the next verse, or of the two next verses, are made to chime together, and the last

syllable or final letter in the last syllable of the last of these verses is often again

connected by the same kind of rhyme with the following verses :—e. g.

* Yatana man daing x

|| Le yaung pyaing
2 dweng[| mya zaing3 ta kho 1

||
taung

kyun tsAo2 thau|| myan daing amara 1

1|
nan thand2 way

||
Tsakya3 tha khen 1

||

tshaddan shyen® hu Bhurea3 gyih tsit 1

||
phyif2 lat thardu

|j
let2 thek dau*

nhait
||

shyen daa3 tha thana|| &c.

The verse is written like prose excepting at the end of each verse there is a

pailc or stop, a double line, like that above shown. The Burmese have an im-

mense collection of poetry and take great pleasure in reciting it, and I have

heard myamiable friend, the Catholic Missionary Pere Taroli, admire their poe-

try exceedingly, declaring that some, which he once read tome, was equal to any

thing in Dantd I

VII.

—

Note on Inscriptions at Udayagiri and Khandgiri in Cuttack, in the

lat character. By Jas. Prinsep, Sec. As. Soc. 8<c.

I have already mentioned that on Lieutenant Kittoe’s departure

for Cuttack I requested him to take the first opportunity of visiting

the Khandgiri rock for the purpose of re-examining the inscription of

which a lithograph was published by Mr. Stirling in his Statistical

Report on the province of Orissa.

My zealous friend saw enough, several months ago on a rapid visit

there, to prove that the published copy was very incorrect ; but it was

only lately that he was able to repair to the spot again (a distance of

20 miles from Cuttack

)

to examine and copy the document in detail.

I shall presently quote his own account of the difficulties he had to

encounter in accomplishing the task I had imposed on his zeal and

good nature ;—but first I would call attention to a number of short

inscriptions in the old character which he discovered on the occasion

of his first visit, in the various caves of the neighbouring hill called

Udayagiri

;

and which he carefully recompared on his late trip, so as

to leave no doubt of their accuracy as now represented in Plate LV1I.
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from his original sketches. It will be remarked that some of them

are accompanied by symbols similar to those of the western caves in

Colonel Svkks’s collection ; but they are frequently destitute of such

ornaments, and the general style of the writing is of a purer and

therefore more ancient type than that of Sainhadri.

In my search for some of the catch-words which had proved of

such avail in explaining the purport of the inscriptions at Bhilsa and

Sainhadri, I could neither meet with the ddnam of the former, nor the

dayadhamma of the latter,—but in their stead I remarked a very com-

mon if not constant termination in a word of two syllables -J_L*

lonam, or ^J_L’ lenam preceded in most instances by the genitival

affix Aj sa

;

and in the only case, as of exception, by an equally
1 w

JJ _u_

regular genitive A) I _L sirt'no, from the noun sfri (Sanskrit root

gen. : a worshipper of the sun. It was not until after

many futile attempts with the pandit to find a better, that we were led

to the supposition that the words lonam or lenam, must be the Pali

equivalent for the Sanskrit participial noun *T«f lunam, ‘ cut or excavat-

ed in this the vowel is changed from u to o, and the n from the dental

to the Prakrit cerebral :—but in sound it must be confessed that there

is little difference ; while in sense, the terra satisfies precisely the cir-

cumstances of the Udayagiri caves, w'hich are generally small holes

cut with the chisel from the solid rock—a stone of loose consistency

easily worked with the rudest tools.

The catch- word once attained, the reading of this new string of

inscriptions was an easy matter.

The first then, which occurs in a cave now called the “ snake cave”

at Udayagiri (hill of the rising sun) reads thus:

No. 1. Chulakamasa Kothdjaydcha.

“ The impregnable or unequalled chamber of Chulakarma.”

Kotha is precisely the koshtha * an apartment.’ The conjunction

cha shews that the sense is incomplete, but the continuation on the

6ides of the same door (No. 2) is in bad preservation ; viz.

No. 2. Kamase.. . rikhi nayache pasdde.

“and the appropriate temple (or palace) oi Karma . ... (rishi?)”

0nly changing pasddah ‘ favor’ into pisddah (S. 3jr?JT^!) palace.

No. 3, on the cave now called that of the tiger, reads as follows

:

Ugara avedasa sasuvino lonam.

“ excavated by (of) Ugra Aveda (the antivedist) (?) the lasuvin?”

No. 4, on an adjoining cave is equally unintelligible.

Miipdmaddti bakdya yandkiyasa lonam.
“ The excavation of Yana'kiya for '
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No. 5, commences and ends with the same words as the first in-

scription :

Chulakumasa peseta kothdja (ya )

The word peseta may be the Sanskrit prasrita “ the humble” sc.

—

cell of Chulakama .—Clntdakarma is theriteof tonsure—from '^'^37,

a single lock of hair left on the crown of the head when shaved : and

some allusion to a similar purpose of this cave seems preserved in its

modern name of pdwanagubha, ‘ the cave of purification.’

No. 6, is on a cave now called the Manikpura or jewel-citv cave.

It begins and ends very intelligibly, but the central portion is erased :

Verasa mahdrdjasa kalingddhipatano ma kadepa sir(no lonam.

“The excavation of the mighty (or of Vira) sovereign, the lord of Kalinga
,

&c of Kadepa (?) the worshipper of the sun.”

In Sanskrit,— ^1 HfiTTS’?! ^lf%TriV^frT-. SfT^TT ^jf^:
_ •

^
Vira may perhaps be the name of the raja of Kalinga who dug this

cave : for sirino—see the previous observations.

No. 7, over a small door in the same cave, seems to have been

the work of a more youthful prince.

Kumaro vatlakasa lonam.

“ The excavation of the prince Vattaka.”

Then follows a more lengthy inscription (No. 8) on the Vaikantu

gubha in which we also find mention of the Kalinga dynasty.

Arahanta-pasdddnam kalinga.
.
ya. ... nunam lonakddatam rajinolasa

. . hethisahasam panotasaya. . kalinga velusa. . agamahi pitakada.
“ Excavation of the (rajas) of Kalinga, enjoying the favor of the arhantas

(Buddhist saints)—(the rest is too much mutilated to be read with any degree of

confidence.)

There is still one more specimen of the old character in a cave at
_ j _ _

Khandgiri not inserted in the plate : it runs Li l
3 8 -J "j'rb'h A 8 AjaJ X*

i
-

pad.a mulikase kutomasa lonam.

“ excavated by Kutama (Gotama ?) the pddamaulika (having the feet (of

Buddha) on his head) alias the devout.”

The above inscriptions are all cut deeply into the rock, whereas the

modern Sanskrit ones which occupy the remainder of the plate are

rudely scratched upon the stone, and are yet more difficult to decipher.

They are of two distinct ages :—Nos. 2 to 1 1 from the style of some

of the letters belong to the fifth or sixth century, whereas No. 1 in

the Kutila character, cannot be dated further back than the tenth cen-

tury.

Being of brahmanical tendency they naturally give a new account of

the origin and objects of the caves
; but the indistinctness of the writing
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prevents our getting completely at their meaning. Ihe language

is of course no longer Pali hut Sanskrit.

No. 1.

Ji^T JTihj
vj

(%^) II T^r

^TTifww

“ Under the fortunate government of an equitable prince this cavern (was exca-

vated)—to eudure as long as the sun and moon— for the heaven-born munis — (or

holy ascetics), in the viraju khetra (or holy preciucts) oflhe lord o( gods (Jagan-

nath), as a cave of sacrilice fijya yarbfta) In the samoat year niue—(m««i).”

It is a curious fact that all the inscriptions in this comparatively

modern character found on the eastern side of India hear samvat

dates, either in an era unknown, or in the mere reign of the existing

sovereign ;
so that little advantage can be taken of them in fixing the

epoch of what they commemorate. The word muni here attached to

sunwatsare is used numerically for ‘ nine,’ that being the number of

the sages. The name of the king under whose just rule the elephant

cave was formed into a sacrifice cave connected with the worship of

Prabhiswara, or Jagannath, does not clearly appear.

The fragments (figs. 2 to 11) carelessly cut on various parts of the

caves are for the most part imperfectly legible.—They are in all pro-

bability merely the names of visitors as at Allahabad, Gaya, &c. The

word ^rff hotta, ‘ a burnt-offering,’ occurs in Nos. 3 and 6. No. 8

contains the name Kuvkra'gni, and No. 10 the title Uttamaku/a vansa,

• descendant of an illustrious family.’—It is unnecessary to dwell upon

the reading of the rest, in which many letters and detached syllables

might be easily transcribed, because they carry with them no trait of

interest further than the fact, that the same transitions of the written

character visible elsewhere are equally developed in the remains of

these Kalinga monuments.

We now arrive at the more elaborate and curious document from the

same neighbourhood which was the subject of Mr. Stirling’s remarks

alluded to in a preceding page. I cannot begin better than by inserting

in his own words Mr. Kittoe’s

Note on the Khandgiri Inscriptions.

“ At your request I visited the caves of Khandgiri in March last, for

tlfe purpose of examining the inscription mentioned by Mr. Stirling
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in his statistics of Orissa, of which a plate is given in the 15th volume,

of the Researches*.

* As few of my readers have an opportunity of seeing the Researches, I ex-

tract the following description of these caves and of the main inscription from

Mr. Stirling's Report on Orissa, in the 15th volume.—

E

d.

*' About five miles west of Bhobanesar, near the village of Jaymara, in the

Char Sudhi Khandaiti of Khurda, and still within the limits of the Khetr, a

group of small hills occur, four in number, from one hundred and fifty to two

hundred feet in height, which present many objects of interest and curiosity.

These hills called severally the Udaya Giri, Dewal Giri, Nil Giri, and Khand
Glri, (by which latter name the spot is now generally designated,) are composed
of a silicious sandstone of various color and texture, and are all curiously per-

forated with small caves, disposed in two or three irregular stories. Each of the

caves is large enough to contain from one to two human beings in a sitting pos-

ture. Some of them appear to be natural cavities, slightly improved by the hand
of man

;
others have obviously been excavated altogether artificially ; and the

whole are grotesquely carved and embellished. In one part, a protecting mass

of rock has been cut into the form of a tiger’s head, with the jaws widely dis-

tended, through which a passage lies into a small hole at the back secured by a

wooden door, the residence of a pious ascetic of the Vyshnavite sect. The ridi-

culous legend which the natives relate to explain the origin of these isolated

hills, is, that they formerly constituted a part of the Himalaya, at which time

they were inhabited by numerous Rishis, who dug the caves now found in them.

They were taken up bodily, ascetics and all, by Maha'bi'r Hanuma'n, with

other masses of rock, to build the bridge of Rama, but, by some accident, were

allowed to drop in their passage through the air, when they alighted in their

present position. I am almost tempted to add, as a curious coincidence, that

they are the only real sandstone hills found in this part of the country
;
but the

geology of the district has not been sufficiently explored, to warrant ray advanc-

ing such an assertion positively. The summit of the highest rock, is crowned

by a neat stone temple of modern construction, sacred to the worship of Paras-

nath

;

all around, and in the neighbourhood of which, are strewed a quantity of

images of the nirvdnas, or naked figures worshipped by the Jain sect, executed

chiefly in the grey chlorite slate rock. At the back of these temples, a highly re-

markable terrace is shewn, called the Deo Sabhd, or assembly of the gods, which is

covered with numberless antique-lookiDg stone pillars or temples in miniature,

some standiug, others lying on the ground, about two or three feet long, having, on

each of the four sides, a figure of the naked Jain deity rudely sculptured. The

place is still frequented by the Jain of Parwar merchants or Cuttack, who assemble

here in numbers, once every year, to hold a festival of their religion. A short way

up the Udaya Giri hill, the nour or palace of the famous rfija Lalut Indka
Kesari, is pointed out as the chief curiosity of the place. It consists of a

sort of open court formed a perpendicular face of sandstone rock, about forty

feet in height, with shoulders of the same projecting on either side. Rons of

small chambers have been excavated in each face, arranged in two stories and

divided by a projecting terrace. Both the exterior surface and the inner walls

of the chambers are decorated with cornices, pilasters, figures, and various devi-
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I discovered at once the incorrectness of the facsimile, moreover

that it was only of part of a very extensive inscription.

I found a great many smaller inscriptions in the different caves all

of which I transcribed. (See the preceding notice.)

Having no means of erecting a scaffolding, added to the limited

leave granted me, I was obliged to defer the agreeable task of copying

the great inscription till a future opportunity, which unfortunate cir-

cumstances prevented till the latter end of November, when having

previously sent on people to make preparations I followed by dawk.

After a whole day’s hard work, I transcribed the most part of the great

inscription and re-compared all the minor ones; I worked for upwards

of an hour by torch-light and returned to cantonments, having travel-

led 38 miles out and home again.

ces very rudely sculptured, and the whole exhibits a faint and humble resem-

blance, in miniature, to the celebrated cavern temples in the south-west of

India. The rude and miserable apartments of the palace, are now occupied by

byragis and mendicants of different sects, who state that the place had its origin

in the time of Buddha, and that it was last inhabited by the rani of the famous

rhja Lalat Indra Kesari, a favourer of the Buddhist religion. Many odd

fables are related of the scrapes into which she was led by her heretical notions,

and of the way in which her conversion to the orthodox system of worship was

at last effected.

Farther up the same hill, on the overhanging brow of a large cavern, one

meets with an ancient inscription cut out of the sandstone rock, in the very

identical character which occurs on the pillars at Delhi, and which as yet has

been only very partially decyphered. Having been enabled to obtain an exact

facsimile of this interesting monument by the assistance of Colonel Mackenzie,

whom I conducted to the spot in 1820, I shall annex the same to the Appendix

of this paper. There are I think two eminently remarkable circumstances con-

nected with the character used in the above inscription. The first is the close

resemblance of some of the letters to those of the Greek alphabet, and the second

the occurrence of it on sundry ancient monuments situated in widely distant

quarters of India. In support of the first assertion, I need only point the

attention of the reader to those of the characters which are exactly similar to

the Greek on, sigma, lambda, chi, delta, epsilon, and a something closely resem-

bling the figure of the digamma. With regard to the second, any reader who
will take the trouble of comparing the Khand Giri inscription with that on

Feroz Shah’s lat at Delhi, on the column at Allahabad, on the lat at Dhim

Sen, in Sarun, a part of the elephants and a part of the Ellora inscriptions, will

find that the characters are identically the same. A portion of the Ellora and

Salsette inscription written in the above character, has been decyphered by the

learning and ingenuity of Major Welford, aided by the discovery of a key to

the unravelling of ancient inscriptions in the possession of a learned brahmin,

vide the eleventh article of Vol. V. Asiatic Researches
;
and it is to be regretted

that the same has not been further applied to decyphering the Delhi and other

6 x
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I prepared a copy of ray work (on a large scale) in pale ink, and

again returned to Khandgiri on the 18th of December; I compared this

copy with the original, correcting all errors with ink of a darker shade*

and completed such parts as had remained unfinished on the former

trip. This I accomplished in eight hours and returned the same day

via Bobaneswar to Cuttack.

1 had again occasion to observe the great advantage of performing

such work towards sunrise, and more particularly about sunset. The

degree of light at that time being most favorable, faint letters which

in the glare of noonday are not perceptible become clearly so then :

I would observe however that I always mark such letters with dotted

lines, as are doubtful.

The nature of the stone at Khandgiri, Dhauli*, and of the Bobanes-

war temples is such as to render it quite impossible to take off facsi-

miles, as will be seen by the specimens of the different rocksf.

characters. The solution attempted by the Ptlre Trieffenthaler, does not seem

to me to meet any attention^. The natives of the district can give no explana-

tion whatever on the subject. The brahmins refer the inscription with shudder-

ing and disgust, to the Budh ka Amel, or time when the Buddhist doctrines pre-

vailed, and are reluctant even to speak on the subject. I have in vain also ap-

plied to the Jains of the district for an explanation. I cannot however divest

myself of the notion that the character has some connection with the ancient

Prdkrit, and considering that it occurs in a spot for many ages consecrated to

the worship of Parasnath, which the brahmins are pleased to confound with the

Buddhist religion, and that the figure and characteristic mark which appears in

company with it, thus does in some sort seem to identify it with the former

worship ; I am persuaded that a full explanation is to be looked for only from

some of the learned of the Jain sect.”

* We have not yet been able to insert the facsimiles of the Dhauli.

t The rock is a coarse sandstone grit, or shingle conglomerate.

—

Ed.

I He says, speaking of Frroz Shah's pillar: Apres avoir beaucoup et long

temps cherchdj’ai trouv£ la signification de ces caracteres. Ce sont eu partie des

signes numeriques, en partie des figures d’instrumens de guerre dont les Indiens

se servaieut autrefois. A est le caract^re du nombre huit: 8 celui du numbre

quatre, O designe le sceptre de llama joiuta A un globe ; N ddsigne la figure d'une

charrue que etait autrefois un instrument de guerre chez les Indiens. X a de la

resemblance avec la lettre qui signifie C ou K : il est plus probable cependant

que cette figure de di.

v

Roman ou Ch Grec designe une fleure it quatre feuilles

dont les gentils employeut quelque fois le figure pour servir a l'interponctun-

tion des mots ; A triangle qui est la d^esse, Bavani
; € est la caractere du nombre

(i. E enfiu designe une espece de pallebarde avec laquelle Ram couchee sur le

carreau un geant a mille bras. Des que ces caracteres out de la resemblance

avec les caracteres Grecs, quelques Europdens ont cru que cet obelisque avait <t6

clevd par Alexander le grand: mais c’est une erreur, &c.
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The hillocks of Khandgiri and Udayagiri form part of a belt of sand-

stone rock, which, skirting the base of the granite hills of Orissa,

extends from Autgur and Dekkundl (in a southerly direction) past Kiir-

d.i and towards the Chilka lake, occasionally protruding through the

beds of laterite.

Khandgiri is four miles northwest of Bobaneswar, and nineteen south-

west of Cuttack.

The two rocks are separated by a narrow glen about 100 yards in

width.

Khandgiri has but few caves on the summit. There is a Jain temple

of modern construction, it having been built during the Maharatta rule.

There are traces of former buildings ; I am inclined therefore to think

that the present temple occupies the site of a Chaitya.

There is a tank hewn out of the rock on the eastern face of the

hill which is held sacred by the Hindus as well as the Jains. Ihis

probably may be the “ Sitala taduga” alluded to in the inscription-

Udayagiri is entirely perforated with small caves on its southern

brow. The natives have a tradition that there were formerly 752,

exclusive of those now called Ldlhat Indra Keshan’s nour. A great

many still remain perfect ; none are of any size ; they are mostly small

chambers about 6 feet by 4, and from 4 to 6 feet high, with veran-

dahs in front and small doonvays to them hewn out of the solid rock.

Several are cut out of detached blocks in fantastic shapes, such as the

snake cave, and tiger cave, &c. There is much rude sculpture in some

of the caves representing battles, processions, the worship of the holy

tree, &c. : there are many elephants represented in basso relievo also

detached of yore.

A great number of caves were destroyed for materials to build the

Jain temple, and it appears that the rest have suffered during the

wars between the Brahmans and Buddhists in remote ages, since which

the spot has been occupied by ascetics of the brahminical faith.

Stone has been quarried here to build the temples of Bobaneswar

when probably many caves were destroyed, as well as the buildings of

which so many vestiges are to be found in the jangal around.

It will ever be a matter of regret that I was unable from want of

leisure to make drawings of the sculpture and plans of this extraordi-

nary place.

Before I conclude this note I must remark on the ingenious me-

thod which had been adopted to drain the chambers, which from the

porous nature of the stone would otherwise have dripped in wet wea-

ther : small grooves are cut along the ceilings all verging to one point

6x2
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at the lower corner, where a perforation is made to conduct the water

without.

The great inscription is cut over the entrance of the largest cave

called Hatlil Gumpha, and occupies a space of 75 square feet.”

Nothing short of an impression (and from the nature of the rock

an impression was impossible) could surpass in fidelity Mr. Kittok’s

twice-compared facsimile, which is given on a reduced scale in plate

LVIII. The only liberty taken by the transcriber is in arranging the

lines parallel and even, whereas on the stone they run very irregu-

larly as represented in Stirling’s lithograph. Want of space also has

made me crowd the letters in the lithograph too much, to the abridg-

ment of the spaces which in the original most usefully mark the con-

clusion of each compound word.

One prominent distinction in the alphabetical character would

lead to the supposition of its posteriority to that of the lots, but

that the same is observable at Girndr

:

I allude to the adoption of

a separate symbol for the letter r ( | ) instead of confounding it

with/ (^J ). Hence also it should be later than the Gaya inscrip-

tion, which spells Dasaratha with an /,

—

fdasalathenu) . There are a

few minor changes in the shape of the v, t, p and g

;

and in the

mode of applying the vowel marks centrally on the letters, as in the m
of namo •, the letter gh is also used : but in other respects the alphabet

accords entirely with its prototype, and is decidedly anterior to the

modifications just observed in the Sainkadri cave inscriptions.

The opening words of the inscription command our curiosity

from the introduction of a regular invocation, in lieu of the abrupt

style of Asoka’s edicts. Numo arakantdnam namo sava sidhdnum!

“ salutation (or glory) to the arhantas, glory to all the saints; (or those

who have attained final emancipation !)” These words evidently

betoken a more matured and priestly style of composition. It should

also be noted that the termination in dnam, which in Sanskrit only

belongs to the genitive plural, in Pali serves also for the dative—the

Sanskrit would be *tr: R* fal ; the orthography of the text,

however, differs materially from that of the modern Pali.

The next words, Airena mahurtijena mahdmeghavdhanena clietakdjate.

.

chhadhanena pasathasulcelulchanena chaturantulathaganena, are almost

pure Sanskrit,—
—

‘ by Aika the great king,

—

borne on his mighty cloud-chariot,—rich in possession of the purest

wealth of heart and desire,—of exceeding personal beauty,—having an

army of undaunted courage.’
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The concluding words of the first line are clear in import though

slightly erased . . kalingddhipa tirdsi sikhira avalonatn, . . “by him (was

mude) the excavation of the eightv-three rocky peaks of Kalinga

duipa.” If objection be taken against reading dhipa as dwipa, by

altering the rd to nd, we shall have the preferable reading

—

Kalingii-

dhipatind-dsi sikhardvalonam,— * by him the king of Kalinga, fyc. was

this rock excavation (made) —avalonam is formed from the word

before explained.

The second and third lines, owing to the same projecting ledge of

stone which has so fortunately sheltered the upper line from the de-

structive influence of the rain through so many ages, are equally well

preserved. In Roman characters they may be thus transcribed:

—

Pan-

darasa vas&ni siri-kadira-sariravatd, kidita-kumdra-ktdikd, tato lekha-

rdpa-gana-ndva-vapdra vidhi-visdradena sava-vijdvaddtena navavasani,

hctu raja pansnsivasf, puna cliavavisati vase ddnava-d/tamena sesayovend-

hhivijayo tatiye Kalinga-rdja-vansa-puri sanyuge, mahdrdjdbhisechanam

pdpundti. For the sake of further perspicuity the same passage here

follows in pure Sanskrit, which requires very slight alteration :

qq-lfw tRtf^Tr

jpn «rrr qjrqnc fan* «fqq^rf"t wrrrrsr q^r-

-sftfTpiq ^ xrqqi-g^infa frsnj^rffa:

*j5nfanjftc i

“ (By him) possessed of a comely form* at the age of fifteen years,

—

then joining in youthful sports,—afterwards for nine years engaged

in mastering the arts of reading and writing, arithmetic, navigation,

commerce, and law ;—and resplendent in all knowledge;—(the for-

mer raja being then in his eighty-fifth year) thus at the age of twenty-

four, full of wisdom and uprightness and on the verge of manhood (lit.

the remainder of youth) (through him) does a third victory, in the

battle of the city of the Kalinga royal family, sanctify the accession

(anointment) of the maharaja.” In this the only doubtful points to

my mind are whether Vijaya should be understood as ‘ victory’ or as

a proper name, Vijaya the third, (yo is written po in the text :)

—

and whether sdsha yovena (S. yauvanena) should not be asesha yodhena,

* having a numerous army.’ The immediate consequence of his acces-

sion is related in the next passage ;

Abhisitamato vapadhammavase vatavihatato pura-pdkdra nivesam pati-

sanklidrayati.

* Kadira sarira signifies 1 tawny body —Sri kaddra again may denote ‘ the

servant of Sri',’ the goddess of beauty.
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“ Upon his accession choosing the brahmanical faith ?)

he causes to be repaired the city, walls, and houses (that

had been) destroyed by a storm (^nrfV^frcI:)’’ and further, proceeding

sentence by sentence, in the same strain :

Kalinga nagari khidhxra sitala tadaga pariyo cka batkupayani sava ydni-

pati santhapafnamjcha kdrayati.

“ For the poor (or ascetics) of Kalinga a reservoir of cool

water and a ghat (?) also presents of every necessary (a’^PT'sjf'n) and

equipages he makes permanent endowment of,” (’R^jrq^r atn;*jf?T).

The next sentence is equally capable of explanation with a very

few alterations

—

panatisirasihi satasahasehi pahdtiyo rnnjayati

:

—
‘ with

eighty-three hundred thousand panas he gains the affection of his peo-

ple’ T3??jf(T.) Then follows,

—

datiya cha vase, dchitayitd sotekdri

pachhima disdm, hay a yaja nara radha buhula darin patlidpay ati :

'

and in a

second house (which) the architect lias prepared (^Tf^r?fV<TT^;^afi'rfl)

on the western side, (for) horses, elephants, men, carriages, a number

of chambers he caused to be established’ (or he transferred them thither)

—bahula darin is altered to thahula dandi in the corrected

copy :—the sense is therefore doubtful.

Kansabandgatdyu-dasandya vdtdnam saka-nngara-vdsino punavase

gandhava-veda-budho dampana-tabhuta-vdditd sandasandhi usava sumaja-

Icdrdpandhi cha kidapayati nagari.

‘ For those coming from Kansaforest to see
;
the balcony (tidtdyanam,

or vd tdnam and of them) . . of the inhabitants of Sdkanagara ; he, in-

clining to virtue, skilled in the science of music, causing to be

sounded the dampana and the tabhata (drums ?) with beautiful and

merry dancing girls (nagari

)

causes diversions,’ ^7|jar

HTUft:)

Tathd vivuthevase vijddharddhivdse afrajhata pubakalinga puvardjaniva

sati

‘ In like manner turning his mind to law (^jq^T^ST.) in an establish-

ment of learned men, he (called together ?) the Buddhist priests of

eastern Kalinga who were settled there under the ancient kings . . . .

’

The sense is here interrupted by abrasion of the stone but the

words vata dhama (a7r«W acts of devotion) bear out the conclusion

that at this age the young prince began to study religion and the

laws : the rest of the line is unintelligible.

—(a) bhigdrehi taratana sdpatena savarathika bhojakepd devam ddpayati.

This passage has much perplexed the pandit—the word ratna, jewel,

savarathika, all equipages,—and devam ddpayati, he gives to god, the

concluding verb, are plain, but the meaning is still obscure.
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Pachachaddnivase Nandardja tivasata ughatitam tannisaraliya vaja

panadi nagara pusesa “ afterwards ^TfsT«r?T : )

inclining to charity—the hundred houses (?) of Nanda raja (f<*T^I^ JTfT

destroyed, and himself expelled (Tif«f:BT?2J?). all that was in

the citv of Vajapanildi (?)”. . . . here we may fill up ‘ he converted

the plunder to the charitable purposes alluded to and this sense is

borne out by the beginning of the following or seventh line.

Anugaha anekani sata sahasani visajati ;
—

* he munificently distri-

butes in charity many hundred thousands (panasj—pora janapadam

satamanchatisam pasdsato vajaragharavedham satam gharini savata kaha

dapanna narapa

Here the sense is too much interrupted to he well made out, and

the want of the concluding verb leaves us to guess the object of the

repetition of satam, a hundred, with paurajanapadam, the town territory

and ghara “ house.” At the conclusion of this line we find a few

known words : . . . . thamevase manam . . . . ta . ... ge. . .
.
giri “ hill.”

—

The eighth line is again but partially intelligible :

—

ghdtdpayi/d rdjd

gabham upapidapayati : dhatinam cha kammupddana panddena pambdta-

sena vdhayati
:
pammuchitamadhuram apanata mora daddti.

” (To) the prince who caused (its) destruction, he ordains the pain of

the cavern (imprisons in one of the caves ?)—and causes the murderer

to labour ('dhatinam for glidtinam

)

by a generous requital. (Pambuta-

sena the pandit would read parbutdsanam ‘ seated on the hill’) and

lavishes bland speeches and obeisance. ...”

The ninth line opens with a catalogue of further gifts :—kapamukha

huya gaja (,lulapa ?) sahdya sesa cha gharavdsdya, anatika-gana nirdsa-

sahanancha kardyitun, ba imandnam jatapa (jatiya ?) paradaddti :

" Apes, (^rfq) bulls, (^3 ^t) horses, elephants, buffaloes (?) and all

requisites for the furniture of the house ;—to induce the practice

of rejecting (farre) improper persons, he farther bestowed (or ap-

pointed) attendants of the baiman caste (brahman ?) STTffH

—the rest of the line is irrecoverable. Henceforward the

commencement also is lost, so that it is only in our power to string

together such detached sentences as can be gleaned from w'hat remains.

Line 9 mdnatirdja pandarasa mahdvijaya pdsddam kdrayati ;

—

”.
. . raja causes to be made the palace (or fort) of fifteen victories.”

Line 10. . .

.

puva raja nivesdtam pithu-ddga-dambha-nagare nakdsayatta

janapade, bhdvand chd teresa vase satake :
—

‘ finding no glory in the country

which had been the seat of the ancient princes,—a city abounding in

envy and hypocrisy,—and reflecting in the year thirteen hundred’

—

a break follows and leaves us in the dark as to what era (if any) is

here alluded to. The Sanskrit of this passage would be :
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after this occurs the expression amaradchusa pdta

“ falling of heavenly form”—used to denote the death of a person,

—

then bdrasa ‘ twelve’ and at the end of the line, siri pitMrdjdno, which

in Sanskrit will be : (^T^TT)

. . tajdloralakhila bdranasi hirananivenayati—apparently ‘ he distributes

much gold at Benares (S. vdranasam hiranydni visirjati)—all that follows

is too uncertain until we approach the verb,

—

anekdni dato (deva ?) ma?ii

ratandni ahardpayati, ‘ he gives as charity innumerable and most precious

jewels.’

14th line. . . . si novasihariti terasamava ( sata ?) vasesu panchata fpaba-

ta ?) vijaya chana kumari pasange, arabate panavasata pi kamani sidindya

ydpuravake .... ‘in the year thirteen hundred married (S. tpffji:) with

the daughter of the so-called conqueror of the mountains (a hill raja)’

— . . the rest is obscure but seemingly declaratory of some presents

to priests.

—

15. This line presents but a few words of intelligible import

—

vihi-

iananclia sata disdnam sidiya samipe subhare—aneke ya jand,

and the final word dhandni.

1

6

. Patdlake chatara cheteghariya gabha thambhe pati (thdj payati,

—

* he causes to be constructed subterranean chambers, caves con-

taining a chetiya temple and pillars’ agisati katariyam napdda-

chhati—agama raja savatha rdjd saurasefnajrdja. . ma rdjd pasata

saghate. . . . randni.

The meaning of this judging from the last word and the constant re-

petition of * rdja,’ is that he had many encounters with various princes,

including perchance the raja of Sgurasena, or of Saurashtra ?

The last line begins well: (omitting u vi sej—kusalo sava pdsanda

pdjan (iya) (17 letters) kdrakdra ....patihata lakivdhani bdlevdka-

dhagata chana pavata chako rdjdsanka lavinaravato mahdvijaye rdjd

khdravela sanda,—“ for whom the happy heretics continually pray

slayer, having a lakh of equipages the fearless

sovereign of many hills, by the sun (cherished ? or some such epithet)

the great conqueror raja Kha'havela sanda (or the king of the ocean-

shore—reading khdravelasya, and supposing the two final strokes not

to be letters).”

All who take an interest in Indian antiquities will at once see the

value of the above record—perhaps the most curious that has yet been

disclosed to us,—and will lament the irretrievable obscurity in which

the dilapidation of ages has involved the greater part of its contents.

Much may be objected to in the hasty analysis which, in the midst of

the interruptions at this busy season, I have hurried prematurely into
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publication : but there can be little doubt of the main facts,—that the

caves were executed by a Buddhist raja of Kalinga (named Aira ?) who

at the age of 24, after having pursued his studies regularly for nine

years, wrested the government from some usurper—distributed largesses

bountifully—repaired the buildings—dug tanks, &c. The ambiguity

in what follows is partly due to the imperfection of the Pali dialect

which expresses the Sanskrit '• vasah, ‘ led on by, enthralled,’—by

the same letters,
^ ^ as the word 3? varshP, ' in the year.’— 1 have

interpreted it in the latter sense wherever I found a numerical accom-

paniment,—and in the former where by it only I could make sense

—

Each change of inclination is consistently followed by a description of

corresponding conduct, and we have throughout a most natural picture

of a prince’s life, wavering between pleasure and learning,—between

the brahmanical and Buddhist faith, then doubtless the subject of con-

stant contention. The history embraces his alliance with the daughter

of a hill chieftain and perchance even his death, though this is very

unlikely. I have no time however to review the contents of the inscrip-

tion as it deserves, and must content myself with one or two remarks

on the identification of the prince.

Tradition, Mr. Stirling tells us, ascribes the construction of the

nour or palace on Udayagiri to raja Lalat Indra Kesahi, a favourer of

the Bauddha religion, who reigned about the year A. D. 617.

The name of Aiua has doubtless much affinity to Indra, and the

epithet mahdmeghavu/iuna “ borne on the clouds,” metaphorically ap-

plied, might support the hypothesis of their being synonymous ; but we

cannot imagine that the writing is of a period so modern as his reign.

There is, higher up in the same list of Orissa kings, the name of

Indra Deva about 340 A. D.,—but even he is not sufficiently old:

and it is evident we have no real account as yet of the early rajas of

Kalinga.—The very name is lost sight of in the vansavalis and cherit-

ras of Or-desa or Utkala-desa consulted by Stirling,—nor am I aware

of any direct treatise on the subject. The country is only known by

Sanskrit authors from its frequent mention along with Anga and

Vanga*. But we have far more particular and frequent allusions

to it as an extensive and powerful kingdom in the Buddhist annals

of Ceylon.

Kalinga, (or as it is called in M. Csoma’s analysis of the Tibetan

authoritiesf, ‘ the country of the king of Kalinga,’—in curious accor-

* In a broken inscription- slab just brought to iny notice in the museum, by Mr.

Kittoe, the Kesari rajas are called Kulinyddhipati.

•f- Asiatic Researches, XX. page 317, Notice of the death of Buddha.

6 Y
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dance with the Rulinga rtija vansa pura of our inscription,) was one of

the twelve places among which the relics of Buddha were distributed

at his death. The left canine tooth fell to its share, and Mr. Tur-

nour informs us from his Pali records that the capital of the province

was named Dantapura

;

evidently in consequence of this circumstance.

The frequent contentions that arose in after ages, for the possession

of this precious deposit, may have been the cause of the decline and

ruin of this ancient kingdom, which although still known to the na-

tives as the appellation of the coast or maritime tract from Cuttack to

the Ckilka lake, has not now sufficient importance even to be named in

‘ Hamilton’s Hindostan —and is only preserved in the name of a

small village, Calingapatam, probably once the capital ; for the inscrip-

tion teaches us that it was occasionally changed at the pleasure of the

sovereign.

On the other hand I need but refer to page 860 of the present vo-

lume to prove what an important position the Kalinga monarchs at

one time enjoyed in India. Their capital was probably at this early

period the principal emporium of commerce. The inscription tells

us that the young prince was instructed in ndva-vapdra ‘ ship-com-

merce.’ During the life of Shakya, also, we learn from M. Csoma,

the king of Kalinga sent the king of Kosala a piece of fine linen

cloth as a present*. It is from these invaluable disclosures of the

Buddhist records alone that we can gather any light upon the sub-

ject of the true Kalinga dynasty, to whom the present inscrip-

tion undoubtedly relates. “ The ruling sovereign, says Mr. Tur-

nour, who received the relic at Buddha’s death was Brahmadatto!'.

lie was succeeded by his son Kasi, who was succeeded by his son

Sunando. These rajas are stated to have been profound Bud-

dhists. From the undiscriminating tone in which the ensuing mo-

narchs are stated to have ‘ continued to make offerings to the tooth

relic of the divine sage,’ it is reasonable to infer that subse-

quently to Sunando’s reign, Buddhism ceased to be the faith of the

rulers of Kalinga. At all events Guhasiwo, who was. a contemporary

of the Ceylonese monarch Maiiasr'no must have reigned towards the

close of the third century of our era, is admitted to have been of the

brahminical faith.”

* Csoma’s analysis of the Dulva, Asiatic Researches, XX. 85. “ It comes after-

wards into the hands of a lewd priestess, who puts it on nnd appears in public, but

from its thin texture appears to be naked." This cloth must therefore have been ns

fine as the Dacca muslins of later days.

I find the unmc of Brahmadutta, written Bhamadutusa on one of the Buddhist

coins of the Ramadatla series.
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Now this picture accords surprisingly with the facts gleaned from

the mutilated inscription. In Sunando, we may be perhaps allowed to

recognize the Nanua raja whose name twice occurs rather than one

of the nine Nandas of Magadha > the hero of the record may have suc-

ceeded him, and he, as we have seen, wavered between the rival reli-

gions. The name of this young prince from the most obvious inter-

pretation of the opening line would seem to he Aira, the excavator

of the caves and repairer cf the palace and religious edifices.

But there is another explanation of the first line, which seems more

consistent with the epithet Mahumeghavdhana ‘ the great rider upon

the clouds,’—a term hardly applicable to a terrestrial monarch. It

will be remarked that the termination lunam, ' excavated,’ is indefinite

as to time ; and far different from the conclusion of every subsequent

sentence in a causal verb of the present tense, as, luirayati, ' he causes

to be done.’ This first line then may he independent of the rest, and

may he similar to the announcements upon the other caves, also

terminating in lunain ; or in other words, it may declare the name of

the cave as, ‘ the cave of Aira.’ Now Stirling tells us that Indra’s

wife was the last to inhabit these caves, hut that “ they date from an

age much anterior—the time of Buddha —that is, not of Sakya, but

of Buddha the progenitor of the lunar race according to Pauranic

mythology ;—in common parlance from ‘ time out of mind.’

Again Wilson, in his analysis of the Mackknzik manuscripts (vol.

1, p. cv.) remarking that they present no satisfactory materials for

tracing the ancient history of the countries north of the Krishna, cites

among the few traditions recorded, that “ the excavations at Ellora

are ascribed to Ila the son of Buddha the son of the moon.” The

rajas who ruled subsequently at Ellora are said to be Yuvanaswa,

Dandaka, Indradyumna, Darudhya, and Raria raja.’—(Of these

Indradyuaina, it may be remaked, en passant, is the traditionary

founder of the temple of Jagunndth

)

The Ila above mentioned is properly speaking not the son but the

wife of Buddha,—in other words Ila' or Ira', the goddess of the

earth, or water. From whom was born Ailas or Puru'vavas, pro-

genitor of the two principal branches of the Chandravansa who

reigned at Kdsi and Pratishthdna.

The essays of Wilford contain frequent mention of Ila and Ila',

(for this personage is both masculine and feminine,) whom he identifies

with Japhet as Ilapati or Jyapati ; and again with Ilys of the Orphean

theogonv, Gilshah of the Persians, and Ilus of Homer*. He has, how-

ever, omitted what appears to me a much more rational analogy both

* Asiatic Researches, VIII. 255.

6 Y 2
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philological and mythological ;
namely, that between the Hindu god-

dess Ira', and the Juno of the Greeks “ Hpa” or Hera* . The name is

not only identical, but to both, though not precisely in the same man-

ner is applied, in western and eastern fable, the decision of the question

which could not otherwise be solved of the comparative pleasure to

male and female in the conjugal union. Again, the son of Zeus and

Hera is Ares, “Ap^ s,” or Mars; a name for which, Keigiitley

asserts, no satisfactory derivation has yet been given. Now this word

is almost identical with Airas or Ailas\ the direct patronymic of

T’tT I ra* or Ila', and the name constantly employed in the Puranas

to designate Pururavas, the celebrated lover of the heavenly nymph
Urvasi, whose tale is told in the Vishnu and Padma Puranas, and

more pathetically in KalidaVs play of Vikram-urvasi, lately trans-

lated by Professor Wilson.

Puru'ravas or Ailas was the first monarch of the seven-fold earthj,

and hence might he as well entitled to be called king of Kalinga as of

every other country. We may therefore understand in the opening

passage of the inscription,— ‘ these mountain caverns were excavated

by Ailas, the great king, the cloud-supported, the lord of Kalinga,’

—no more than an allusion to the same tradition of the origin of

these caves as that which prevails at Ellore ; coupled with the other

local tradition, related by Stirling, that the whole of the rocky hills

of Udaya and Khandgiri, were conveyed thither from the peaks of the

Himalaya, the headquarters of Puru’ravas’ earthly dominion, so well

pictured in the poetic fiction of his cloud-borne chariot.

Stripped of its mythological and poetical dress, we may understand

by the passage that the caves were natural chasms worn in the

mountains by the action of the winds and the waves ; for ird signifies

‘ water, the ocean as airdvata, or airdvana, ‘ the ocean born,’ is the

elephant of Indiia the god of the heavens, the atmosphere, whose

name is still preserved in the sculptures at Ellora §.

* Keightley derives Hpa, from hera the Latiu for ‘ mistress !’ others deduce it

from aer the air and erao to love, both equally unsatisfactory.

+ The daughters of Juno are by Homer entitled the Eileithyue, in which the r is

changed to l ?

+ “ The holy Buddha begot by lLA'a son (Puru'ravas) who performed by his

own might a hundred amamedhas. He worshipped Vishnu on the peaks of ilimdlaya

and thence became the monarch of the seven-fold earth.” Extract of the ilatsya

jtur&nu, Wilson’s Hindu drama, Vol. 1. page 191,—English Edition.

§ In looking at AIalet’s account in the sixth volume of the Researches, I per-

ceive one of the Ellora caves is called Doomar Leyna. In this name we may satisfac-

torilyr ecognizc the lena or Iona of the Khandtjiri inscriptions—the word should, I

s •

presume, be read Dharma lunam the excavation of U/iarma, having a gigantic
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Should this interpretation of the first line he admitted, though we shall

he disappointed in finding the true mundane origin of these singular

monuments, we shall nevertheless have abundant reason to admire the

antiquity of the Indian mvthos, when we thus find in a monument un-

doubtedly prior hv some centuries to the Christian era, the selfsame

story which is now repeated by the faqirs who shew visitors over the

similar stupendous relics of ancient grandeur on the west of India.

In this point of view alone the restoration of the Khandgiri inscription,

thanks to Mr. Kittok, must he set down as a grand point gained to

confute the arguments of the modernists, as they may be called, who

would bring every thing Indian within the space of ten or twelve cen-

turies.—Thus we find Sir C. Malet wavering between the following

accounts of Ellora derived from opposite sources :

—

“ The Mahomedan says, ‘ the town of Ellora was built by raja Eei, who also

excavated the temples, and being pleased with them, formed the fortress of

Deuyiri (Dattlal<ibiid') which is a curious compound of excavation, scarping and

building, by which the mountain was converted into a fort resembling as some

gay the insulated temple in the area of the Indur Subha. Eel rtiju was contem-

porary with Sha'h Momix Ahif who lived 900 years ago.’

“ The Brahman on the other hand says— ‘ that the excavations of Ellora

are "891 years old, formed by Eeloo raja, the son of Peshpoxt of Etlichpore

\r when 3000 years of the Dwa'par yug were accomplished. Eeloo raja’s body

was afflicted witli maggots, and in quest of cure be came to the purifying water

named Sewa lye or as it is commonly called Sewalla, that had been curtailed

by V sh.nu to the size of a cow’s hoof. He built a Knud for it aud bathing

therein was purified*.’ ”

In these conflicting stories we can trace the selfsame tradition of

Ila extracted by Wilson from the Mackenzie records.

It would be well worth while to re-examine the particular manuscript

(the number of which is not, however, mentioned), to ascertain what

further is said of him, and whether it be possible to consider him in

the light of a real monarch of Deogiri, whose son could by possibility

have imitated his father’s propensity for forming impregnable mountain

fortresses in the rocks of Kalinga

:

or whether the name is not rather

Aila than Ila, which will make the same personage at both places, my-

thological or real, the originator of the excavations. Should an actual

monarch, named after this demigod, have ruled in central India in the

fourth century before Christ, his synonyme Pururavas would bring

him satisfactorily into the conditions required for the Grecian Porus !

image of that god in it. Other caves are called icassa ‘ chamber as Jun wassa,

Ctcniira warra (wassa 1), &c. this is the vas» of the inscription.

* Asiatic Researches, VI. 365.
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From the second line onwards the inscription of course speaks real

events, and is well deserving of a minute and critical examination ;

but neither time nor space will permit me to say more at present on

this prolific subject, and I ought indeed in concluding this hurried

and imperfect notice, to apologize for offering it to the Society in so

immature a shape.

For the sake of reference I here insert the whole inscription in a

connected shape.

1. Namo arahantanldnam na(mo)sava sidhdnam Airena mahdrdjena mahameghavd-

hanena chetakdjata (nutan) chhadhanena pasatha sak(e)lakhanena chaturantala

thdnaga (nena ) kha te va kalangddhapatirdsisikhiravalonam.

2. Pundarasa Vasini sirikaddra sariravatd kid it4 kumdra ktdikd tato lekliarnpdgana

ndva vupd( ra )vidhi visdradena, sava vijdvuddtena naravasdni hotarajapanasivasa puna

chavavisati vase ddna vadhamena sesa ynchendbhivijayo tatiye

3. Kalinga rdja vansa puri sayuge mahurdjd bhisechanan papundti, abhisitamate va

pa dhamrna vase vdtavihatato purapdkdra niiesanam patisankhdrayali, kalinganagar'

khidhira sitala taddga pddiyocha bathapayani saveydnapati san thapayava

4. Kdrayati
;
panatisi(ra)si satasahaselii pakutuya ranjayati, datiye cha vdse achita

yild sotekdri payimadisum hayegajanararadha bahula darn dipatbd payali kamsa band

gataya dasandyu vdtdnam sika nagaravdsino punavase

5. Gundbavavedabudho dapana tabhatd vddita sandusanuhdn tisava scmajdkd, d pand-

picha kidapayati nagari ; lutho vivuthe vase vijddharddhivdsa ahata puva l.dtaga puva

rdjana e satu vata dhamaiiia sard rite ranikhiteck/iata.

6. Bhigdrehitu rutana sdpateya sava ratliika bhojakepddevam dapdyanti, pachalu

chuddnivase nandurdja tivasata ughdtitarn tanasaraliyavaja panddinagarapasesa rise

sabhasari cha .. pdsacha sadasa tepava karavana.

7. Anvgalta anekdni satasahasdni visajati pordjdnupudam satamatfchaiisam pasasato

vajaragharavedharn satamghurinisa votaka hadapaua narupa

thamecha vase manam na . n tan . ge . . vegirr

8. Gbdld puyild raja gambha upapidupayati dhatinarn chakam mupadana punddend
pabatasena vdhandti pamuchitumadhuram uparato nai/era .. (20) morndadati (5)—(13).

9. Kapa ukha liuya gaja raluve sahdya sesacha gliard vasapa munati katana virusa

hannanclui kdrayitnn ba imana nunjatupa paradaddti ; ran .... (9) ltd (31).

10. Ra . i nanati rajd ruini rasa mahdvijaya pdsdda derayati thatasaya sate

sarelahi dusdme chasa .. dava .... rara gavasapa (10) pabuyava (17) tiraparu-

natana rumare tdndnd upahi.

11 pacha puva rajanivesdtam pithuddgada bhanagalena kdsayata janum
Padebhdvanacha teresuvasesataka . . da( ta jtemaradehasapdia barasama va (13)

pusathalia .... he hi vi tisdyato utiri pithirdjdno.

12. Macliulavu cha vipula leyam junetoli i thasan ganga sapdnayati .. dha cha
rdjdna i bahaga sdsita pddeva dapayata nanda rdjd ni ta va a gujinasana (10)
makhuna panda pakhasi d e miiga dha cha ja vu na gharl.

13. . . tajalarala kliila barduisi hiraninivaneyati sata vasd sanupa rilidre nan a

sumusuri yuchuhuthi .. navuna pariparu uraranasa yuhava padardjdno ,pa4ardjusa

duvi aneka nadato manorata rana uhard payati idhasatasa.

14. Si nevasi kaduti terusa mava vase supavata vijaya cliako kumari pasante ara.

hate panno risata pikam rani sidindyayd puhavakehiru atani clienain devaui sasasutani

tijana utas ydrava ladiranaji deta .. dakarari kliiti

15. Sakatusunie rusuvihitinun chasuta disdnunjnuta a ycsa i .. sampapanu arahasani

lidiyasamipe s u hhdre vasdra samathaghisipa anakeyd jaudlit pil.ipa rasilahts

supaputha dhara si dhasayani .. ndni.
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16. Patalake cbatapa cheverit riya gabliathabhe pad pa . yati panatanusata ....

raja .. riya la machhinen cba choyatha agisati katuriyam napdduclibad agama rdjd

sara tha rdjd saresera .... ma rdjd pasato sud te upa cilia ji da .... lanoni.

17. Vi rouovise kusalo sai>a pdsanda pujano (8) chba (3) kdrukdra

(3).. puti patalakivdhani bdlerdkadliaragata chano ghavata cliako rdjdsanka lavind

ravato mahavijaya rdjd kbdruvela saatfara.

VIII.

—

Memorandum regarding specimensfrom Seoni Chupara, PI. LVI.

By D. W. McLeod, Esq.

The accompanying minerals were collected by me during a tour

through the district, wherever I met with projecting rocks or veins ;

but not being sufficient geologist accurately to identify them all, I

have contented myself with attaching numbers to each, corresponding

with those on the accompanying sketch map, so that the site of each

may be identified.

The greater portion of the district forms a part of the Sutpara range

up to its junction with the Vindhya at the source of the Nerbudda,

and its character in this part would appear to be a basis of primitive

rock (projecting to the southward where it forms cliffs, in many places

of several hundred feet in height), overlaid by basalt, and that again

very frequently bv laterite. The magnesian limestone appears in

some parts at the surface in veins of considerable magnitude; and

other rocks in various parts may doubtless be found intersecting the

basalt; but the three descriptions of rock above noted undoubtedly

form the main features of the entire tract.

The southern purgunnahs of the district lying below the cliffs allud-

ed to above, are formed I believe, entirely of the detritus from the

primitive ranges, being a silicious clay increasing in richness in pro-

portion to its remoteness from the cliffs and vicinity to the Maya Ganga

river; below the upper soils, clays and limes of different characters

occur, and veins of laterite and other rocks occasionally make their

appearance at the surface, and in one part an apparently very rich

vein of black iron ore (mistaken by the natives for antimony, and

called by them SdrmaJ, of which a specimen will be found amongst the

accompanying.

The principal character of the district above the Ghats is that of

table land, intersected by numerous ranges of hills, and abrupt ascents

and descents. The abundance of moisture in the more eastern portion

is perhaps its most remarkable feature, and this characteristic appears

to become more fully developed in proportion as the elevation increases

until we reach the highest point of all Amarkantah, in the vicinity of

•which the Lai1, Mahdnadi, and Nerbudda, flowing north, west, aud
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south-east all take their rise. While traversing this tract in May of

last year, I found wherever there was any declivity so that moisture

could lodge, green grass of two or three feet in height ; and cattle

sent thither from the breeding purgunnahs hundreds of miles distant

in the month of March, return in June in the finest condition. The

tract in question is at present almost unpeopled
; but it appears to

possess the finest capabilities were they developed by the application

of capital and industry. The silicious clay, and iron clay soils, which

constitute the greater part of it are admirably calculated for irrigation,

(the former in particular,) yielding both rain and spring crops
; and

trees thrive in them with a vigour which can scarcely be surpassed.

The basaltic soil also yields very fine Rubbee crops for several succes-

sive crops : hut owing to the avidity with which it absorbs moisture,

irrigation has not been applied to it. The appearance of the country

is highly interesting ;
and well worthy, I conceive, of greater attention

than capitalists have hitherto paid it.

The purgunnahs below the Ghat, however, are at present by far

the most highly cultivated, tanks having been formed in every vil-

lage for irrigation, and the population being dense and prosperous.

This is attributable no doubt originally to the predatory habits of the

Gonds inhabiting the higher tracts, who in former times effectually

prevented the progress of civilization and industry, and latterly

other causes may likewise have been in operation, tending to the

same result. At present the principal products of those portions

inhabited by Gotids are tussur, lac, wax, honey, catechu, dammer and

other produce of the sal, teak, and other forests which abound ;

though in parts here and there the cultivation carried on by them is

by no means inconsiderable.

[The minerals are deposited in the museum, numbered to refer to the accom-

panying plate.—

E

d.]

IX .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Anniversary Meeting, Wednesday Evening the 3rd January, 1838.

H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Vice-President, in the chair.

J. II Batten, Esq. C. S. Baboo Conoy Lai.l Tagore and Charles
Elliot Barwell, Esq. were elected members.
Major W. H. Sleeman, was proposed by the Secretary, and seconded by

Mr. D. McLeod.
J. W. Grant, Esq. proposed by Dr. McClelland, seconded by the

Secretary.

Mr. G. A. Prinsep, proposed by Mr. Craciioet, seconded by Captain

Forbes.
Assistant Surgeon J. Arnott, M. D. proposed by J. Hill, Esq. second-

ed by the Secretary.
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Dr. Bonsall, an American physician resilient at Manilla, proposed !>y the

Secretary, seconded hy Captain Forbes.
Syed Keramat Ai.1, proposed as an associate member hy the Secretary,

seconded by the chairman.

The Chevalier Amkdee Jaubert, President of the Asiatic Society of

Paris, proposed as an honorary member by the Secretary:—referred to the

Committee of Papers.

The meeting proceeded to select office-bearers for the ensuing year,

—

first resolving as an arrangement of convenience that the three members
of the Museum Committee should be included in the number (nine) con-

stituting the Committee of Papers. The majority of votes returned as

Vice-Presidentsfor 1838,—The Lord Bishop, Sir J. P. Grant, II. T.
Prinsep, Esq. and Col. D. MacLeod, Chief Engineer. Museum Committee

(re-elected) W. Cracroft, Esq. Dr. McClelland and Dr. G. Evans, to

whom were added to complete the Committee of Papers, Captain Forbes,
Prof. O’Sh aoqhnessy, Dr. Walljch, D. Hare, Esq. IV. Adam, Esq. and
Dr. D. Stewart.

Correspondence.

Letters from Captain Darkness, Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society,—
from Professor Frank of Munich, MM. Burnouf and Jacquet, were
read acknowledging receipt of presentation volumes.
A letter from Messrs. Allen and Co. forwarded bills of lading of the

bust of Professor Wilson insured at 200 guineas. The bust having safely

arrived was placed for the inspection of the meeting at the end of the

hall:—
Resolved, that Colonel McLeod, Captain Forbes and Captain Sanders,

he appointed a special committee to select a place for the erection of the
bust and to design an appropriate pedestal.

The bust does great credit to its eminent sculptor Chantrey. It is a remarka-
bly good likeness of the Professor clothed in all the dignity of classic simplicity

and grace: somewhat larger than nature, and intended to be placed above the

spectator. On the back is inscribed,— “ Horace Haym an Wilson, Secretary

of the Asiatic Society, 1811-1832.”

Read the subjoined reply from Captain Cautley to the following letter

addressed to himself and Dr. Falconer in virtue of the resolution of last

meeting.
Extract of Secretary's letter to Dr. Hugh Falconer and Copt. P. T. Cautley.
“ It is indeed with no ordinary pride that the Asiatic Society has beheld this

first public token of approbation bestowed by one of the leading scientific insti-

tutions of England upon two of its members for discoveries—not withheld for

prior communication where their merit and value were sure to win honors and
fame, but at once made known to their associates and published to the scientific

world through their transactions.

The honor to yourselves is the more flattering because it is disinterestedly

bestowed, and as honorably won by the real merit of your researches in a field of

your own discovery, and in a country hitherto supposed barren of fossil remains.

Those who have followed you in other parts of the same field, and in the no
less interesting valley of the Nerbudda and in the Gulph of Cambay

,
will share

the gratification you must feel at this growing attention of scientific men at

home to the geology of India; and the Society as a body feels. that it cannot but
derive benefit as well as lustre from every tribute of approbation won by the

individual exert.ions of its members, whose activity and cooperation constitute at

once its reputation and its existence.

I have been instructed by the President aud members to thank the Geological

Society for their consideration in allowing them thus to see the medals and to be

the channel of conveying them onwards to Seharanpur.
[Additional to Dr. Falconer.]

In doing so I shall not fail to make known the zealous continuation of your

joint researches, crowned as they were the last year by the discovery of a gigan-

6 z
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tic fossil ape, tlie Dearest approach to fossil man that has vet rewarded the
labour of geologists. I shall also allude to the Scientific Mission upon which
you are at present engaged, and lead them to participate in our expectation of
splendid and valuable results to science in all the branches which your extended
knowledge embraces.”

Reply to the Sec. As. Soc. dated (tamp Doab Canal, 21 st Nov. 1837.
Sir,

I have the pleasure of acknowledging your letter of the 10th instant, with the
Wollaston medal awarded by the London Geological Society to my colleague
Hugh Falconer and myself.

Although the honor conferred upon us by the late Council of the Geological
Society of London (distinguished as that Council was, and doubly distinguished

in the name of its President) has been and is the source of extreme gratification,

I would not lose this opportunity of expressing the acknowledgments which
1 consider due to the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, not only for its having been
in my case the animater of my humble career in the paths of science, but also

from its having done us the honor of admitting our papers into its Transactions,
and thereby of providing the Geological Society with data, by which it has been
guided in its present award.

(Signed) P. T. CAUTLEY, Capt. Bengal Artillery.

Library.

The following books were presented :

—

Voyage dans l’lnde par Victor Jacquemont, Parts 1 to 13—presented by the
Government of France—(forwarded by Messrs. Jouv etfils of Paris.)

Translations of the Linnean Society, Vol. XVII. Part IV. and a list of its mem-
bers

—

by the Society.

The fourth and fifth Reports of the British Association for the advancement
of Science— by the Association.

Modern India, by Dr. II. II. Spry

—

by the Author.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 7

—

by the Society.

Earl Stanhope’s address to the Medico-Botanical Society—by the Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Society, Nos. 18 to 29

—

by the Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy for the year 1836-7

—

by the Academy.
Proceedings of the Committee of Agriculture and Commerce, &c. of the Royal

Asiatic Society

—

by the Society.

A letter to the Right Honorable Sir Henry Hardinge, K. C. B. M. P. on the

effects of solitary confinement on the health of soldiers in warm climates, by John
Grant Malcolmson, F. R. S. and M. G. S. Surgeon E. I. C. Service, late

Secretary Madras Medical Board— Ay the Author.

Ancient and Modern Alphabets of the Popular Hindu Languages of the South-

ern peninsula of India, by Captain H. Harkness, M. R. A. S.—by the Author.

Von Hammer’s history of the Ottoman empire, Vol. 18—by the Author.

Jahrbucher der Literatur, Vols. 73, 74, 75, and 77, edited by the Baron
Hammer Purgstall

—

by the Author.

Four Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, Anglo-Hindustani—romanized, by

Mr. C. E. Trevelyan.
Meteorological Register for November 1837

—

by the Surveyor General.

From the Booksellers:

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia—Literary and Scientific men, vol. 2.

The Secretary laid before the Meeting, a copy of the Khazdnat ul I/m

at length completed, also the^first proof of the Sharnya til Islam recently

undertaken in conjunction with Newab TahaVah Juno. Also the cata-

logue of Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Hindi works, in the Society’s Library
;

inclusive of those received from the College of Fort William.

Resolved, that copies of this and of the Persian catalogue, should be dis-

tributed to the learned Societies and to such oriental scholars as are hono-

rary members, in order that the contents of the Library may be generally

known
;
and that copies may be made under the superintendence of the

Society’s pandit or maulavi of any manuscripts for parties who may be de-

sirous of obtaining them, at the customary rates per 1,000 slocas for San-

skrit, and per Jus: for Persian, subject to audit by the Committee of Papers.
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Resolved, on the motion of the Secretary, that two copies of the oriental
works lately completed by the Asiatic Society he presented to his Royal
Highness. Prince Henry of Orange, for the Universities of Utrecht and
Leyden respectively.

The Secretary then read the Annual Report of the Society's progress for
the year 1S37.

*• The accession of Members to the Society during the year 1837, had been
larger than in any preceding year since the foundation of the institution, viz.

Ordinary Members (including Mr. Tornour's name transferred), .. dO
Honorary Members, y v j z

The Right Honorable C. \V. W. \\ tnn, Sir Alex. Johnston, Sir G. Staunton
the Bishop of Isauropnlis, M. P. A. Lair, President Caen Society, the Baron
Schilling of Cronstadt and N'awab Audul Jabar Khan, Bahadur.
The loss of Members by death and departure to Europe had been as follows :

By departure to Europe, Col. Colvin, Dr. Mill, Col. Hezeta, Dr. Can.
tor. Dr. Swiney, Dr. Langstaff, Mr. G. A. Bushby, Rev. Mr. Bateman-
and on the eve of departure Sir C. T. Metcalfe, Bart., the Honorable Mr.
Macaulay, Sir C. D’Oyly, Bart.^C- E. Trevelyan, Esq. the Honorable W.
L. Melville, and II. Walters, Esq.
By decease in India, the Honorable Sir Benjamin Malkin, V. P. the Rev. Dr.

Marshman, and among members retired to Europe the illustrious Henry
Colebrooke, Esq., Mons. Klatroth, Sir W. Wilkins and Dr. Robt. Tytler.
To the memory of the first of these distinguished meu a tribute had been placed
on the Society’s proceedings, and the pages of the Asiatic Journals of London
had embodied biographical notices in detail of Drs. Wilkins and Tytler,
justly appreciating the services which in their separate lines of study they had
rendered to Sanskrit and Arabic literature.

Sir Benjamin Malkin, had been but a short time a resident member, but he
had entered most warmly and efficiently into the interests of the Society, choos-
ing for himself as President of the Statistical Committee a most important and
hitherto unexplored field of investigation.

Dr. Marshman was the companion and fellow-labourer of the late Dr.
Carey. Like the latter he felt the immense advantage to be obtained in his
peculiar mission, by mastering the learned languages of those whose minds and
hearts he would address. While his colleague therefore devoted his attention to

Sanskrit and Bengalee, he applied himself with equal diligence to the study of
the Chinese language, so that he was soon enabled to complete and to publish at
Serampore, with type of his own fabrication, a translation of the whole Bible in

the Chinese language. The following account of his habits of industry is extracted
from a notice in the Friend of India for 14th Dec. 1S37.

“ His constitution appeared to be constructed of iron. He exposed himself
to all the severities of an Indian climate, with perfect impunity. He enjoyed,
till within the last year of his life, such uninterrupted health, as falls to the lot

of few in India. During thirty-seven years he had not taken medicine to the
value of ten rupees. The strength of his body seemed to be admirably adapted,
with the structure of bis mind, to fit him for the long career of usefulness he was
permitted to run. He was peculiarly remarkable for ceaseless industry. He
usually rose at four, and despatched half the business of the day before break-
fast. When extraordinary exertions appeared necessary, he seemed to have a

perfect command over sleep, and has been known for days together, to take
less than half his usual quantity of rest. His memory was great beyond that of
most men. lie recalled facts, with all their minute associations, with the utmost
facility. This faculty he enjoyed to the last day of his existence. During the
last mouth of his life, when unable even to turn on his couch without assistance,

he dictated to his daughter Mrs. Voigt, his recollections of the early establish-

ment of the Mission at Serampore, with a clearness and minuteness perfectly

astonishing. The vast stores of knowledge which he had laid op in early life,

and to which he was making constant addition, rendered his personal intercourse

in society a great enjoyment."

6 z 2
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The following was the abstract of receipts and expenditure during the past year
on the general account, taken from the Treasurer’s hooks.

Payments.

To Secretary’s office esta-

1

blishmeut, /
To House establishment,...
To Oriental Library ditto,.

.

To Curator’s salary up to 1

the 18th August, J

To ditto contingent,
To Printing 1 st pt. 19th vol.

To Stitching ditto

To Printing authors’ extra 1

copies, J

To Lithographic plates by 1

Tassin J

To KasiuAth for engravings,
To Members’ copies of 1

Journal, 1 100,with extras J

To Contingent charges,!
including ratan matting >

for ground floor, J

To transfer to Oriental
publication account for

Paris sales credited in

London,
To Balance in the Bank 1

of Bengal, J

Rs. .As. P.

790 5 9

1714 6 0
1014 0 0

1290 0 0

644 10 8

1506 10 8
75 0 0

139 14 0

313 8 0

32 0 0

1293 0 0

973 9 1

469 8 0

2526 11 9

Rs. 12818 3 1

1

;}

Receipts.

By balance 31st Dec. 1836,
By collections of quarterly

]
contributions aud admis- >

sion fees, J

By museum grant from
Government from Aug
to Nov. at 200,..

,

By establishment for care 1

of Oriental manuscripts, J

By Interest on Govt, secu-

1

rities, J

By Dividend from Mackiu- 1

tosh and Co J

By Sale of Govt. 4 per cent. 1

paper. J

By Sale of part 1, vol. 19,..

By received in deposit
from the French govern-
ment towards procuring
a copy of the Vedas, ..

.

Rs. 4s. P.
220 3 8

6994 8 3

800 0 0

936 0 0

742 3 4

382 13 9

2109 6 11

8 0 0

625 0 0

Rs. 12818 3 11

To the cash balance were to be added one quarterly contribution, and half a

year’s interest, together about 2000 rupees : but on the other hand there were bills

due for printing and for the journal, and credits to be met for the Spiti expedition
and for the Statistical Committee to an equal amount.

Adverting to other accounts kept distinct from the general funds, the Report
noticed, first, the subscription raised for the improvement of the museum,
amounting to rupees 1429, the whole of which sum had been expended in the

construction of various cabinets, and glass cases for birds, animals, insects,

shells and fossils, with which the lower rooms were now provided, to the full

extent of their accommodation.
Second, the subscription for Dr. Mill’s portrait, rupees 1886 ;

of which
rupees 1838 4 9 = ,£'180 had been remitted to the London Agents to be held

at Dr. Mill’s disposal for that object.

In the department of Oriental Publications the Secretary’s books presented

the following statement

:

Payments.

To various bills of the 1

Baptist Mission Press, J

To pandit’s wages for cor-
J

rection, j

To freight and packing, ..

To refund to the Editor, 1

of the Inaya, J

To binding, stationery, &c.

To writers and collectors,.

.

To balance in hand

Rs. As. P.

2204 9 11

24 0 0

53 13 0

20 0 0

37 4 6
120 0 0

2140 11 5

Receipts.

By cash balance of last 1

year, /
By collected from suhsrs. .

.

By general sales,

By works sold to the Edu- >

cation Committee S

By sales at Benares,
By sales at Paris, through l

the French Asiatic So- I

ciety, francs 1 173, 80 at
|

2-3 per rupee, J

Rs. As. P.

2174 8 7

982 10 4
546 10 8

334 0 0

93 I 3

4C9 8 0

4600 6 10 4600 6 10

To bills presented not yet paid

:

Mahabharat, 3rd vol 3693 13 0

Khazanat ul ilin, 809 0 0

By balance, 1st Jan. 1838,

By outstanding subscrip- 1

tions, say J

2142 13 5

1200 0 0
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All the works which the Society had undertaken to finish were now completed
w ith the exception of the MaMbharafa itself advanced to the 300th page of the
fourth or last volume. Of the sale of this work it was somewhat premature to
form any estimate before the whole series could he offered to purchasers

;
but

judging from the other finished Sanskrit works, the native demand would be very
limited

; owing to the great poverty of the learned classes, to the abseuce of a tika
or commentary which most readers required, and to the adoption of the Devu-
niigari character ; the proportion of Bengali renders being far above tliut of up-
country pandits. By the time the editiou would be completed there would pro-
bably be a balance against the undertaking of near 6000 rupees.

As one mode of diminishing this large debt, the Committee of Papers had
recommended the acceptance of an offer of 1000 rupees for the incomplete copies

of the Fat&wa Alemyiri ,
of which a maulavi was willing to undertake a reprint,

and it was thought still higher terms might be obtaiued, so numerous were the

demands for law books among the educated Muhamedans. Confident hopes
were long entertained of a favourable answer to the Society's Memorial to the

Honorable Court of Directors in 1835 : it was known that the Court had recom-
mended the local Government to subscribe 5C0 rupees per mouth expressly to

the furtherance of the Society’s Oriental publications, but even that degree of
patronage had been since understood to be negatived by the Board of Control

;

leaving the cause in a more hopeless condition than if a decided refusal had at

first been given, from the growing liabilities incurred on the expectation of aid.

Meantime the local Government had most liberally seconded the Society’s ap-
peal for support to its museum, and had forwarded with its favourable recom-
mendation, a scheme for elevating that museum into a national institution. The
greater success was anticipated to this important movement, since Professor
Wilson had been placed iu charge of the museum and library at home, to which
he was well aware how powerful an auxiliary the Indian institution might prove.

At the meeting of October the existing museum was placed under a special

Committee, in lieu of appointing a curator. Too short a period had elapsed to

render a formal Report necessary from them. Upwards of 200 new specimens
of natural history had in that time been added, besides the ordinary setting up
of skeletons, &e. Catalogues of several branches of the collections had been
prepared by Messrs. Pearson, Cantor, and McClelland.

In the publication of the Researches great delay had taken place from the
Orphan Press having been engaged on urgent Government business. The se-

cond part of the 20th volume however was in a forward state.

A catalogue of all the Oriental MSS. now in the Library had been printed in

the native character for circulation—the Sauskrit portion containing, as an
appendix, lists of such books as the Sanskrit Colleges of Benares and Calcutta

possessed exclusively.

In conjunction with the Nawdb Taha'war Jang, the printing of the Sharaya
ul Isldm, a text book of Sliia law, had been undertaken.

Out of the society had appeared many interesting acquisitions to the science

and literature of the country. A dictionary of the Manipur dialect, a grammar
of the Sindhi, grammars of the Bclochl and Barunl • besides the Cochin-cainese

and Burmese dictionaries, the former now nearly through the press : Mr. Tur-
nour’s Pdli Annals of Ceylon : and a full account of the caves of Adjanta.
Captain Boileau’s Survey of Shekdwati had given a valuable accession to geo-
graphy and statistics of India; and many reports of scientific expeditions to

Assam— to the interior of Maulmein
,
to the valley of Sinde, &c. bad been made

public by Government. At the present moment two fresh expeditions had been set

on foot, one to Bootan under Captain Pemberton, the other under Captain
Bcrnes to Cashmir ; and, under the auspices of the Patron of the Society, in-

quiries had been circulated on several points of scientific and commercial iuterest

— the tides—lichens—coal, &c.

The current publication of the Society’s proceedings in the journal rendered it

unnecessary to dwell upon the general subjects that bad engaged attention within

its walls during the past year. It might be sufficient as an evidence that mem-
bers were not relaxing in their labors in any branch of research, to state, that al-
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though the Journal had nearly doubled its volume, it had still been unable to

keep pace with the influx of scientific and literary contributions.”

Mr. A. Csoma in writing thanked the Society for the honor they had
intended him, but declined accepting the librarianship, as interfering with
the course of studies he had marked out for the short period of his sojourn
in Calcutta.

Resolved—nem. con. on the motion of the Secretary, supported by the
Lord Bishop, that Mr. Kittoe be placed in temporary charge of the library

and museum on the consolidated allowance heretofore granted to the cura-
tor and librarian, viz. Rs. 200 per month.

In introducing the above proposition allusion was made to the important ser-

vices reudered by Mr. Kittoe in bringing to light the numerous inscriptions of

Orissa or, more properly, ancient Kalinga. A more thorough survey of its ruins

was one object contemplated in his nomination, as the discoverer might again

be deputed thither when business at home did not press, and he might bring

away drawings and plans of all the caves and Buddhist sculpture. There were
many deserted monuments there well worthy of preservation in the Society's mu-
seum.

Antiquities.

A letter from Captain Sanders, Sec. Mil. Bd. acquainted the Society

with the resolution of the Right Honorable the Governor General to devote

2,500 rupees to the re-erection of the Allahabad pillar on Captain Smith’s
design No. 3, with the restoration of the lion capital as suggested by
Lieutenant Kittoe.
Mr. Liston forwarded from Gorakhpur

,
a sketch and facsimile of a pillar

and inscription discovered by him in the eastern division of that district.

The inscription is in the Samudra Gupta alphabet, and apparently in excellent

preservation : an impression has been requested before proceeding to decipher it.

Mr. Vigne transmitted from Tskardo, Little Tibet, a more accurate

copy of the inscription he had noticed a year ago.

This inscription has been read by M. Csoma and will appear in the next

journal.

The Rev. J. Wilson, President, Bombay Asiatic Society, at the request
of the Secretary sent round by sea the cloth facsimiles (natural sizej of the

Girnar inscriptions of which copies on paper had been previously commu-
nicated.

Although not equal in accuracy to printed impressions, it is hoped that these

splendid memorials may now be deciphered. Those of the older character relate

to Piyadasj, but they are very different in tenor from the pillar inscriptions.

Mr. Kittoe gave a revised copy of the Khandgiri inscription of Stir-

ling.

A curious war-hat worn by the Singphos, also their musical instruments,

mat-shoes, Chinese boots, and fan, were presented for the museum, by Co-
lonel H. Burney.

Literary.

Read a letter from the Rev. Wm. Taylor, of Madras, on the subject

of the Mackenzie manuscripts, accompanied with an analysis of several

of the restored volumes.
These papers are sent under the impression of their being acceptable for pub-

lication in the Researches, reserving the original texts and translations of such

manuscripts as are considered worthy of further notice for a separute volume.

Referred to the Committee of Papers.

Major Law, Commissioner, Province Wellesley, presented an Essay on the

birth of Buddha, according to the Siamese authorities.
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Mr. C. E. Trevelyan, presented in the name of Munshi Mohun La i.,

a notice of the Daudputras ; also, an account of Kdhi Bayh, and of Baha'-

wal Kha'n.
Mr. Wathkn communicated from Ensign Postans, some extracts fro

the Tohfatul KhwJm, relative to the history of Sinde.

Physical.

Replies to the circular regarding Indian lichens were received from Dr.

Baikie, Dr. Griffith, and Lieut. Harrington, the latter with specimens.

Specimens of the genuine Jatumdsi (spikenard of the ancients) were

presented by Dr. A. Campbell, Acting Resident Nipal, with drawing and
remarks on the subject of Sir William Jones’ paper.

Fossil shells (on very large ammonite) and volcanic minerals from the

Chari hills, Cutch, were presented by Ensign Postans.

Mr. Homfray, presented the carcass of a w hite guinea fowl.

Mr. Ewin (through the Honorable Col. Morison) forwarded a variety

of shark found at the Sandheads.

Dr. R. Tytler, presented a fragment of magnetic ironstone with

remarks on the nature of the lines of polarization thereon.

Col. Burnet presented part of the lower jaw of a fossil hippopotamus
(the only one yet found) from a new fossil site in Ava.

A drawing of this fragment, which exactly accords with the hippopotamus

of the Siwaliks having six equal incisors, shall be given hereafter. Col. Burney
writes :

—
“ 1 have the pleasure to send for your inspection a fossil, apparently the lower

jaw of a hippopotamus, which was given to me by the prince of Mekkhara, and
said to have been found, not near the Petroleum Wells, but more to the north-

ward, on a new site on the opposite side of the Erawadi, to the westward of a

range of hills called by the Burmese Tang-gyi, and in our maps Danggyi
,
and

on a plain near the city of Vau kyakhat, the * Yo or Kakiap' of our maps, and
the Jaghire of the old Kyi- Wungyih.

Hearing that there were other fossil remains at this spot, and particularly the

whole body of the animal from which this lower jaw was takeu, I had obtained

the permission of the late Government of Ava to send down a party of my fol-

lowers to examine the spot and bring away all the treasures they could find ; but

the breaking out of the revolution put a stop to my expedition, and although the

present king of Ara afterwards promised to order some of these fossil remains to

be brought up for me, he has been too much engaged, I fear, to recollect his

promise. I believe this is the first portion of a hippopotamus found in Burmah.
The inhabitants of Yau and the Burmese in geueral reversed this lower jaw, and
insisted upon it that it was the upper jaw of a bhilu or monster.”

Mr. Kittoe presented geological specimens from Cuttack, supposed to

indicate coal—among them a black chalk fit for crayon drawings.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Taylor, H. C. astronomer Madras, was
read, explaining that he had been engaged in observations of the magnetic
intensity along the coast of the peninsula east and west of Cape Comorin.

The instruments are now with Mr. Caldecott who will continue the series

from Trevandrum to Tellicherry and Bombay. The observations will be pub-
lished in a pamphlet whea completed. Mr. Taylor’s Madras Observatory papers

for 1836-37, vol. IV. are now in the press.

The meeting then proceeded to discuss the tender of Mr. Evans’ collec-

tion of Natural History, when it was resolved that before coming to any
determination the Committee of Papers be requested to examine and
value the collection and report on the expediency of recommending its

purchase to Government.
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